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Bhubaneswar
The city where it all begins
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Story of our City - Bhubaneswar I remember
having declared
PRAKASH KUMAR SAHOO
once with
imperiousness,
that I shall not go
to a temple which
is not at least five
hundred years
old.
Ancient past, Origin, Legends and its many Names

Having been born in a city replete with archeological treasures all across her

length & breadth, temples or rather the ones carved out of rock fascinated me
from my earliest childhood. So much so that, I remember having declared once

with imperiousness, that I shall not go to a temple which is not at least five
hundred years old.

The

city

of

temples

Ekamrakshetra,

has

Kalinga

been

nagar,

variously

Tosali,

known

through

Tribhuvaneswara,

the

and

ages

as

finally

as

Bhubaneswar - after it was declared as the new capital of Odisha in 1948.

Bhubaneswar is one of the very few cities in India which has been continually
inhabited at least for the last two and a half millennia. It is a veritable treasure
trove for a student of history with archeological remains right from the 3rd
century BC till the present day. The earliest remains probably being the
fortified town of Sisupalgarh and the Ashokan rock edict at Dhauli of the 3rd
century BC being a close second. Although there is no conclusive proof about
the age of first fortifications at Sisupalgarh, but most certainly it existed during
the Kalinga war of 261 BC. One plausible explanation being Ashoka having
come so far into Kalinga country, the Kalinga Nagar army must have retreated
back to guard their capital and that is why the war was fought at a place only
5kms away from their capital. For that matter Dhauli is only 5 km away from
Sisupalgarh.

But this ancient fortified town which is almost square sized – more than a
kilometer

long

on

all

sides

was

certainly

there

during

the

time

of

Mahameghavahana Kharabela of the Chedi dynasty who was the
Kalingadhipati during late 2nd century BC to early 1st century BC. The famous
Hati Gumpha inscription of the Udayagiri caves mentions about repairs done
by him to the gates of his capital city Kalinganagar. Kharabela was certainly
the greatest of the Kalinga rulers of that period and ruled over large parts of
eastern & central India and competed with the Satavahana kingdom of South
and Sungas of Magadha. He is also credited to have brought back the statue of
Kalinga Jina (probably Jain Tithankar…. Rishabh Deva) from Pataliputra after
defeating the Sunga ruler. This statue was taken away by Mahapadma Nanda of
Nanda dynasty of Magadha, who invaded Odisha in the 4th century BC.

The story of Bhubaneswar is left untold without going into the antiquity of the
city and the people and events that shaped it. But rather than history the legend
part of it is more interesting. So let us first know a few of the legends
associated with city. The city has been named Bhubaneswar after the temple of
Tribhuvaneswar which is known as Lingaraj now. But the first name of the
temple was “Kritivasa”. This beautiful legend is associated with Kritivas and
how the temple and the city came to be known by that name.
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Ekamra Kshetra & Legend of Kritivasa

As already told, this city was also known as the Ekamra Tirtha or Ekamra
Kshetra. Pauranic legend says that Siva once revealed to Parvati that Ekamra is
a more favourite resort of his than Kasi (Varansi). Parvati out of curiosity came
to visit Ekamra disguised in the form of a Gopalini or a cowherd woman. Two
demons named Kriti and Vasa chanced upon her and were dumbstruck by the
beauty of the Gopalini. They wooed her and expressed their desire to marry her.
Parvati sensing that there is no escape asked them to first carry her on their
shoulders.

When

they

did

it,

the

two

demons

were

crushed

under

the

superhuman weight of the Goddess. After destroying them, the Goddess felt
thirsty and by that time the Lord had arrived and he dug up a pond with his
celestial trident. Lord Siva invited all the sacred rivers, lakes and water bodies
to lend a ‘drop’ of water each to this pond and all did except Godavari. So this
pond came to be known as Bindusagar or Bindu Sarovar from the drop lent by
all water bodies. Later on a majestic temple was constructed at the site and it
came to be known as Kritivas, named after the two demons who were slayed
here.

A word of caution for legends and history

But there is a word of caution while studying history, as a writer of history is
wont to fall prey to as much fecundity of his own imagination as also to his
prejudices. The family story lines, the legends of past long gone by, act so much
as to change courses of history.

As much as one hears about political leanings

of historians altering happenings of past, history has always been the victim in
the hands of the writer. One hears about the debate about the real origin of the
Aryans – did they come from central Asia (somewhere near Urals) Or as the
Saffron brigade say they migrated from India to Central Asia!

A case in point is very much quoted Scottish writer W. W. Hunter, from point
view of Odisha who wrote a treatise ‘Orissa’ while serving as an ICS officer in
Bengal province in the 1860s & 1870s. Those days, Orissa did not consist of
any political entity and only remained in the popular imagination of people in a
few districts of Bengal presidency namely Cuttack, Puri, Balasore. Also in
another district which was always in the Oriya imagination and at many times
during the ancient past was the heart of Orissa- the district of Ganjam, formed a
part of the Madras Presidency by then. Sambalpur district which was annexed to
the Bengal presidency before the great uprising of 1857 by Doctrine of Lapse,
was later transferred to the Central Provinces in 1862. Later during the partition
of Bengal in 1905 about which, much has been written, in our school history
books, Sambalpur district was transferred to the Bengal Presidency.

But the missing point is, how in that treatise on Odisha, W. W. Hunter goes to
great length to prove that the ancient Kalingans were infact Yavanas who in turn
were the Ionians of Greek heritage. He probably did it, to prove his prejudices
about the then residents of these Odia districts.
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Hunter in his zeal to prove that the Odia people of his age could not have been
the descendants of the great Kalingans, leaves on no stone unturned to prove
that the Greco-Romans of north west India were the people instrumental in
colonizing the East Indies or as he says the Indian archipelago. He cites the
aversion of the Hindu towards seafaring, to prove that it would have been
impossible on the part of people of Orissa to have ventured so far into the sea as
Java and Bali to have left cultural influences there. W.W. Hunter cites logic of
his own to prove that the sea trade of the Kalingans started only after the Yavan
or Ionian or Greco Roman Conquest of Kalinga some time in 1st Century AD.

We have a very
high propensity
for deification of
our sages, heroes
and kings

Nevertheless, we must grant it to W.W. Hunter that, his treatise was the first
attempt at writing the history of our people from a modern perspective.

His treatise was also instrumental in establishing that, these are different people with a glorious past, but a wretched
present and uncertain future and they traditionally inhabited the east coast in a kingdom stretching from mouth of the
Ganges to Godavari. He was not the only writer or historian whose vision was clouded by his own prejudices and writings
influenced by it because of what he saw at present. The Bengali historians of pre-independence era went to great length to
prove that ours was not a different culture, but only an extension or sub-culture of the much more dominant Bengali culture
of their age. But we will leave all these historical perspectives aside and get into the groove of our story.

The Hindus did not have affinity for the written word and relied more on memory. It is said that the Vedas were committed
to memory by generations of students before it was preserved for posterity after being written on palm leaf. The epics like
Ramayana and the Mahabharata were finally written down around the start of Christian era after being passed on to
students by the Gurus for several hundred years. This absence of written words in the early stages of Hindu society led to
lot of changes being done to original script by later day writers. Hindus always let their imagination run wild in matters of
spiritualism, theology, religion etc., and there was never unanimity of view or adherence to strict set of principles as the
monotheistic religions of the middle east - Judaism, Christianity and Islam.

The absence of adherence to strict rules reflected almost in all aspects of human life in our culture as well as cultures
influenced by us. Therefore you will find hundreds of different Ramayanas written by as many writers over the ages in
places ranging from modern day Tamil Nadu, Andhra, Karnataka, Odisha, Thailand, Indonesia, Cambodia and even China.
The primary story line lying intact, different plots and sub plots were added or deleted which was probably a reflection of
the writer’s own cultural ethos. That is why one finds so many different names of Gods. This is especially true in the case
of mother Goddesses. Many rituals we follow have interesting stories associated with it Khudurukuni, Sudasa Brata,
Sabitri Amavasya etc.

We have a very high propensity for deification of our sages, heroes and kings. Sages and people who performed heroic
deeds were often associated with super natural powers and many times after passage of a few generations the exaggerations
of their achievements transformed them on to Gods. People associated with great deeds were hero worshipped first and
became Gods in a few generations. The line of difference between reverence and worship becomes blurred many times.
There are examples galore – The legend of Kalijaii.
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The Legend of Kalijaii

She was a small girl in some village on the banks of Chilika lake. In those days girls were married off quite young. But Jaii’s
father could not find a suitable groom for her and most of her friends were married. So her parents were very worried. Then
they received a marriage proposal from the family of some boy in the island of Parikud which lies inside the Chilika lake.
Jaii’s mother was apprehensive about marrying off her daughter to such a remote place as she may not be able to see her
again. But her father was insistent as he thought that once his daughter is past her marriageable age, it will be difficult to find
a groom for her. Then the marriage was fixed and it was decided that the ceremony will take place at Parikud, an island inside
Chilika lake. Jaii’s father along with a few relatives embarked on the journey to Parikud on a boat. Jaii, being a young girl,
was very scared first because of leaving her mother behind and also because of the boat being tossed about on the waves of
the lake. Chilika is rather a very shallow lake, more like a low lying area but at few places it is very deep.

While the boat was passing through one such area with deep waters, suddenly the sky became overcast and there was thunder
and lightning. Jaii was very scared and clinged on to her father and her father urged the boatman to row the boat fast so that
they could reach some land head. Wind started to blow hard and it also started raining, the boat was out of control and it
started swaying furiously. Soon there was darkness all around and it was not possible to see each other in the boat. Jaii was
clinging on to her father for dear life. As the full fury of the thunder storm was unleashed, the small boat was dancing on the
waves, at the deepest point of Chilika lake, everybody prayed for their life. The boat was rocked hard by a big wave and Jaii’s
father could no longer feel her hand. As he was trying to find her by calling out her name loudly, the fury of the storm began
to diminish. Soon the sky began to clear as sun showed up behind the clouds. But Jaii was nowhere to be seen. The frantic
search that ensued to find Jaii was futile. The sun was descending fast on the horizon behind a rocky outcrop nearby. Jaii
could not be found anywhere, she had just vanished. While all others on the boat were lucky and remained unharmed, Jaii had
disappeared. Her father was disconsolate and returned home to her mother to share her grief.

Days passed and apparition of a young girl was seen by few boatmen on the rocky outcrop. Soon stories began to circulate
about a young girl conversing with people and guiding them to safety near that deep trench. A legend was born among the
boatmen that the spirit of the young girl is saving them from difficulties. Boatmen started giving obeisance while going by
that rocky outcrop. Jaii began to be considered as an incarnation of Goddess Kali and people began to go to the rocky outcrop
to pray.

It is said that a temple was built on that island in the year 1771 by the king of Banapur dedicated to Goddess Kalijaii. The
legend of Jaii has been immortalized by the great Odia poet, Pandit Godabarish Mohapatra of ‘Pancha Sakha’ fame in
his poem ‘Kalijaii’. The temple to Goddess Kalijaii has been made bigger since then and the island has seen some
development in recent years.

I remember going there once in my childhood
when many goats were roaming around in the
island foraging for food. There was nothing
much on the island except for a small temple
and a few thorny trees. But the island had
changed much when I visited it again a
couple of years back. The temple has been
rebuilt, many portions have been tiled, a few

permanent shops have also cropped up. The impact of this legend on the consciousness of the people of Odisha has been so
much that vast majority of people in Odisha believe that Kalijaii is synonymous with Chilika & vice versa. Many believe that,
it is the only thing to see in Chilika.
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Many Mothers

This is not the only story about the birth of a God or Goddess, and there are
quite a few examples. The story of Goddess Ramachandi on Puri-Konark
marine drive is another beautiful read. Albeit this story is of a different genre
altogether as here the Goddess comes in form of a human to guide humans and
after that temple is built in her memory. Mother worship is entrenched in the
minds of people of this state, so much so that every village one goes to, a temple
or altar or small room dedicated to the Mother Goddess or Shakti is likely to be
found. Interestingly these Goddesses many a times do not have the usual Shakti
names like Durga, Kali, Sarala, Vimala, Biraja, Chandi, Mangala, Amba etc.
They can have very uncommon names like Maa Kochilakhai, Maa Basulei, Maa
Bhuasuni, Maa Jagulei, Maa Baradevi or a myriad other names. If we delve
deeper into the origin of these unconventional names, it is usually found that it
is usually because of association with some local legend. There is a completely
different genre of legend in which, a rather elaborate story is woven around a
Puja and the story in poetry form is recited during the Puja. In the poem, it is
reiterated how by worshipping one particular God or Goddess or even God man
a person was able to tide over his / her misfortune and made lady luck smile
once again. Two or three of these Pujas associated with legend immediately
comes to mind like story of Satya Peer for Satyanarayan Puja, Khudarankuni or

"The country is
no fit subject for
conquest or for
schemes of
human ambition.
It belongs to the
Gods and from
end to end is one
region of
pilgrimage"

Khudurkuni Puja and story of Ta Poi (Doesn’t the name Ta Poi seems like a
Thai or South east Asian name and reminds us of the association of Kalingans
with that area) and the story associated with Goddess Laxmi during Sudasa
Brata.

A Country not fit for Conquest

The association of people of this state with devotion, worship & temples can never be overstated. Raja Man Singh, the
Commander-in-chief of Akbar who wrested Utkal or Kalinga or whatever was left of it from the Afghans in the year 1580
exclaimed after his victory, “The country is no fit subject for conquest or for schemes of human ambition. It belongs to the
Gods and from end to end is one region of pilgrimage”.

Our old friend W.W. Hunter was one of the first Europeans to write extensively about Orissa and has mentioned in his book
‘Orissa’. "In going up the Mahanadi I noticed that each rocky islet, or wooded crag that rose from its banks, was crowned
not, as upon the Rhine, by the castle of a noble, but by a temple to some God. Even foreigners feel that they are treading on
hallowed ground”. Having come from a person who was not very generous in his evaluation of the place or its people or its
claim to the past glory, the place must have contained something that made him grudgingly admit this. W.W. Hunter was a
widely travelled officer in British India and he had visited the entire Bengal Presidency and many other places. This
something which made the Scottish traveler and the victorious General became awestruck by the holiness of the land was its
proliferation of the temples, which stood even then. They must have stood out majestically, holding their head high to
announce proudly out to the world, how they have withstood the ravages of time, the onslaught of the Marauders and still
held on, to dominate the landscape.
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Prolificity of Temples

It is rumored that Bhubaneswar once had 6000 temples and that is centuries
ago. About 300-350 of these old temples still survive in their various states
of disrepair and preservation.

The ancient Kalingans were known for their fervent temple building
activities, and it is but natural that their capital should have these many
temples

dedicated

mostly

to

the

Mahadev.

Even

small

towns

like

Choudwar have an asta Shambhu complex i.e. eight temples dedicated to
the Shambhu or Shiva. These temples are not in one place but scattered at
different places in a radius of about 1 km.

A small non-descript town like Niali, at a distance of about 45 km from
Bhubaneswar, which may have seen glorious days in the distant past has a
‘Dwadasa Shambhu’ complex. Apart from the Mahadev temples, there are
many other temples dedicated to Lord Vishnu like the Madhab temple at
Madhava; dedicated to the Mother Goddess like the beautiful Varahi
temple at village Chaurasi (eightyfour in Odia) etc in and around Niali.
Even the naming of the village as Chaurashi is interesting. This village
once had eightyfour deep wells. If one goes there even now, a few of these
wells can still be found in various stages of disrepair ready to tell a story of
their own. These wells had their inner linings tiled with special design
bricks and a few have inscriptions also. Some of them have been turned
into garbage dump by persons owning them as they no longer serve any
useful purpose to the people after drying out. But presence of such large
number of wells at a small village is intriguing and there are many legends
associated with it. But the earliest remains of our city is not a temple, but
the walled town of Sisupalgarh, which is hardly recognizable now.

Sisupalgarh Fort

A ruined fortified township of square layout lies at a distance of 2 km to the east of Lingaraj temple. Dhauli, the site of
Kalinga war is hardly another 3 km away. The ancient town was protected by 20-40 ft high wall and river Gandhavati or
Gangua nala (canal) of present formed a protective moat around it. Each side of the wall is about 1.2 km long and there are
two elaborate gates on each side. In the centre of this walled city lies tall stone columns made of laterite stone. There are a
total of 18 pillars of varying heights, standing tall amongst the buried ruins and general neglect and gobbling land mafia.

Sisupalgarh Fort was first excavated in 1947-48, when artifacts like Roman gold coins, Kushana coins, seals and various
other local and imported artefacts were found, which proved its antiquity. From the artefacts found, the fort was dated to
have flourished between 3rd century BC and 4th century AD. When the first excavations were made, the walled city was full
of shrubs & other vegetation and there was no trace of human habitation. Out of the eight gates, only one was excavated. The
protective wall was buried under millennia old dirt and trees had grown over the dyke like mound. Nothing much has
changed on this front and the wall buried under mounds of dirt is found even now. However, the landscape within the walled
compound has completely transformed and hundreds of buildings have come up within it. Corrupt officials and land
grabbing mafia have colluded to take over the land. The only place of interest in this fort now is the 18 pillars (which is
called athara khamba) and the excavated gate. The eighteen pillars probably formed a part of the main palace. As in those
times, the palaces were probably made of bamboo & wood, the destructible part has perished and the indestructible pillars
only survive to bear mute testimony to its glorious past. However, these illegal encroachments have now come right upto the
18 pillared structure and it’s matter of time before it is also devoured.
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There have been sporadic attempts all over the years by historians and archaeologists to do research on it, but they have not
been able to halt its destruction. How many monuments of our glorious past is buried underneath these illegal buildings,
nobody can say for sure. But these researches have pushed its antiquity further back and it is now generally believed to have
flourished from about 1200 BC. The walls looking like a dyke is still visible from above and cannot be missed during many
take-offs from Bhubaneswar airport when the aeroplane goes right over it. It is also seen from google earth, the protrusion of
the eight gates also cannot be missed.

Ashokan inscription at Dhauli

Most people do not know that, the Shanti Stupa at Dhauligiri is not the only thing to see there. The monument of second most
antiquity in Bhubaneswar is carved on a huge stone beside the hillock with the Shanti Stupa.

The dazzling white peace

pagoda, which is seen from miles afar was built by the Japan Buddha Sangha & Kalinga Nippon Buddha Sangha in 1972. The
monks and nuns of Nipponzan Myohoji Buddhist monastic order are instrumental in building such peace pagodas. There are
more than eighty such peace pagodas built by this order of monks all over the world and seven in India. The peace pagoda at
Dhauligiri is the 2nd to be built in India after Rajgir. But this modern stupa has been built to commemorate the importance of
the place in Buddhism. Because, it is from here an emperor zealous in war was transformed into a crusader of peace.

Statue of an elephant has been carved on a hillock and below it lies one of the best preserved Ashokan rock edict. The edict
has been inscribed on stone in Prakrit language with Brahmi script. It has a special place amongst all rock edicts as it is one of
the two places to contain the separate Kalingan edict, the other place being Jaugada in Ganjam district. Dhauli rock edict was
discovered in 1837 by Lt. Markham Kittoe, a British army officer who did pioneering research on epigraphical antiquities of
eastern India and Odisha in particular. When he first encountered the edicts, it was in a tiger infested forest. How much the
world has changed! But there are evidences to suggest that many other Ashokan era sculptures and monuments were erected
near Dhauligiri & Bhubaneswar, but very few can be seen now. Perhaps they were reused in the temple construction activity a
few centuries later after falling into ruins.

Khandagiri & Udaygiri Caves

The Khandagiri & Udayagiri caves are inextricably linked with the greatest son of Kalinga Mehameghavahana Kharavela who
ruled one of the biggest Kalinga empires in the 2nd century BC. Khandagiri and Udayagiri caves are on two adjacent hills and
have 15 & 18 caves respectively. The caves were probably carved out during the reign of Kharvela for Jain ascetics to reside.

Udaygiri Caves

Udaygiri has the more important caves like Hati gumpha, Rani
gumpha, Bagha gumpha, Ganesh gumpha, Ananta gumpha etc.
Hati Gumpha has been immortalized by the inscription written
on the ceiling of the natural cavern cum cave by Kalingadhipati
Kharavela

during

his

reign.

Hati

Gumpha

inscription:

The

inscription is of seventeen lines and written in a Central Indian
Prakrit language in Brahmi script and gives year wise details of
accomplishments during reign of Kharavela.

Chronological achievements, mostly conquests, of his reign are written upto the 13th year, the year in which he defeated the
Magadha empire and made the Shunga king Brhaspatimitra bow at his feet at Pataliputra. Kharavela has been eulogized by
the Kalingans and their successors the Odias, as he brought the mighty Magadha empire down to its knees within a century of
their decimation in the Kalinga war of 261 BC.
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Minor inscriptions at Udaygiri

There are inscriptions in Brahmi script in many of the other caves in Udayagiri
as well. Most of these are one or two lined and give information about the
ownership of the caves e.g. cave of Kudepasiri, son & successor of Kharavela;
cave of Prince Vadukha; cave of Bhuti, the city Judge etc. These inscriptions
have made many to believe that the King probably lived here along with Queen
& many courtiers during the latter part of his reign or after abdicating. The most
important Gumpha is Rani Gumpha, which was probably a double storeyed
monastery and some important carvings and embellishments

Khandagiri Caves

Tatowa Gumpha, Ananta Gumpha, Navamuni Gumpha, Barabhuji Gumpha,
Ambika Gumpha are some of the more famous caves on Khandagiri hill. The
caves on Khandagiri are more religious in nature and has sculptures and relief
depicting Jain Gods & Goddesses and the Tirthankaras in them. On the top of
the Khandagiri hill there is a Jain temple with a beautiful Jain statue of black
colour. Some of the caves like Barabhuji & Ambika have images of Jain
Goddesses like Shasan Devis, but nowadays the guides & priests believe them
to be Hindu Goddesses like some form of Durga. The Jain tirthankaras are
sometimes shown to the tourists as Hindu God Surya.

Bhubaneswar under the spell of Shaivism

Hindu temple
building which
first evolved
during the Gupta
age of 4-6th
century AD, had
been given a
distinct turn, by
the Kalingan
architects &
came to be
recognized as
Kalinga Order.

The history of Bhubaneswar after the reign of Kharavela is rather obscure till the rise of Sailodbhava dynasty in 6th-7th
century AD. But archeological evidence suggests Kalinganagar, the capital or Sisupalgarh as we know it now continued to
be in occupation till at least the 4th century AD. By the time this pall of obscurity was lifted, Kalinga which was under the
influence of Buddhism & Jainism, was under the influence of Shaivism, at least in Bhubaneswar area. Hindu temple building
which first evolved during the Gupta age of 4th-6th century AD in India, had been given a distinct turn, by the Kalingan
architects, by this time as well. This distinctive style won for itself recognition as Kalinga Order, a separate style of temple
architecture.

Pasupata sect, has been accredited of bringing about this transformation of people and their ordainment into Shaivism.
Lakulisa, a Shaivite preacher of Pasupata sect was responsible for this transformation. In most early temples of Bhubaneswar
one can find the image of Lakulisa sculpted at prominent places wielding a mace or club.

The fervent temple building activity started by the rulers of Sailodbhava dynasty in the later part of 6th century AD or early
7th century AD continued unabated even though dynasties perished and new dynasties took over from them on the political
front. So, the Bhaumakara dynasty which succeeded the Sailodbhavas continued with the tradition and probably added to it
as they made the Kalinga Order of temple architecture more refined by the time they left the scene in 9th century. The temple
architecture of Bhubaneswar reached its zenith during the dynasty that followed i.e. Somavanshis or the Keshari dynasty
during whose time the most important specimens of Kalinga order like the Mukteswara temple, Brahmeswara Temple,
Rajarani Temple and the doyen of Kalinga Order Lingaraj Temple were constructed. The Eastern Gangas who succeeded the
Somavanshis also continued with the tradition and many important temples like the Megheswara, Chitrakarini, Yameswara,
Ananta Basudev Temple etc. By the time the Ganga dynasty was on their way out, the Kalinga order of temple architecture
was on a downward slope. Although, it continued during the Suryavanshis or Gajapati rulers who succeeded the Gangas, but
the architecture and embellishments had degenerated and a phantom of their old glorious pinnacle remained. Some of the
temples inside Lingaraj Temple complex and the Kapileswara temple in the village of same name are some of the creations
of this age.
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Shatrughneswar group of Temples

The earliest surviving temples of the Kalinga Order are a group of three temples – Bharateswar, Lakshmaneswar &
Shatrughneswar located inside a complex in front of the ‘Mausima’ temple and assigned to the last quarter of 6th century A.D.
The temple was constructed during the reign of the Shailodbhavas who ruled part of Odisha from the south of Mahanadi over
Puri, Khurda, Ganjam & Srikakulam districts of present day Andhra Pradesh from the later part of 6th century till early part of
8th century. The temples were reduced to the bare cores with a sprinkling of original sculptured panels surviving here and
there, but they have been renovated some years ago and the missing stone façade have been replaced with new unembellished
ones. They do not look their age when one sees it from a distance but when we go near it, the surviving ancient stones speak
their age. The temples of that period were simple and consisted of only the garbha griha or sanctum sanctorum and no other
structures added to it.
There are exquisite carvings on the surviving stone
panels.

Simple

scenes

from

Indian

mythology

are

depicted in the carvings like images of Siva in his
various forms like Nataraja, Hari-Hara, the dancing
Ardhanariswara and in the role of curbing pride of
Ravana; marriage procession of Siva and the image of
Guru Lakulisa, who is recurrent in all early temples of
Bhubaneswar.

The carvings were more of relief in

nature rather than the full rounded images of temples of
the latter period. The images of Navagraha are usually
present on the lintel beam of Sanctum of all Siva
temples. Two of the Shatrughneswar group temples are
notable exception to this rule.
Images of Siva & Parvati along with their mounts and attendants being worshipped by devotees as well as phallic image have
been carved out on the lintel beam of two of the temples whereas the third temple had a lintel beam with eight grahas which is
now in Odisha State Museum hardly a kilometer away.

Parasurameswar Temple

The best preserved of the early group of temples is the Parasurameswar temple which is treasure trove of Odishan art and
every inch of it is a masterpiece in itself. The temple was constructed in the early part of 7th century AD. The sanctum or the
deul is much similar in appearance to the Shatrughneswar temple with a squattish and plumper look, but it is the first Odishan
temple with a jagamohana or mukhashala. It is apparent that the jagamohana was a later addition which is evident from the
patched up joint and also from the fact that the jointed portion is on carved surface of the sanctum. The jagamohana has an
almost flat roof sloping in two stages rather than the pyramidal roof of most Odishan temples.

The temple is lavishly

decorated with carving of many scenes from Hindu mythology like those in the surviving panels of Shatrughneswar group
and many Gods of the Hindu pantheon like Brahma, Surya, Agni, Varuna, Yama, Ganga, Yamuna etc and ever present
Lakulisa. The carvings in this temple are also more of relief in nature rather than well rounded ones. Siva temples have his
entire family i.e. Parvati, Kartikeya and Ganesh on the three sides, each in a niche of the temple wall as ‘parsva devatas’. In
Parasurameswar temple both Kartikeya and Ganesh are present in their niches and the sculpture of Parvati is missing,
probably being worshipped in some other temple or adorning the display of some western museum or some affluent home. On
one of the walls of the jagamohana there is the image of ‘sapta matrukas’ – Brahmani, Shivani, Vaishnavi, Kaumari, Indrani,
Varahi & Chamunda. On either side of the matrukas there are the image of Virbhadra & Ganesa respectively.
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Although Parasurameswar is a Shiva temple, the stamp of Shakta or Shakti worship is unmistakable. The entire pantheon of
mother Godesses is present on various carvings on the wall like Mahisasuramardini Durga, Ganga, Yamuna, Gajalakshmi,
sapta matrukas and many other. In the courtyard there is another interesting sculpture called sahasralinga or a pillar with 1000
small lingas carved on it in relief.
Parasurameswar temple has only eight grahas
on the lintel beam or door jamb as is seen in
the

dismembered

Shatrughneswar

piece

from

group

of

one

of

the

temples.

The

presence of grahas on door jambs providing
an

interesting

temples,

while

facet
all

to

the

dating

early

Odishan

temples

have

eight grahas, the later ones i.e. from 10th
century

onwards

navagrahas.

have

This

raises

nine
an

grahas

or

interesting

possibility that the concept of navagraha in
our

mythology

was

probably

first

formed

during ninth or tenth century or ketu was not
considered a full-fledged graha prior to that.

Bhauma-kara Dynasty

By the time these first temples were completed, there was change of guard and the Bhaumakara dynasty slowly eased out the
Shailodbhavas from power. The Bhaumakara dynasty ruled over a much bigger area from the Ganges mouth or Hooghly
mouth in north till south of Srikakulam down south. They ruled for almost 200 years from the beginning of 2nd quarter of 8th
century over most of the present day Odisha and the Odia speaking tracts except the deeply forested areas.

The Bhaumakara

dynasty is also famous for the many Queens who ascended the throne or ruled on behalf of their infant sons. There were about
seven queens from this dynasty during the later part of their reign who ruled for better part of a century between themselves.
The Bhaumakara Kings & Queens were great patrons of art & architecture and there was an explosion of temple building
activity during their reign. Their capital was located somewhere near Jajpur. Some of the regents from this dynasty were
Buddhist and some were Saivites. The dynasty contributed a lot to the Buddhist monasteries at Ratnagiri, Udayagiri, Lalitgiri,
Pushpagiri or Langudi and at many other places in the area as well as Shaivite & Shakta temples at Bhubaneswar.

Early Temples of Parasurameswar Group

Swarnajaleswara Temple: An exact replica of Parasurameswar temple without the jagamohana located only a couple of
hundred metres away. Many of the carvings are lost and the temple urgently requires preservation and renovation. Surrounded
by houses on almost three sides, a narrow road leads to the temple and the temple premises seem to be like pvt premises or
courtyard of houses surrounding it. Many scenes from Ramayana are depicted in the carvings.

Mohini Temple: This temple standing on the banks of Bindu sagar tank also closely resembles Parasurameswar temple. An
interesting feature of this temple are its unfinished carvings. The temple is dedicated to the ten armed Chamunda in a dancing
pose, terrific to behold in the original form but now covered with clothes.

Uttareswara Temple, Gauri Shankar Ganesa Temple, Paschimeswara Temple: All the three are interesting specimens of the
early group but can be hardly recognized due to neglect, dis-repair and bungled up repair & restoration works. Uttareswara
temple has most of the spire portion and jagamohana plastered to preserve it.
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Vaital Deul: The temple was constructed in the 9th century AD and carries unique significance in the Kalingan temple
architecture of being the most prominent member of ‘Khakhara’ order. Khakhara is said to be derived from the Odia word
‘Kakharu’ or pumpkin. Pumpkin is also called ‘Boitalu’ from which the name Vaitala is derived. It is called so because the
roof of the temple looks like a pumpkin from afar. The roof of the temple is like an elongated & tapering towards the top
cylinder.
This temple is also called the ‘Tini mundia’
temple because of the three spires on top of
the roof. The temple more or less follows the
Dravidian Gopuram model. There are only
three other temples of this order in the state –
Gouri temple inside Kedar-Gouri complex,
Bhubaneswar, Varahi of 9th century temple
at village Chaurasi near Niali & a small
Durga temple of 7th or 8th century at village
Baideswar near Banki.
The

temple

is

dedicated

to

Goddess

Chamunda who is also called as Kapalini
who has been depicted in her most dreadful
form. Since Goddess Chamunda is the 7th of
the Sapta Matrukas, on the inside wall of the

temple, the six matrukas and Virbhadra are on her one side and the other side Ganesha is present.The Tantric imprint of this
temple is unmistakable and has been associated with tantric worship and sacrifices as per local folklore.

The carvings in this temple shows further refinement to the technique mastered as shown at Parasurameswara temple. The
carvings though in relief are more rounded. The jagamohana is flat roofed as that of Parasurameswara temple. An interesting
carving of this temple is Surya in full glory, flanked by Usha & Pratyusha and being driven by Aruna in chariot harnessed to
seven horses. But the temple is hardly given the importance that is due to her. Two recent buildings have come up within the
small courtyard and blocks its views. The buildings have been constructed by the people responsible for managing it, the
priests.

Sisireswar & Markandeswar Temple: Sisireswar temple is located in the same compound as the Vaital Deul. Since buildings
have been constructed on three sides and on the other side Vaital Deul is present, it is hardly visible from outside. The temple
has exquisite carvings that has lot of similarities to those in adjacent Vaitel Deul, but this is dedicated to Lord Shiva and very
similar to Parasurameswar temple in design and architecture. But the roof of the temple has broken and it needs urgent
upkeep and preservation.

Markandeswar temple is a replica of Sisireswar temple located on the bank of Bindu Sagar. Although the main temple is
intact, the jagamohana has been replaced by a new one.
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Temples of Parasurameswar group

Mukteswara Temple: Signalling the end of the early phase and ushering in the 2nd phase, this temple is an important
landmark in the evolution of temple architecture in Bhubaneswar as well as the Kalinga order. In common with the early
group, the main temple or deul retains an archaic look and low height, but the edges and corners are more rounded. A
significant departure from earlier architecture is the design of the Jagamohana which is a pidha deul or pyramidal roof now
instead of the earlier flat roof.

The change is also marked in iconographyintroduction of ketu as the ninth planet on the
door

jamb

and

mouse

as

the

mount

of

Ganesha. In spite of its small dimensions, the
temple has been acclaimed as ‘the gem of
Odishan architecture’. It is indisputably one of
the

most

refined

and

beautiful

temples

of

Odisha on account of its elegant proportions
and exquisite carvings, which are delicate and
distinct but at the same time integrally linked
with one another. It is an understatement to
say that every inch of the surface is carved.
Even the ceiling of the jagamohana is also full
of

carvings.

Not

only

the

temple

and

the

jagamohana, this temple is one of the rare
temples where even the compound wall is full
of intricate carvings and design.

This

temple

has

the

unique

distinction

of

having a magnificent gateway which is often
considered the emblem of Bhubaneswar. Just
outside

the

compound

wall

of

the

temple

there is a well which is known as Maricha
kunda. It is closed throughout the year and is
opened on a particular day on which highest
bidders are allowed to bathe in its water. It is
believed to cure barrenness or infertility of
women.

Siddheswara & Kedareswara Temples: Located in the same complex as the Mukteswar temple is the Siddheswar temple,
constructed at a slightly later date than the earlier one. This temple was constructed in the early part of 11th century and here
the emergence of typical Kalinga order is almost complete. There are the lions on the body of the spire protruding out and the
squatting figures supporting the crown of the temple or the ‘amla’, which are typical of Odishan architecture and found in
most of the temples constructed after this period. This temple is devoid of ornamentation unlike its companion in the same
complex and the earlier temples of Parasurameswar group.
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Only simple geometrical motifs adorn it. There are also six small temples with different design of crowns in the same
complex. A sun dial of much later date with etchings of Roman numerals from the British period also lies on one corner of the
complex.

In an adjacent complex, there is the famous Kedargouri temple which although is spoken as one consists of two different
shrines Gouri temple and Kedareswar temple. Gouri temple has a Khakhara deul and is older of the two. The temple is noted
for the exuberance of ornamentation as the Mukteswar temple
and

was

most

probably

constructed

during the same period. Although most
of the carvings are damaged, the intact
ones are noteworthy for the remarkable
treatment on stone. A new jagamohana
has been constructed about a century
ago

to

replace

Kedareswar

the

earlier

temple

is

one.

The

structurally

similar to Siddheswar temple. There is
an

inscription

on

the

wall

of

jagamohana which records the grant of
a perpetual lamp to Kedareswara by
Raja

Pramadi,

famous

Ganga

younger
King

brother

of

Anantavarman

Chodagangadev

Rajarani Temple: The name of the temple is believed to have been derived from a particular variety of sandstone from which
it is made. But it is as likely to have been vice versa as well. The temple is now without any deity and is not a living temple,
but the Saiva imprint like figures of Nataraja & Parvati and Lakulisa etc is unmistakable. It is standing there in all its stately
majesty in a well laid out garden maintained by Archaeological Survey of India on the Tankapani road. This temple is a
notable exception to the usual Kalinga order of temples. The striking feature is several pronounced miniature spires in built in
the main spire of the temple, which is reminiscent of temples at Khajuraho, Madhya Pradesh.
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Although in many other temples of Bhubaneswar of this age and later miniature spires are there in the main spire, they are
very subdued and not so pronounced. There are the images of eight ‘digapalas’ with their mounts or vahanas beautifully
carved on stone – Indra (Lord of the east) with elephant, Agni (south east) with ram, Yama (south) with buffalo, Nirriti (south
west), Varuna (west) with crocodile, Vayu (north west), Kubera (north) & Isana (north east). Rajarani temple is more famous
for the tall, slender, sophisticated and urbane nayikas (beautiful girls or actresses) carved in high relief and almost life look.
More interesting part is their enactment of various roles and moods like looking into mirror, taking off her anklet, caressing
her pet bird or playing on musical instrument.

Brahmeswara Temple: This temple was built by Kolavati, the mother of Somavanshi king Uddyotakeshari in the 11th
century to enshrine a linga called Brahmeswara. The temple is located a small distance off the Tankapani road beyond the
Rajarani temple. It is the most notable example of ‘panchayatana’ or five shrined class. Apart from the main temple and
jagamohana, there are four minor shrines on the four corners of the complex. This temple is also known for its fine carvings of
kanyas & amorous couples, animals & birds, eight digapalas etc. It is the second temple after Mukteswara to have internal
carvings in the Jagamohana as well as its ceiling.

Most notable
example of
'panchayatana'
or five shrined
class of
temples.

Lingaraj Temple: The crowning glory of Odishan temple architecture is the Lingaraja or Tribhuvaneswara or Kritivasa
temple standing majestically in stately poise in the midst of a bevy of minor temples, overlooking the Bindu Sagar tank from
some distance. In the elegance of its proportions and richness of its surface treatment, it is one of the most finished and
refined manifestations of temple architecture in India. The skill of the master designer has been such that every piece of
carving serves its appointed role and enhances the majesty of the edifice as a whole.

The temple is a combination of four structures namely deul, jagamohana, nata-mandira and bhoga-mandapa.

The last two

were later additions in line with Vaishnavite architecture of Jagannath temple at Puri. The main temple or deul is about 180
ft tall and the jagamohana is about 100 ft. The temple complex is surrounded by a wall of 8 ft height which has length of
almost 500 ft on all sides. The walls are 7-8 ft thick and are made in the form of ramparts for fortification. There are about
150 smaller shrines of varying dates within the spacious courtyard. This temple was built by the later day Somavanshi rulers
Yayati Keshari II, his son Udyotakeshari and probably completed by his grandson Janmejaya II.
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the

Somavanshi

rule

was

nearing

its

end

and

finally

in

1110

AD,

Anantavarman

Chodagangadev of Eastern Ganga dynasty established his rule in Utkal. The Gangas were staunch Vaishnavites and soon
started construction of the Jagannath Temple at Puri. Many symbols of Vaishnavism subsequently made their way into the
architecture and rituals of Lingaraj temple by the Ganga rulers. The deity is considered as a manifestation of both Shiva &
Vishnu or Hari-Hara. The images of Jaya & Bijaya, gatekeepers of Vishnu; Lord Jagannath; Laxmi Narayan & Garuda have
been installed at Lingaraj temple. Even the trishul on the dadhi nauti or crown has been replaced with the Pinaka bow of Lord
Shiva. Both bael leaves and tulsi leaves are used for the worship of Lingaraja. Several Vaishnavite rituals have been
introduced like Chandan Yatra, Rukuna Rath Yatra, daily Prasad of anna or cooked rice and vegetable curries etc. Among the
other shrines inside Lingaraj temple complex, Parvati temple is of main importance and was probably built at the same time.
The temple is as elaborate as the main shrine and has a jagamohana, natya mandap & bhoga madap as well. Two other shrines
Gopalini temple or Bhubaneswari temple and Savitri temple are of particular importance among the more than 100 minor
shrines inside the complex. The temple of Gopalini is dedicated to the Goddess in the legend of Kriti & Vasa. The niche for
the three parsvadevatas of the main shrine has been made so elaborate as to look as smaller shrines for Ganesha, Kartikeya &
Parvati as well.

Rituals of Lord Lingaraja

The 22 day Chandan Yatra is observed from the day of Akshay Tritaya and the image of Lord is taken every evening to
Bindusagar pond and the ritual boat rowing or chapa khela is organized.
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Rukuna Rath Yatra is observed on the day of Ashokashtami or Basanti Durgashtami in the month of Chaitra. On this day a
flower bedecked and decorated chariot is drawn from Lingaraj temple to Mausima temple or Rameswar temple carrying the
idols of Lord Chandrasekhar, Vasudev & Rukmini. The return journey is performed after five days and on the third day
image of Parvati is taken to Mausima temple and she expresses her displeasure of ignoring her and not bringing her on this
holiday. On the return journey, the chariot is drawn backwards towards the Lingaraj temple.

Mahasivaratri is the holiest and most important festival of Lingaraj. Thousands of fasting devotees throng to the temple on
this day and there is bhajan or musical programmes in the evening. The devotees break their fast after the mahadip is lit on
the spire of the temple at night.

On the day of Prathamashtami or the ashtami of Margasira month, the Lord goes to his maternal uncle’s home to eat Enduri
pitha like all mortals. His maternal uncle’s home is located within Papanasini tank complex and is called the temple of
Maitreswara. On the occasion of Yama dwitiya or Bhratri Dwitiya, the Lord goes to home of his sister located at Bharti
Math. The Lord goes to the abode of his nephew (sister’s son) i.e. Parasurameswar temple on the eighth day of Asadh month
otherwise called as Parasuramashtami.

Nowadays Lingaraj temple has become the favourite destination of kawadiyas. Thousands of bol bam devotees pour water
brought from Gadagadia ghat at Cuttack on the Mondays of Shravan month.

Megheswara Temple: This temple is located almost at the end of Tankapani road and was constructed during the reign of
Ganga king Anangbhima (1192-95) by Swapneswara, brother-in-law of his brother & his predecessor Rajaraja(1171-92).
Architecturally it is about a century after Linagraj temple. The jagamohana is quite plain and unfinished and its crown has
broken. The temple has beautiful gardens and lawns around it and maintained by ASI.

Nageswara Temple: Located at Nageswar Tangi adjacent to Ram Krishna Mission, this temple belongs to the 13th century.
There is not much of intricate carvings on the walls of the sanctum, but the temple has simple geometrical shapes and is very
well proportioned.

The temple has
simple
geometrical
shapes and is
very well
proportioned
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Ananta Basudev Temple

This temple is located on the bank of Bindu sagar tank and is the only important Vaishnavite temple of Bhubaneswar. The
exterior of the temple is profusely carved like the Konark temple, but unfortunately most of the carvings are worn out. But
the surviving pieces express the genius of the sculptors. Architecturally, this temple is almost a miniature version of Lingaraj
temple. Here the four halls i.e Bhogamandap, Natya Mandir, Jagamohana & Deul are arranged in increasing order of height
The height of the main
temple or deul is about 61 ft.
The

deities

sanctum

inside

are

the

Ananta,

Basudeva & Subhadra or as
we usually call them
Balaram,

Krishna

&

Subhadra. The parsvadevatas
are

three

of

the

ten

incarnations of Vishnu. The
temple

was

built

by

Chandradevi, during the
reign of Bhanudeva in 1278
AD. Chandradevi

was

the

daughter of the Ganga King
Anangabhima

III

&

Bhanudeva was his grandson.
The commemorative inscription regarding this was discovered but is now exhibited in the hall of Royal Asiatic Society of
Great Britain at London. Anna bhog and delicious curries are also prepared and offered as Prasad to the deities here. The
‘abadha’ of Ananta Basudev temple is second to none and even rivals the Prasad of Sri Jagannath temple in taste.

Chitrakarini Temple

A panchayatana temple of five shrined class like the earlier mentioned Brahmeswar temple is located on the back side of
Lingaraj temple on Ratha road. The temple can be dated some time around the construction of Ananta Basudev temple. The
surface treatment of the deul and jagamohana are as lavish as that Ananta Basudev temple as well. The presiding deity is
Goddess Chamunda.

Some of the unique features of the art of this temple is the image of Krishna playing his flute amidst

his enchanted followers and cattle listening with rapt attention. There is also an image of a procession of riders on camels,
which is extremely rare in Odishan temple architecture. Although many of the images and intricate carvings are worn out
because of the quality of sandstone, the temple is well maintained by ASI, sitting prettily in the manicured lawns.
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Sari Deul

Located near the Bindu Sagar pond on one of the lanes connecting the Ratha road, is another masterpiece of the thirteenth
century, Sari Deul. This temple is also noted for its minute carvings as in the other temples of that age like Ananta Basudev,
Chitrakarini etc. The temple is located in a narrow lane with lot of encroachments and is not given its due importance which
should have been accorded. Every inch of the deul and jagamohana are carved with images of vidalas, creepers, flowers,
nayikas. A royal procession of King seated on elephant and surrounded by infantry, cavalry & elephants requires a special
mention. There is no presiding deity in the temple and it is not a living temple, but the temple is unmistakably Shaiva.

Yameswara Temple

Another temple of the 13th century constructed during the rule of Eastern Ganga dynasty, is the beautiful Yameswara temple
in Jameswar Patna near Bharati Matha. The temple consists of typical rekha deul with jagamohana and images on the temple
wall include beautiful nayikas, amorous couple, vidalas, elephant procession etc. It is a living temple with Lord Shiva as the
presiding deity. Most of the carvings are damaged as they are made of soft sandstone.

Bhaskareswara Temple

One of the best maintained temples in terms of preservation of the land around it from falling into the hands of encroachers is
the Bhaskareswara temple. This temple is located on the Tankapani road standing majestically in the midst of well-manicured
lawns and gardens maintained by ASI. The temple is peculiar in design and unlike anything to be found in Bhubaneswar. The
peculiar design being probably dictated by the extraordinary height of the Shivalinga, which is about 9 ft. To enable the
devotees to reach the top of the linga to offer ritualistic worship, the temple is made in two tiers. There are four doors on the
lower tier, one on each direction, leading to the floor of the sanctum. Devoid of any artistic or architectural merit, this temple
is rather a negation of the principles of rational architectural evolution in Bhubaneswar. This temple was constructed at the fag
end of Ganga rule in fourteenth century.

Kapileswara Temple

The Kapileswara temple located in village Kapilaprasad, constructed during the Gajapati period. The temple is devoid of any
artistic merit and has probably undergone later renovations. The temple is a living temple with Lord Shiva as the presiding
deity. The temple is complete in all aspects in having the jagamohana, Nata Mandira and Bhoga Mandapa apart from the deul.
According to one legend, it is the birth place of sage Kapila, who was the manas putra of Brahma. Kapila muni, propounded
the Sankhya sutra. A shrine in the same complex is dedicated to Kapila muni and is known as the Adi Kapileswara shrine.
There are a total of 39 other shrines inside Kapilaswara temple complex and many of the shrines have important rituals
associated with them.

Hazar Mandapa is a 16 pillared hall where Lord Lingaraj visits
on the first Saturday after Shivaratri to visit Lord Shaniswara,
whose

temple

is

adjacent

to

this

mandap.

After

meeting

Shaniswara Lingaraj waits for a while at the Hazara Mandapa
and then visits Kapil muni temple to meet him and this is
colloquially called as ‘Kasia Kapila Bheta’.

Another important temple inside the precinct is Baidyanath Siva
temple. According to legend Lord Baidyanath is the God for
curing ailments and diseases, so ailing people offer special
prayers and surrender before the Lord to cure themselves. This
temple is a much later addition and was probably built during
the 18th century.
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Among other shrines, there are Baa khia temple, Ghanteswara Siva temple, Gupteswara, Bakreswara, Tirtheswara, Laxmi
Narayan temple, Siddheswara temple, Sombara mandapa constructed in different periods and have added to the holiness of
the complex. In terms of religious significance, this temple is second only to Lingaraja temple in Bhubaneswar.

Debi Padahara Tank & 108 Shiva Lingas

Located just in front of the Lingaraj temple besides
the parking lot is Debi Padahara tank. 108 shiva
lingas

enshrined

in

small

temples

have

been

constructed along the banks of the tank on all sides.
The

complex

is

hardly

maintained

and

was

a

garbage dump till a few years ago. Although, it is
excavated now, but the water is slimy and people
prefer to urinate along the banks near the parking lot

Temples of Pre-Modern Age (between 16th to 19 th century)

The temple building activity in the city of temples has never been given a rest. The last great Kalingan rulers were the
Suryavanshis or the Gajapati rulers who ruled for more than a century from about 1434 AD till 1541 AD. The dynasty was
founded by Kapilendra Deva Routray who deposed the last king of the Eastern Ganga Dynasty, Bhanudeva. He had very
lowly origins as a cowherd boy and by dint of his bravery and luck worked his way upto General of the army of Bhanudeva.
Entire lifetime of Kapilendra Deva was spent in warfare and he established the might of the Kalingan empire on th eastern
coast. He constantly fought with the Sultans of Bengal, Jaunpur, Bahmani kingdom, King of Vijaynagara and Reddys of
Telengana and defeated or subjugated them. He was successful in making the Reddys and Vijayanagara empire as his vassal
states. His eldest son Hamvira Deva who was in charge of his southern campaigns extended his captured territories upto
Trichinapalli, Tanjore & Arcot in Tamil Nadu. The rock edicts of Srirangam temple near Trichy is testimony to this. He
chose his youngest and favorite son Purushottam Deva as his successor. Purushottam Deva initially lost large tracts of
territory to the Vijayanagara empire & Bahmani Sultans due to fratricidal wars with his brother Hamvira Deva. But after a
few years was able to regain his lost territories and added to it after defeating his brother and reconciling with him. But his
son Prataprudra Deva could not hold on to the territories because of multiple wars on northern front at Bengal and southern
front with the rising Vijayanagar star Krishna Deva Raya as well as his excessive devotion towards Sri Chaitanya and
Gaudiya Vaishnavism. Eventually he had to cede territories south of river Krishna to the Vijayanagar empire. However, until
his death he could rule over a substantially large empire from Hoogly district till Rajamundry. But within a year of his death
two of his sons who ascended the throne were killed and the Gajapati rule came to an end. There were several minor
dynasties that ruled upto 1568 AD when the last independent Hindu King Mukunda Deva was killed and the ancient kingdom
faced Muslim rule for the first time in its history. Then came the plunder and demolition by Kalapahad and the Muslim
marauders. Many of the rich culture heritage was damaged, beautiful nayikas defaced, parsva devatas broken in this madness.

In the ensuing period of three & half centuries that followed, the story of the once mighty kingdom which held its own for
two centuries against the Muslim marauders from north & south simultaneously got erased from the minds of its own people.
But the temple building activity at Ekamra Kshetra, their cultural capital continued, even by the minor kings who ruled over
the forest tracts of Khurda. Some of the temples of this age are Dula Devi temple, Kapileswar & Chandrasekhar Mahadeva
temple, Patia of 18th & 19th century.
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The New Capital Bhubaneswar

Odisha finally became a separate state on 1st April 1936 in British India after centuries of being merged with Bengal
province, Bihar Province or Central India during Mughal, Maratha & British rule. For almost thousand years after the
Somavanshis shifted their capital from Sonepur to Jajpur, capital of the Bhauma-karas and then finally to Cuttack in late 10th
century, Cuttack city had remained as the political & cultural capital of the Odia people. But at the time of formation of a
separate state, the founding fathers felt that it was inadequate to house the modern capital because of its topography and
connectivity, being surrounded by multiple rivers on all sides. On 30th Sep 1946, Odisha State Legislative Assembly passed a
resolution for construction of the new capital at Bhubaneswar after years of debate and evaluation of places like Cuttack,
Barang, Choudwar, Puri & Rangeilunda near Berhampur. In 1948, Govt of Odisha hired Otto Koenigsberger, a German Jew
to work as the town planner. On 13th April 1949, the foundation stone for new capital was laid by Pt Jawaharlal Nehru. On
10th Oct 1949, the Odisha Legislative Assembly met at Bhubaneswar for the first time from a temporary building and the
ancient city came to be known as the new capital. However, due to reluctance of the intelligentsia of the state, almost all of
whom were located at Cuttack and also due to lack of funds in construction of new buildings to house the offices, actual
shifting to new capital took many more years. The Kuakhai & Kathjodi bridges were completed in 1951, but the Secretariat
was completed in 1960 and from thereon the old city became fully operational as the new capital.
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Ram Mandir & later Temples

The Odia penchant for building temples have continued unabated. The new capital had a registered population of 16000 in
the first census of 1951. As newer colonies were established, new temples in the locality came up within a few years. Most of
these temples follow the ancient Kalingan architectural design of rekha deul & jagamohana. Smaller temples look like the
pidha deul or jagamohana type. Ram Mandir, built by the Marwaris & north Indian settlers is one of the finest new temples.
Other notable modern temples being ISKCON temple, Jaleswar temple near Delta chowk, Jagannath temple near Khandagiri,
Sai Mandir on Tankapani road, Satsang Vihar etc. Infact 1000 modern temples must have been constructed in all localities of
Bhubaneswar dedicated to Shiva, Durga, Hanuman, Jagannath and off late Shirdi Sai.
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Festivals & Folklore
The spirit of Odisha and us
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Akshaya Trutiya
SASMITA NAYAK
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Baata Osa
PRATYUSH PATTANAIK

Baata Osa (or religious observance related to travelling/road) is a lesser known Odiya festival observed mainly by women of
the household for their travelling spouses and children, to ensure their journeys are safe and they reach back home without
any untoward incident. Typically the elaborate worship is done at quadra-road junctions (chowks) by groups of women. The
Lord of Death, Yama (represented as the black pot-bellied personality in Hindu mythology) is the one who is propitiated in
the worship. People of Kalinga (or Odiyas as we call them now), since ancient times, were daring travellers, venturing out
across seas into far off lands in quest of trade (~300 B.C), sometimes spending months at sea without any form of
communication with their loved ones back home. And even now in modern times, with all the technological advances Odiya
mothers and wives still worry as much when their spouses and children go out to study, work or play. With a deeply religious
heritage, the Odiya women do what they know best, fervently praying to the relevant God in Hindu mythology, Lord Yama to
keep their loved ones safe. Sometimes a little hole is dug up on the road at the worship site as well as part of the ceremony. In
terms of date when it is celebrated, it is one of those rare Odiya festivals that do not have a fixed date of observance, rather it
is an ‘onDemand’ religious observance done as per need. According to mythology (as per Skanda Purana), it is said that
Yama got cursed by a Brahmin of Kasyapa clan (for killing his son as per his duty) to not be worshipped by people on earth
like they did the other Gods of Heaven. After pleading with Lord Brahma, Yama got a unique reprieve to this curse...people
on earth would pray to him but not with the sacred vedic mantras. He would be worshipped with mantras composed by
ordinary humans. Thus the mantras used in this worship, even today, are somewhat different from many of the mantras
usually chanted during common Odiya festivals.
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In the good old days when Bhubaneswar had a perpetual cool wind blowing across the city even in peak summer (before
the super cyclone of 1999 permanently changed the city’s climate for worse), the daily commute to school was itself
something to look forward to and an adventure & fun activity in itself. There was the usual parents’ concerns about their
little kids travelling the long (or short, for lucky campus kids) distance from home to school, and with no cell phones then,
it was even more of an issue as they let their kids take the different modes of transport without much to know in between.
Various modes of transport were employed, the two school buses that went to the farthest corners of the city, the
ubiquitous cycle-rickshaws that carried 3-5 kids from places that were some distance away, parents who dropped off their
kids on two/four wheelers, cycles (& later two wheelers like Hero Puch) when we grew up a bit, or walking (with
friends/siblings/parents) if the distance was not too much.

Each had its share of stories and fun. The bus trips were a bit more serious
ones given that a few teachers also commuted along with us (eg., Hannan
Sir in his trademark all white costume and cap, sitting at the end keeping a
firm eye on everyone, while chewing betelnut non-stop). During those times
the roads were not as crowded as they are today and it almost seemed like
our school buses were giant “Lords of the Road” weaving through the paths,
with us proud commuters inside, looking down upon the diminutive world
outside. Still remember one of the buses taking a turn on a road with one
giant tamarind tree, with its branches at a perfect height and distance…for
us to just push our hands out and pick a few raw tamarinds straight off the
tree, and then gulp them down with friends…that was super fun! Even the
bus driver got the cue and would invariably slow down the bus at that
specific place so we could indulge in our fav activity

☺. During exams, the

whole bus had an eerie silence inside what with all the kids deeply
engrossed in going through their notes one last time, some of them buzzing
like bees, as they memorized the answers at semi-audible voices.

Once we got old enough, we started using cycles (and later small bikes/lunas), which brought with it a level of
independence to our lives that was unprecedented. Away from the watchful eyes of teachers, rikshaw wallahs, parents…
we now had the freedom to go at our own pace, run away from school on secret trips to the movie theatre, have
unlimited khatti time (& when asked later on, could conveniently come up with any bright excuse) and stop and do
whatever we wanted, on the way. A strategically located place (usually someone’s house) would be chosen that served as
the khatti centre where all cycle-riders would congregate and plot, plan and talk about everything under the sun, watch
cricket matches and revise lessons/notes before exams were due. Gyana’s house was one such location…like the earth in
the solar system, it was at the perfect distance from the sun (aka School) that made life possible on the planet (aka
unlimited khatti and enjoyment). Another was Vikram and Dadu (Sudeep’s) houses, just a stone’s throw away from the
school boundary.
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A place where our DMS92 folks would show up at any time of the day or night and had the right to demand an instant round
of khatti or a quick game of cricket in front of their house… didn’t matter whether Vikram or Dadu were actually present in
their homes or not (if one/or both of them was sleeping, they would be forced out of their sleep by our commotion outside).

And as time passed, many a love story developed during those cycle trips to and from the school, some of which later on in
life, developed into relationships. Still remember Ananta and Shabnam coyly conversing by the side of the newly built
Science Centre, keenly holding on to their bicycles and scanning the road from time to time, to lookout for snoopy batch
mates.

And the commute for those who walked, was yet another interesting experience. Elina describes it beautifully, in her own
words

“My very first memorable moments are those of the walk to school. If my fleeting memory isn’t betraying me on this one;
my younger sister and me used to walk all the way from Acharya Vihar (I never liked the rickshaw/ bus rides to schools,
that I attended in the later part of my life). There was this small space in the barbed wire fencing at the end of the campus,
through which we could snuggle into the campus. Thinking of it today, I cannot imagine allowing my daughter to walk
alone and unaccompanied for two and a half or three kms, spanning few streets and fringes of a highway. It was all a nice
little adventure, the small trek from the point of entry into the campus till the primary block. It was a rocky terrain,
interspersed with some vegetation. I used to stop sometimes to watch the dainty yellow flowers peeking through the
crevices in the rocks; and at times, post an overnight rain shower, small insects floating atop a little puddle. How can I
forget the fiery red gulmohar blossoms heralding the exam and the much awaited holiday season; the swinging eucalyptus
trees bordering the boundary wall, welcoming autumn and the fun in picking the small cones, storing them to make
garlands for ‘Kandhei Bahaaghara’.”

...and in Utkala’s words

“I always loved going to school and commuted in RRL colony bus. I would often miss the bus purposefully to cycle, but
that was rare until monsoons arrived. Missing the school bus was the most predictable event in my life through those few
months. But would I cycle then? Hell no!! I would walk, not just me, a couple of my seniors too, and you thought age
makes us wiser?! A four kilometer hike, hike in paradise is what it seemed back then. Splashing water, white shoes turning
brown, soles making that squeaky noise, drenched from top to bottom, but that wasn't it, the best part was the school
entrance! The playground was at a higher elevation than the road and the drain pipes overflowed with rainwater, like
waterfalls.
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Who knew Niagara then, this was the most wonderful waterfalls I had seen. The gushing water was like an expression of my
excitement and spirit. Even today, when I think of monsoons, I literally visualize and hear the sound of that rain, that was
never a dull putter- patter, it was that gushing of water, the heavy downpour that still resonates.”

Some of our batchmates tried multiple modes of
transport

and

had

interesting

tales

about

each...here’s an account by Jyoti, for whom the
commute was as much fun as the destination

“Ramarao's Rickshaw was a moving lounge of
gossips. DVSS Raman describing

how his TV

goes hot and his mom could cook eggs on it (just
to tell you that he was a staunch telugu brahmin).
The Giant Robot stories of Prasanta Nanda left
all of us awestruck. I didn't feel the punch while
watching the same on TV.

Amaresh Panda’s

Bollywood thrillers and other such stories made
our day. I started

using the school bus in my 4th

std.

Two

buses. Red bus and the white bus (that’s what I used to refer to them) used to ply in the Khandagiri and Old town

routes.

I loved the combined trip which was like a mini Bhubaneswar darshan. We were among the early pick ups, and

meeting friends of the different bus in their stops always carried a different excitement.

Mr Mandal (of Mandal commission fame) had many a times forced us to walk home, like warriors on foot marching back
home after winning battles. The friendly box fights, the sharing of leftover tiffins and quick lectures from passer by uncles
to not lean over the bridge over the

drain (the nicco park of

now) are etched in my memory like it was yesterday.

One incident which cemented my faith on my school and its set up, happened in the last year of my schooling We had our
farewell and school buses were to drop us back by 9pm. But the deadline stretched beyond 2 hrs. It was 11.30pm and
Sailashri Vihar, where I lived

(which is now a happening place) used to be an isolated part on the far end of Bhubaneswar.

The bus dropped me at my stop. It was pitch dark with no street lights and stray dogs howling at the top of their voices. For
the first time I felt the fear of the unknown.

Madhia our conductor

could sense that. He immediately asked the driver

(much to his annoyance) to stop the bus. He came along with me and made sure I reached the gate of my house safely. What
a relief. I can never forget that incident in my whole life.”
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Bada Osa
PRATYUSH PATTANAIK

Among all the Osa’s (Fasting accompanied by prayers to relevant deities) observed in Odisha, Bada Osa (or simply Big
Fasting Day) is considered by many to be the most prominent of Osa’s. Its uniqueness lies in the fact that mostly men
observe the fast on the day. The worship centres around Dhabaleswar Mahadev, a famous Shiva temple in Cuttack (on an
island of River Mahanadi). According to Padma Puran, Indra-King of Gods, cursed by Lord Brahma, was able to get rid of
his leprosy by bathing and praying at this particular temple/spot on Purnima day.

The festival is celebrated in November (on
the 3rd day of Panchuka of the holy Kartika
month) with a special offering of sweet dish
(Pitha) called Gaja Pitha or Manda Pitha
(white

coloured

shreds,

with

sweetened

cardamom

inside)

coconut

to

Lord

Dhabaleswar. It is then followed by ‘Bada
Singara

Besha’

of

Lord

Shiva

that

is

witnessed by thousands of devotees who
throng the temple on the day.

As

with

Odisha,

any
food

other
and

festival
special

observed
dishes

in

figure

prominently in all these sacred days. Almost
every festival has its unique dish that is first
offered to the relevant deity and then eaten
with family and relatives. So in reality, the
fasting days are not strictly food-less days
but are days when specific kinds of dishes
are

eaten.

prepared

A

in

special
Odiya

dish

homes

that

is

on

this

often
day

(besides the Gaja Pitha) is the Ash GourdBlack gram (Pani Kakharu buta) delicacy
called ‘Sakara’. A dish that is also offered to
Lord Jagannath in Puri.
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On a close analysis, most of the Odiya festivals are about women, or celebrated primarily by women taking the lead in
fasting and worshipping. This Bada Osa is an exception where the men folk fast on the day. This might be a good diversion
to talk about the boys of our class of DMS92 students (as if they have not been talked about too much already!)

As evidenced by the multiple stories and actual incidents, boys took the lion’s share of all the chaos and commotion
happening in classrooms. The legendary mischief makers like Sambit, Gyana, Sumeet, all the Vanar Sena members
(Ravichand, Gopal, Sambit, RS Kishore and G Sandeep) and other silent but deadly players ensured there was never a dull
moment during school times...talk about adrenaline overflowing at the seams.

Wrestling, boxing, freestyle all were fair game as more
energy was spent tearing off each other’s shirts during
fights

(often

unknown)
teachers

reasons

than

taught

for

paying
in

the

fights

undivided

class.

Their

to

start,

attention

mischief

to

were
what

mongering

reached peak levels during the visits by BEd teachers in
training, many of whom broke down into tears at the
quantum of pranks directed at them, in class. But to be
fair to them, in equal measure, their (boys’) brilliance
and versatility also came out loud and clear. While
Vikram,

Srikant,

Prakash,

Sudeep

et

al,

thundered

through the city conquering every quiz competition
there was, niche stars like Bishwa with his encyclopedic
cricket knowledge and Gyana & Debashis Mohapatra in
music/movies

made a

clean

sweep

of

the

audience

prizes.

Budha (Shiv Sundar Dash) going on to International level cricket later on, having
started flexing his finer muscles practicing shots during school times, that would
one day lead him to glory. During the infamous Mandal Commission Riots
happening across the country at the time, it was Asish, the undoubtable ‘Neta’ of
our batch (in later years a legal luminary), who took the lead in dragging quite a
few of our boys out into the streets to take active part in the protests. And to end
on a proud note, four of our smart and daring boys went on from their NCC days
in school into active service in the country’s armed forces and are today serving
with honour (Aman, Pratap, Swaraj and Shakti). So all in all, the energy of these
bunch of DMS boys in a batch surprisingly diverse, was distinctly palpable and
was ultimately a force for good.
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Boita Bandana
PRATYUSH PATTANAIK

Expect Odiyas to remember and honour even historical events and celebrate it with as much religious fervour as any other
ritualistic/puranic Hindu festival. ‘Boita Bandana (Boat worship)’ is one of such festivals. The sacred month of Kartika
culminates with the Kartika Purnima (October-November time frame), a day that invokes this time honored Odiya cultural
tradition, the Boita Bandana or floating of little paper boats in the nearby rivers, canals and tanks/ponds/lakes. This is in
commemoration of the rich seafaring tradition/commerce activities from olden times, when Odiya sea traders (called
Sadhabas) sailed to distant lands (Java, Sumatra, Bali, Ceylon, China, Myanmar) in the east for trade purposes. Pretty little
boats are carved out of either banana stems, bark of banyan tree or sponge wood, and paper sails attached to them. Each
boat is bedecked with betelnut, rice grains, betel leaf etc, to signify the trading articles taken by the Sadhabas on their ships.

The shivering trek down to the nearest pond with these boats, and fire crackers saved from Diwali (most often by mother),
always used to be worth the early morning forced waking up from bed. Simply for the fun of bursting crackers once again
(after Diwali has long been over) and the delight of watching the whole pond lit up with 100’s of li’l boats with
candles/deeps, betel nut/grains on them.

While the Sadhabas (sailors) of ancient Odisha sailed across the ‘Kalingaodra’ or Kalinga Sea (current day Bay of Bengal)
unto far off nations for doing trade with them and bringing back riches (pearls, silver, spices, sandalwood etc), today’s
DMS92 batch students haven’t forgotten this heritage of theirs. They have toiled hard, grabbed the opportunities and have
spread out across the world, excelling in every field and giving to the globalized world of today, their valuable contributions
of intellect and insight, in the process, not only enriching their own motherland but the whole world.
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Settled across 38 cities in 10 countries (including India), our DMS92 students embody the daring spirit of their ancestors,
leaving the known and familiar for the unknown and unfamiliar. Here’s a visual of how far and wide our folks have gone…
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Chitou/Chitta Lagi Amavasya
PRATYUSH PATTANAIK

This festival is observed on a New Moon day (Sravana Maasa- August/September) at the peak of the monsoon season. A
special type of rice cake called “Chitou Pitha” is offered to Lord Jagannath at Puri Temple after a special puja is done with
a ‘gold chitta’ being applied on the Lord’s forehead (hence called Chitta lagi - wearing Chitta on forehead). Interestingly the
same day/festival carries another significance across Odisha, where Goddess Gendeisuni (Goddess of snails and oysters) is
actively propitiated with worship and food offerings. The symbolism is not without reason. During the peak rainy months,
as the farmers (mostly boys and men of the family), go out into the agricultural fields their legs get cut many times due to
the sudden proliferation of snails and their sharp broken shells lying around the fields. The women folk of the family go out
to the edges of the fields and pray to the goddess not to harm their husbands, brothers and other male relatives.

In Western Odisha (Sambalpur mainly), this day is celebrated as ‘Harali
Kans’. Mothers believe a witch named ‘Tandei’ comes during the night
and sucks the blood of little children. So to prevent her from doing that,
she is offered bribe of...yes you guessed it right, a special dish/food item
(Chakuli Pitha). This is then shared among all family members. Strange
symbols are also drawn below the children’s navel area, to prevent attacks
by ‘Tandei’ who is warded off by seeing these symbols.

Chitta Lagi Besa, Sri Mandir, Puri
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The monsoon season used to bring its own share of excitement into the class and its denizens. On the rare “Rainy day” when
classes were cancelled, sometimes last minute, students would go to the bus stop to wait for the familiar red or white school
buses to arrive and then trod back home when it didn’t...an outward gloomy face to show their parents but an inner heart
jumping with joy at the prospect of getting to play in the rain or inside without having to turn through the pages of school
text books...often with a bonanza of hot alu chop/bara/piyazi being served by mothers.

But most often it was a fun commute to school. The ones on foot and on cycles enjoying the most (Bus commuters were
mostly seen as the unadventurous and drab kids whose only go at the rain was to discreetly try to open the bus windows
hoping Hanan Sir or some other teacher wouldn’t notice until it was too late and most of the nearby kids were drenched).
Those on foot had the extra time to notice and play along the commuting path, with the new arrivals of monsoon season...all
kinds of exotic insects, variety of frogs (running around trying to catch them in pouring rain for taking to biology classes, as
they hopped away) and the newly formed multiple ‘waterfalls’ along the way, from every nook and corner pipe/drain of the
streets. The white starched shirts often became the biggest casualty of the season with parents going berserk trying to keep
pace with the rapidly muddying shirts that their kids came back with from school. The location of DM School, on somewhat
of an elevated gradient with respect to its surroundings, with long slopes towards Acharya Vihar chowk and towards
Secretariat areas, insured the force and magnitude of many of these temporary waterfalls came alive during the monsoons.
Among animal life, the ubiquitous red velvety little insects (Sadhaba Poka) on bright green grass fields (they started
disappearing quite rapidly over the years) were the most noticeable ones. Kids would pick them up and carry them around
in their hands...sometimes putting them in empty glass jars to be displayed at home or in class. And then sometimes
multiple varieties of frogs (including a slimy aerodynamic super jumper that was the delight of boys and nightmare for
girls) and snails would pay a visit to the class itself or unto the school fields/assembly area (assembly used to be held on the
corridors while it was raining outside) and create many ‘interesting

situations’. Very often, the teachers used to close the

class doors while teaching on days when it was raining heavily, to prevent us from being distracted by the outside scene, but
often that strategy backfired, with almost all classes having a window side! Especially the ones facing the karamanga
trees...that were even more interesting to watch.

Bicycle commuters had their own world of school going adventures with many of them doing the dangerous cycle
commutes, splashing through puddles and holes in the roads as they made their way to school and back, draped in head to
toe raincoats. Watching Pranab Bhoi on his tall cycle, fully drenched in the rain, deftly navigating every puddle and slippery
corner of the streets, was sometimes a heart stopping experience and sometimes one of pure excitement, like watching an
action movie (albeit a complex cycle chase by the hero).

Alu chop/Bara walas cashed in on the cold days resulting from the heavy rain...with students thronging to them in droves
despite the rain. The Sahu guguni/chat wala and the gupchup vendors ensured their delectables had an extra bite (aka
more/hotter chilli) on these particular rainy days...though it sometimes seemed like the most delicious part of their dishes,
the spicy water, came straight from the sky and made its way into their vessels. Still remember some days when our ‘instant
cricket’ would not stop despite the rain and would continue behind the arts block, with all the players drenched to the core
and shouting for more.
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Dhanu Jatra / Dhanu Sankranti
PRATYUSH PATTANAIK

Every Sankranti is auspicious in the Odiya Hindu calendar, signifying the start of a new month. Dhanu (Bow) Sankranti is
an especially auspicious one when the Sun enters the Dhanu Rashi (start of Pausha month in Odisha-roughly December, the
month of agricultural plenty). As usual Lord Jagannath is the main deity worshipped and on this day He is offered a special
sweet dish made out of rice flakes called Dhanu Muan. Dhanu Muan with black pepper embedded into it, is a fluffy little
delicacy enjoyed all over Odisha.

And corresponding to Dhanu Sankranti, the world’s largest open air theatre “Dhanu Jatra” is performed across the state,
with the biggest one being held in the western Odisha town of Bargarh. Not surprisingly, the theme is about the exploits of
Lord Krishna and his brother Lord Balaram (corresponding to Lord Jagannath and Lord Balabhadra of Puri) in and around
Mathura. The whole town and its inhabitants become actors and audience in this giant theatre that goes on for 11 days.
Various scenes from the Bhagavad Mahapuran are enacted with the most prominent one being the ‘Dhanu Ceremony’
organized by King Kamsa, where he invites the two brothers to the ceremony with an intention to kill them (and is at the
end killed by them). While the town, for those 11 days turns into Mathura, the adjoining river Jeera is taken as the sacred
river Jamuna, and other adjoining small towns/villages stand in as Gopapura and Vrindavan. The zeal and fervour of this
festival can be gauged from the fact that even senior politicians and administrative officials who visit the Jatra, are ordered
about to do things by King Kamsa which they have to follow, thus involuntarily turning them into actors as well.
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Dhanu Jatra (Drama) is a very unique type of theatre art from Odisha. And the theatre art tradition continued into our school
years with large number of participants across the three sections in various language dramas. While the Hindi, English and
Odiya stage acts were relatively easy to understand, both from an audience and actor perspective, the Sanskrit dramas were
mostly grand/large ones and dialogs were often incomprehensible to audiences and participants alike. Here’s a short
discussion between our folks, on one of those Sanskrit dramas…

Gyana: Sanskrit dramas were absolutely hilarious. During the Sanskrit dialogues, people start taking breaks. Because of the
mythological background for Sanskrit dramas they had a huge cast. Sometimes the cast was bigger than the audience
watching the drama.

Vikram: Archana and I once did a Sanskrit drama – yes Sanskrit where I don’t think we understood even one word – we
memorized every word of every dialogue and regurgitated it on the stage.

Archana: I had memorized everything. I hope you remember another incident about this drama. You can see all the
ornaments I am wearing. I was playing the role of Queen. In one scene my dialogue was like… “no, no nothing in my
hand”. So my act was to hide the ornaments behind my back and not reveal anything. I was not supposed to show the
ornaments, but the synchronization was wrong. I brought my hands in front and said “there is nothing in my hand

☺. All

the dialogs were pushed inside my head by rote. Never understood anything of what I said. Audience was laughing like
anything. I realized that I did something wrong. After I finished my role, I went inside and Sir scolded me and I started
crying. Then Sir said ok, ok…no worries. It happens. Don’t cry.

Vikram:

My sister was also teasing me until we reached home.

I vaguely remember this incident- I think we all who played a part were actually the “bakras” (sacrificial lambs)

because no one volunteered to participate. So we were appointed by the teachers.

In Photo from DMS92: Archana, Vikram, Sitikantha, Bibhudutta in Sanskrit drama 'Angulimaal'
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Dola Jatra / Dola Purnima
SEEMA MOHAPATRA / PRATYUSH PATTANAIK

Dolo Purnima is a very famous festival of Odisha where spring is honored and blessed with jollity and fun. It falls in the
month of Phalguna (March) in the full moon day. The day following Dolo Purnima is celebrated as Holi (the color festival).
On this day the new Odia calendar (or Panji as it is called) gets finalised and is offered to the presiding Deity of the Odiyas,
Sri Jagannath Mahaprabhu.

In Dolo Jatra, Lord Jagannath is worshipped as Dologovinda or Krishna for six days. Idols of

Lord Krishna and Radha are carried to all homes on a decorated “Veemana” (palanquin). Folks carrying and following idols
are smeared with abhira (dry colors).

The

procession

is

lead

by

drummers,

pipers, singers, musicians and devotees. It
halts in front of each household where
deity is offered “Bhoga” (food offering to
the Lord).

[I recollect helping my mother in cleaning
the entire front yard and decorating it with
“Rangoli”,

flowers and mango leaf. I

also used to help in the preparation of
various

Pitha

and

sweets

which

were

offered to God for Bhoga. Lastly in the
evening, waiting with a lot of excitement to
hear the ghanta (bell) sound]

According to an ancient saying, one who gets a glimpse of the deity swaying on the swing (or douli in Odiya, perhaps the
source of the name Dolo) is expiated of all the sins (as per Padma Purana). Burning of the demon Holika is also performed
symbolically to recollect the power of supreme Lord Krishna who saved his devotee Prahlad from the lap of demon Holika
while sitting on a burning fire. Another myth associated with the festival is the Holi bonfire. It is related to the killing of a
demon named Mesha (sheep) who was a terror across earth and heaven. This demon was burned to ashes by Lord Krishna.
This is famously known as “Mesha Podi” or “Mendha Podi”.

In many place of Odisha big fairs are arranged where idols of deities are assembled. These fairs are called “Melana” (gettogether). There is keen competition on the decoration of Veemanas. All Veemanas are placed in a row for public view. Big
fireworks during these fairs are also a point of attraction.

A traditional folk dance form unique to Odisha, called “Laudi Khela”
is

performed

by

the

‘Gopala’

community

(community

of

cowherds/milkmen) during Dolo Purnima. Although a dying art form
now, it was popular in earlier times. The lyrics of the songs to which
this folk dance is performed, were written by the famous 16th century
Vaishnava saint and poet Mahapurusha Achyutananda Das (the most
prolific writer among the well known Pancha Sakhas of Odisha).
Playing Holi (with coloured powder and coloured water) takes place
on the next day and is primarily celebrated for the victory of good
over evil.
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The temple idols return on that day and natural colors are sprinkled onto the deities. People believe that these natural colors
have medicinal properties associated with them.
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Holi is the most popular festival with kids, splashing and spraying colors among friends, holiday at school and the best
part...running around in the neighbourhood or around the school, mostly unsupervised. But holidays didn’t deter our friends
at school from wearing our uniform white shirts (and later pants also from senior classes) on this day, just to have the
‘extra’ fun of watching it get destroyed by the multicolored hues of colors being splashed unto it, some varieties almost
impossible to remove later on (varnish, munda-phata and other such names of colors). While mischief makers of the class
did not need an excuse to indulge in their favorite pastime, in the class, this particular festival gave them a valid reason to
take their mischief beyond the boundaries of the school, armed with deep coloured waters and powders. It was also a chance
for groups of students across the three sections, to go around homes of their beloved and not so beloved friends, dragging
out the ‘innocent’ ones to then smear them with all kinds of colours, from head to toe.

I can still remember the faces of my

friends at school and in the neighborhood, post the day of Holi with traces of water colors.

And then there were also the bolder more adventurous ones in class who dared to go into teachers’ houses inside campus
and pleaded with them to come out and be a victim of their ‘color weapons’. Most or all of the teachers obliged, though any
excess was firmly shouted down and the students made sure to do a quick exit. The general unrecognizability of the colored
faces made it very convenient for the groups, in case some teacher kept a grudge…
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Kartika Maasa & Chhadha Khai
PRATYUSH PATTANAIK

The two months of Kartika (roughly October-November) and Margasira (roughly November-December) are the most
auspicious months in the Odiya Lunar calendar (Vikrami). While both solar and lunar calendars were developed in ancient
India, the latter is followed in Odisha for determining festival dates and for astrology.

While Margasira month is very important from a Vaisnava tradition point of view (mostly Lord Vishnu’s consort Laxmi’s
worship), Kartika month is important both for Vaisnavas and Shaivas with festivals for both being celebrated. Because of
His rather weird form (versus the common humanoid form of Hindu idols worshipped at other places), over the ages, Sri
Jagannath and his abode has been considered sacred by Vaisnavas, Shaivas, Shaktas, Gaanapatyas, etc., and each sect
claims Him as an embodiment of their divine deity. As such in a state defined by the culture of Sri Jagannath, Kartika
Maasa holds an even more exalted status as an auspicious month.

It is quite common to see ladies bedecked in bright coloured sarees, rigorously observing the holy Kartika month (also
named Damodara month by Vaisnavas), across the state and in Puri, near the main temple. They eat a strict diet and follow
other strict rules of prayers and cleanliness, called Habisa, throughout the month in hope of acquiring spiritual benefits for
themselves and their families.

As children we have observed our mother steadfastly waking up way before sunrise, cleaning up the whole house (usually
the previous day to save on time), taking bath in the cold winter month and then after long prayers/worship schedules in the
puja room, cooking sumptuous dalma (there’s special variety of dalma also cooked by some during this month that have
specific ingredients) and bhata (rice) usually. Very commonly the area around the sacred Tulsi plant is decorated with
Muruja (coloured rice/sand powder) or Chita (white rice paste) and aarti and puja done mornings and evenings. The biggest
observance during this month is abstinence from non-vegetarian food, by both men and women folk of the house. Odisha,
with its vast coastal line and many rivers, is known for its peoples’ weakness for fish in their diet. This is the month when
they even forego that essential delicacy from their menu. A degree of restraint that is sometimes looked at with awe, by
outsiders. Looked at from a purely health point of view, it also makes sense to sometimes forego the fat-rich non-vegetarian
diet, so the body gets to recoup and remains in peak form.

The month culminates with the ‘Panchuka’ (five last days of extreme auspiciousness) and Kartika Purnima (full moon
night), a day that invokes another time honored Odiya cultural tradition, the Boita Bandana or floating of little paper boats
in the nearby rivers, canals and tanks/ponds/lakes. This is in commemoration of the rich sea faring tradition/commerce
activities from olden times, when Odiya traders sailed to distant lands in the east for trade purposes.

And the day after Kartika Purnima, called Chhada Khai, is the day when all
inhibitions are let go as people return to their favorite non-vegetarian food items,
with a sweet vengeance. Markets choc-a-block with fish, meat and egg sellers.
Restraint for a full month followed by indulgence on Chhada Khai day.
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The whole concept of restraint during the Kartika month followed by loosening up and letting go of that restraint on Chhada
Khai, brings to mind our picnics in school.

A much ‘looked-forward-to’ event in the yearly class calendar. With a whole year of being in the class, restrained by
demands of studies/exams under the ever-watchful roving eyes of the teachers, the picnic day was often looked at as a
succor for freedom famished little souls. A chance to get out of the school and its confining atmosphere and be free to roam
the scenic places that we went to for the picnics, with friends, sans the daily school uniform and burden of studies. A day
when non-stop khatti, singing, dancing, mixing with otherwise strict teachers, who for a day give leeway to most of the
students’ transgressions (of course the frequent ‘crossing the line’ did happen and then the teachers were back to their
fearsome self, demanding order!)…occurred without much of an after-thought.

Many a taboo was broken, transgressions committed (to the extent possible!), little hidden gems of tourist areas explored
and raw memories were formed that would last a lifetime.

Here’s a beautiful little snippet from Jyoti about an innocent discovery on one of her picnic trips...that ages later comes
back as a ‘deja vu’ moment, as she travels to another place with her husband and kids, with an amusing twist at the end.

“Our picnic to Baliharchandi in Std 6 was a special one for me, for more than one reason. Firstly, I had missed the picnic to
Konark in Std 5. Secondly, this was my first picnic out of
destinations used to be Nandankanan & the

Bhubaneswar (where otherwise till Std 4, our two fixed

Museum). The walk from the bus to beach was a kind of revelation. The air

suddenly turned cool and the tall trees around gave the impression of darkness during the day. As we walked along, we came
across a dilapidated building that seemed like an old temple. As we crossed the courtyard of the building I saw a tall ‘thing’
kept slantingly against the wall. It was

strategically placed in a corner, aloof, as if to attract the attention of off beat

wanderers like me. The lower part was broad and the

upper part was narrow and kind of pointed, resembling a tooth.

Meanwhile the over enthusiastic DMS class gang marched ahead towards the ‘jhaun baana’ (casuarina forest). But I took a
pause, gave a thorough look and concluded that it was a “Whale’s tooth”.
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All sorts of stories of how the tooth landed there were rushing into my mind. But who put it there? Who brought it? After
several attempts to answer myself, I gave up and

went to play with my friends.

Fast forward to the future... Me in Kerala among the wilderness, overtly enthusiastic about an elephant ride which stood
beside a wall patiently waiting for its passengers.The mossy wall was very similar to the one etched into my memory from
that Baliharchandi picnic trip. And what do I see there, ‘a Whale’s tooth????’ This time I examined it

more carefully. My

husband came from behind and asked, ’what are you looking at?’ It’s a dried coconut branch. It has many uses.
agreeably pretending to know more than what he wanted to say.... After all I was in Std 6

I nodded

:-)

The fun and adventure didn’t just happen at the picnic site... but the whole process of planning and logistics for the event,
had its share of indulgence and disobedience smeared all over it. Take for instance this incident involving Vikram

“Class V picnic was led by Chandrasekhar Mam and Muduli Sir. We went to Konark. Once we reached, we realized that we
wanted to get sweets (mitha/rasagolla) for dessert... however we had forgotten to bring along with us. So Muduli Sir and I
went looking for sweets near the stalls near Konark. The upside of this was that along with Sir I went on a marathon mitha
tasting spree at every shop - so no ration of one piece per kid because I was with sir and both of us were enjoying ourselves.
No one else knew :-). In the meantime, Chandrasekhar Madam realized that one kid is missing and started frantically
searching. She had started to panic. I returned after about 30 mins and she was absolutely mad at me. I put up my innocent
face and said “Sir pulled me away to get some "work" done”...not realizing that all the seera (syrup) from all the mitha
(sweets) was all over my face and shirt :-). She realized what I was up to and remarked... “So that work involved eating
sweets :-( ?” And I was hopelessly caught trying to hide that mini adventure with Muduli Sir.”

The picnics in primary classes used to be in and around the city of Bhubaneswar. But their proximity did not take anything
away from their charm or the ability to leave a lasting impression on little moldable minds. Here’s a poetic rendition of one
such picnic to Dhauligiri (perhaps in Class 3), by Elina
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Khudurukuni Osa
SASMITA NAYAK
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Kumar Purnima
SEEMA MOHAPATRA

Kumar Purnima is one of the most popular and unique festivals of Odisha that falls on the first full moon day of Ashwina
month (October – November). “Kumara” or “Kartikeya” the handsome son

of Lord Shiva was born on this day.

Like Raja festival, Kumara Purnima is also mainly a festival for girls. Girls worship and perform puja rituals to get blessed
with grooms as handsome as Kartikeya. The unmarried girls and newly married brides perform the festival in great
enthusiasm. Though strangely Lord Kartikeya is rarely/never worshipped. It’s mostly a worship of the Sun and Moon Gods,
on this day. And add to that the fact that the famous Kumar Purnima odiya folk song “Phula boula beni…” is an ode to the
beauty and youthfulness of Sri Krishna, it starts becoming quite a puzzling festival...as to who exactly is being propitiated?!?
...or is it a heady mix of Shaivism (Kartikeya), Vaishnavism (Krishna) and Vedic nature worship (Sun & moon) that evolved
over the years with each faction retaining their stamp on the festival in some way?

Maidens wake up much before sunrise, bathe and get dressed to perform “Janhi Ossa”, offering the Sun God a palmful of
“Khai” with “Janhi”, cucumber, bettle nuts, banana and coconut. This is known as “Anjuli Teka”.

After observing fast for the day, they again perform offerings in the evening (Moon Puja). The full moon is the center of
attraction. Girls prepare “Chanda Chakta” (mix of Khaee, Chenna, Guda, Milk & Banana ) and offer this as a Prasad to
moon along with the puja rituals. Moon symbolizes handsome husbands that girls dream for themselves. As the ancient
saying goes, if a girl sees the fresh full moon, she gets young and attractive husband, and if she takes too long to
see the risen moon then an old senile husband is in her destiny.

It is a festival of rejoicing for the girls. The signature game of
this Puja is “Puchi” khela along with “Bohubohuka”, “Bisa
amruta”,

“keet

keet”.

Dance

and

music

performances

are

organized across the state. The special song of Kumarpurnima
is very close to our heart.

From

the

day

Jagannath

and

of

Kumarpurnima

Krishna

are

prayed

till

Rasapurnima,

throughout

the

Lord
month

(Kartika Masa). The special dish of this whole month is Habisa
Dalma (prepared with muga dali, saaru, kancha kadali and
oou) with Aarua Bhata.

It’s cooked every Monday of this month. While writing this it reminds me about the old school days, after returning from
school I used to go straight to Bou and sit with her for habisa dalma with khata. The taste and aroma is still very much alive.
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The famous Kumara Purnima folk song, sung by girls while playing the Puchi Khela...
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Pana Sankranti
SASMITA NAYAK
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Prathamastami
PRATYUSH PATTANAIK
This is a festival peculiar to Odisha and observed on an Astami (8th day) of Margasira maasa (roughly NovemberDecember). The eldest child in the family is honoured and worship is done of

Shasthi Devi (protector of children), Sri

Ganesh and the family deity, to confer long life and health to him/her. It is usually performed by the mother or other senior
female relatives with the familiar coconut, purna kumbha (full pitcher with mango leaves on it) and other puja materials.
New clothes (& money in many instances) are sent by the maternal uncle side for the child, which he/she wears during the
day. Khiri (sweetened rice dish) and Enduri Pitha or Haladi Patra Pitha (Pitha made out in Turmeric leaves) are prepared on
the day and after offering to the Gods are eaten by the eldest child followed by other members of the family.

It is generally believed that the eldest member of the
family is the brightest and most fit for taking on the
responsibilities of the family if the ‘need’ arises. Thus the
need for this special worship.

In Bhubaneswar Lingaraj temple, Lord Lingaraj in the
form of his movable deity Lord Chandrasekhar (Shiva)
goes to his maternal uncle’s house near papanasini tank
and

gorges

on

delicious

enduri

pitha

after

being

worshipped according to traditions.

From a health perspective, food cooked in turmeric leaves has a lot of medicinal properties that are good for the body and
give improved immunity, so this festival and its tradition of enduri pithas does do good to everyone including the eldest
child.

Prathamastami is usually not a school holiday, so the kids, eldest or not, still have to go to school. But the tiffin boxes that
day (and the next few days) invariably have the distinct yet strong smell of turmeric leaves & the pithas inside them. And
added to that the elder kids get to wear new clothes, sometimes school uniform, sometimes different. It’s probably one day
(besides birthdays and Ganesh/Saraswati/Viswakarma puja days) when the teachers give the student a pass on not wearing
uniform to school. It’s not unusual for younger sons/daughters also to wear new clothes on that day, given the expected hurt
the younger ones feel at being left out and then their parents’ caving in to their demands!
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Raja Utsava
SEEMA MOHAPATRA
“Raja” also known as Mithuna Sankranti is a unique three day festival in Odisha. In astrological terms ‘Sankranti’ marks
the movement of the sun from one Rashi to the next in the zodiac calendar. In Odisha, a ‘Sankranti’ marks the beginning of
a month in the solar calendar. Raja falls on the first day of the month of Asadha (Mid-June), welcoming the onset of
monsoon. The first day is jubilated as “Pahili Raja”, the second day as Raja Sankranti (Mithuna Sankranti) and the third day
is “Baasi Raja” or “Bhu Daaha”. The day before pahili raja is celebrated as Sajabaja (the preparatory day). The day after
basi raja is called Vasumati Snana or “Bhu Devi Bath”.

The word “Raja” (means blood) originated from the Sanskrit word “Rajaswala” signifying a menstruating woman. As
mother Earth, the wife of Lord Vishnu menstruates during the three days of raja, evidencing the sign of fertility. During
these days, farmers take a pause from all agricultural activities. This is to allow the Goddess Earth a period of rest, notably
it is a festival of potential mothers.

The vivid symbolism and strong association to nature worship in this festival points to the continuing influence of early
vedic culture in India. In vedic India, nature worship was the predominant method of worship with the sun, moon, the sea,
land, rivers and trees being venerated and deified by the people. The Gods of Vaishnava and other sects were a much latter
addition to the Hindu belief system. Nature and humans interacting with it, were thought of as mirroring each other, only
difference being in scale...the concept of Purusha and Paramapurusha or Aatma and Paramatma in the vedic hymns drove
home this connection. Subject to debate but Odisha and its Jagannath Culture (originating from Sabara-tribal worship of a
‘formless’ idol) seem to indicate to many present day scholars that the state retains one of the strongest connections (in the
country), to the original vedic society as historians know it. Raja festival is just one of many examples of how the belief
system connects every aspect of human life with the ebb and flow of nature itself.

During the three day festival, the fairer sex are given a break from all household chores. Rather, they engross themselves
playing many games, wearing new clothes, applying Alata (bright red color liquid dye) on feet/sole, putting sandal wood
paste & kumkum on the forehead, painting nails etc.

The dominant part of Raja festival is swing rides. There are different special varieties of swings such as “Rama Doli”,
“Chakri Doli”, “Pata Doli”, “Dandi Doli” that get installed on houses/backyards to mark the occasion. Along with songs
and swings girls enjoy playing traditional Odia games like “Puchhi Khela”, “Kaudi Khela”, “Bahuchori”, and Ludo.
Interestingly in some parts of Odisha, boys and elderly men exult in games like “Kabaddi”, “Kho-Kho”, Taas (card games)
or dice games.
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The most awaited and a unique delicacy for this Raja festival is “Poda Pitha” (baked burned cake made using ingredients
such as rice, lentils along with sugar, milk and dry fruits baked for few hours under the flame of wood or dried cow dung
fuel). Another outstanding tradition paired with this festival is eating “Raja Paana” (flavored bettle leaf mouth freshner).
Without “Raja Paana”, the festival is considered to be incomplete. Families exchange pithas and paana among friends and
relatives.
Bhudevi bath is the end of Raja festival where folks offer
prayers to mother earth using “Sila Pua” (grinding stone) thread,
milk and turmeric powder.

Overall Raja festival indicates the eminence of femininity
accompanied with varieties of pitha specifically the “Poda Pitha”
which is symbolic to the festival. While Indian society has been
much maligned for its strong patriarchal bias, festivals such as
these bring out aspects of the culture that show that women and
femininity have been celebrated and respected from early times,
in ancient Indian culture and Odiya society in particular.
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Raja as a festival, is a rare expression and celebration of femininity in all its aspects. Being a co-educational school, all
three sections of our class had a fair representation of girls who participated, excelled and had their own share of mirth,
adventure & stories as the boys. Here’s an account of their daily school lives in their own words…

The Yellow Sweater Girl - by Jyoti

Sangita my ever smiling friend had a yellow sweater with a purple print. Every winter she used to wear that sweater and it
was like...anyone could recognize her from far by her sweater and signature braids.
She used to play kabaddi wearing that sweater. As she entered the opponents arena she was immediately overpowered by
other strong girls. The moment of rejoice was short lived though, when we found that Sangita was back with her team and
what was

left with us was just her yellow sweater!!!

Raja Spirit - by Seema

Raja, the festival of femininity, its festive tunes still ringing in my ear drums. It had a significant importance during my
school days. This was one of the much-awaited festivities among many others throughout the year. I will never forget those
post Raja gossips in school during the break time. Most of the time the TED talks were from those fortunate enough to have
new apparels and ornaments. Even more, from those who used to have new clothes for all the three days of Raja. But, the
less happy ones were those who settled only with new school uniform as raja used to fall at the beginning of new school
year. I can also recollect how few of us used to be more glamorous and fashionable for a temporary period of time. Pithas at
home was a great change for few days to break the monotony of lunch

Life in School - by Pragyan

We used to always reach school much before the assembly time. The only motive behind that was to find some extra time to
play. The few games that girls used to play “chhoti para”, “bahu chori”, “rumal chori” ,”pitu”, kit-kit. I do not know even
our present day kids have heard these names or not. I still remember how we used to scream at the top of our voice, jump,
and dance while playing. Barring that we enjoyed a lot from these game, I feel it also kept us healthy and active throughout
the day.
As we entered secondary school, more stress was on studies and of course with a different level of excitement. I made some
of the finest friends in life during this period. Lunch breaks were always very fun. Never ending Antakshari, Dumb
charades, juicy gossips kept us busy during leisure. Be it Volley Ball/Basket Ball during HPER period, be it home Science
classes or Music/Art, we have enjoyed every bit of time.
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Ratha Jatra
SEEMA MOHAPATRA / PRATYUSH PATTANAIK

Ratha Yatra or Chariot festival is the most important festival of Odisha. It is observed on the “Asadha Shukla Dwitya” that
is on the second day of the bright fortnight of the month of Asadha (June- July). Interestingly there hasn’t been a single
Rath Yatra so far where it hasn’t rained on this day (small or large amounts). This annual festival at the first break of
monsoon is the most ancient, most elaborate and the costliest festival of Lord Jagannath and arguably the largest car festival
in the world (more than 20 lakh people attend the festival on the day)

Every year Lord Jagannath along with his elder brother Balabhadra and younger sister Subhadra goes on vacation after a
severe bout of fever for seven days during which none is allowed to have His Darshan (Holy View). Symbolically it
signifies the importance of a change in location to counter and cure the ill effects of sickness. They are brought out onto the
“Bada Danda”(main street of Puri) and travel

(approximately 3 km) to the Shri Gundicha Temple (maternal aunt) in huge

Chariots (Ratha) allowing the public to have Darshana. This is one of the few temples in India where the actual deities are
brought out of the inner sanctum of the temple (usually small movable representatives called “Chalanti Pratima” are
brought out of temples for such kind of festivals). The Rathas are huge wheeled wooden structures, approximately 45 feet
high which are built anew every year (the wood is brought in from two specific forests nearby (Daspalla & Ranapur) where
new saplings are planted every year. Many artists and artisans are engaged in building these three Chariots. Puri town has a
large network of Mathas and Ashrams (Hindu religious schools and organizations) and each of them is assigned to
contribute an item of the chariot or decoration of the three Deities and they have been doing this for centuries without fail,
year after year.
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Each of these carriages have different specifications. The Chariot of Lord Jagannath is called “Nandighosa” and has 18
wheels, the Chariot of Balabhadra is called “Taladhawaja” which has 16 wheels and Chariot of Subhadra is known as
“Devadalana” has 14 wheels.

Although the festival is celebrated whole over the world , the Puri Ratha Yatra is world famous. Almost about one million
pilgrims from across India and abroad visit during this time. “Ratha Tana”or Chariot pulling is the most exciting part of this
festival. These few days during the Rath Yatra festival are also the only days when Hindus (irrespective of country of origin
or sect) all across the world are allowed to have direct Darshan of their beloved Lord.

According to history, the Britishers, when they first observed the Rath Yatra during 18th century, were so amazed that they
sent home shocking descriptions of massive wheeled vehicles ploughing through people, which gave rise to the english term
“Juggernaut”, meaning destructive forces. Interestingly the wood used in building the chariots, after the festival is over, are
strictly used in the temple kitchen (said to be the largest in the world) to cook the multitude of dishes throughout the day that
are offered to the Deities in the temple.

The most significant ritual associated with Ratha Yatra is “Chera Pahanra” in which Gajapati King sweeps all round the
Deities and Chariots with a broom made of gold (sweeping with water ritual). This is also a symbolic assertion of the fact
that in Odisha, through the ages, as in ancient times...Kings ruled their kingdoms as representatives of the Gods (presiding
deity of the kingdom or state or region) and had to be humble enough to accept this fact. They stay at Sri Gundicha Temple
for nine days. Thereafter, the Deities again ride the Chariots back to “Sri Mandira” known as “Bahuda Jatra”. While
returning the three Chariots halt at “Mausi Maa Temple” where they are offered “Poda Pitha” a traditional delicacy that is
enjoyed across the state.

Lord Jagannath’s Mahima (glory) is spread across the Globe and Ratha Yatra is celebrated in many of the countries today,
among expat Odiyas and Indians.

According

to

a

common

classification

within

Vaishnavism, Lord Jagannath epitomizes the ‘Sakshya
Bhava’ or the nature of God as a friend…our Jaga Kalia!

Thinking back on the years in DM School, what comes to
mind is the overwhelming sense of friendliness that used
to envelope the precincts of this alma mater of ours. A
place where elitism and exclusivity seemed alien to the
school culture and more in sync with the inclusivity of Sri
Jagannath Sanskruti of Odisha. Instead, what thrived was a
veritable explosion of talents, of every single form and
nature. Hari Ananta, Hari Katha Ananta!
The crescendo of noise that accompanied the arrival or
departure of a young student BEd teacher didn’t sound
Famous Ratha of DMS92 in front of famous Rathas of the world!

that different from the chaos and noise (cymbals & drums) around the sacred ‘Nandighosa Ratha” during Rath Yatra…only
difference, one occasion revolves around the sublime, the other was subliminal – natkhat Gopals on steroids!
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Samba Dasami
SASMITA NAYAK
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Sitala Sasthi
PRATYUSH PATTANAIK

Mythological accounts in Shiva Puran relate the story of an angry Lord Shiva (grieving the death of his wife SatiDakshayani) who was roaming the wilderness, living

a life of austerity and deep meditation. A meditation so deep that the

Gods had difficulty waking Him out of it when they were threatened by the powerful demon Tarakasura who had the boon
of only being able to be killed by Lord Shiva’s son. As usual Lord Vishnu was approached for a solution and under his
instructions, the Gods approached Shakti and requested her to be born as the daughter of Himalaya (as Gouri or Parvati).
She did and then after many years of meditation successfully convinced Lord Shiva to accept her as His consort. This day
of their marriage symbolizing the cooling down of Lord Shiva’s anger, is celebrated as ‘Sitala Shasthi’ (cool & 6th day of
sukla pakshya Jyestha maasa, roughly month of May, the peak of summer season).

Historically, this festival is celebrated among the Brahmin community in villages and towns across Odisha, with the most
prominent one being in Sambalpur (Western Odisha) Sasana villages. As a testament to the peaceful coexistence of
different sects under Jagannath Sanskriti, Lord Vishnu acts as the mediator in the marriage process, with his representative
in the form of a sevak taking Sri Jagannath’s Mahaprasad along with the familiar Odiya proposal items like betelnut,
coconut and new cloth, to the bride-groom (Lord Shiva’s) house on behalf of the bride (Goddess Gouri) to ask for His hand
in marriage. After the formalities, Goddess Gouri goes in a procession from her temple in the village to Lord Shiva’s
temple and gets married according to Vedic rites. The next night, there is a big procession in which the newly married God
couple are carried around on bullock carts across the village accompanied by Lord Vishnu. The procession stops at each
chowk and crackers are burst and drums and cymbals sounded...with a general atmosphere of gaiety and merriment.

The

17th

century

ruler

of

Sambalpur King Ajit Singh
was a staunch Vaishnava but
he recognized his area as a
prominent

Shaktipeetha

(though without the presence
of

any

Brahmins

in

his

kingdom). And so he asked
some

Utkala

Srotriya

Brahmins from Puri to come
and

settle

there.

These

Brahmins established a Shiva
Temple

at

Sambalpur

Balibandha
to

in

Lord

Balunkeswar and started the
festival of Sitala Shasthi.

Similarly Jhadua Brahmins of Puri, of Vaisnava sect, established Sri Lokanath Shiva temple in Puri and started their own
Sitala Shasthi festival as well. The whole town of Sambalpur wears a festive look on this grand carnival day.
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Sudasa Brata
PRATYUSH PATTANAIK

Sudasa Brata (or Observance for Good Luck) is a unique Odiya festival observed by women for their families. Goddess
Laxmi is the primary deity worshipped and it falls on Magha Maasa Sukla Pakshya Dasami Tithi (around NovemberDecember). It sometimes coincides with another important and unique festival also dedicated to

worship of Goddess

Laxmi (Manabasa Gurubar) that is celebrated across the whole month of Margasira Maasa.

Sudasa Brata is based on the mythological story of King Nala & Queen Damyanti who fall into severe misfortune in their
lives (lose their wealth, kingdom and son) as a result of Queen Damyanti’s taking off the sacred thread called ‘Sudasa
Brata’ from her arm to help a brahmin woman named Laxmibati (wife of a brahmin named Vishnu Kar). This brahmin
woman had lost her’s in a quirk of fate as she took it off her arm and briefly went for a bath in the local pond. An eagle
flying by, mistook it for a piece of meat and flew off with it. She asked the King for help and King Nala being the
benevolent king he was, requested his queen to help her out. After several years of hardships and being driven away from
their kingdom, they finally got back their kingdom & wealth (& a son was born to them) after Queen Damyanti observed
the “Sudasa Brata” with full devotion.

On

this

day,

along

with

prayers

and

hymns, women tie a sacred thread with
10

knots,

around

their

arm,

which

is

supposed to bring good luck to them and
their family. The thread is kept tied for a
full

year

before

being

replaced

the

following year. The 10 knots are each
done along with chanting of 10 names of
Goddess

Laxmi

viz

order)., Laxmi Narayani,
Hari

Priya,

(in

sequential

Kamalini, Sri

Padmalaya,

Kamala,

Chanchala, Bighnaseni, Sindura Dulani,
Durgati Nasini & Vishnu Paatarani.

As with other Odiya festivals, a unique bhog (offering of food/dish) is offered to Goddess Laxmi on this day, viz., 10
Mandaa Pithas (round fried rice dumplings with sweetened coconut shreds inside). The typical Purna Kumbha-mango
leaves-chitta worship schedule is followed, after which this short mythological story is read out. As is usual in such
festivals to Goddess Laxmi, the house and surroundings are cleaned and members of the family take bath early in the
morning before starting the worship.
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Exam times in school were high-stress events and our parents (especially mothers) would worry and go out of the way to
make sure their kids’ stress levels were controlled and he/she did well in the papers. They would do bratas (observance/fasts)
on important annual exam dates and make us pray and chant holy hymns before setting out for school so we had the best of
luck for exams and brought glory to the household with our achievements. The ceremonial Chandan Tipa (sandalwood spot
put on the forehead) of the favorite family deity would invariably follow a special worship on the morning. A dollop of sour
yoghurt would be thrust into our mouths to swallow (again for good luck) as we buzzed around the house doing the last
minute desperate memorizing of the subject matter, in the hope that we missed nothing from the syllabus. In some homes, a
purna kumbha with coconut and mango leaves would be set up for the entire duration of the exams (5-6 days or more) and
we would be told to do oblation every day to it before stepping out. And invariably every kid touched their parents’ feet in
reverence while going, seeking their blessings.

Some kids were superstitious enough to take their special pens (reserved for exams only) on the day/s and some would
invariably start their writing on the answer paper with a sacred symbol (Om or Sri or Sairam, etc)...never stopping to wonder
or think about how our teachers would be seeing those symbols (and perhaps smiling at our gullibility) as they went about
marking the papers. Our assumption was they would be used to such overt displays of religious beliefs and maybe, just
maybe, if the good luck did not rain down by itself from the heavens because of that symbol, then the teachers might take
cognizance of the religious sentiment of the said student and give him or her a generous pass on some genuine
mistake/shortcoming in the answers.

Of course the enterprising and more rational among us, took ‘other’ more relevant steps to ensure their performance wasn’t
going down the drains...like actually burning the midnight oil and studying hard or finding ever new innovative ways to
sneak in vital notes on every possible medium (hands, tiny pieces of paper hidden in the most audacious places or just plain
simple peering over the shoulders of the friend in front of you and asking shamelessly, hoping you are beyond earshot of the
invigilating teacher).
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The Potter's Wheel
Exquisite potters and piquant clay
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Our Dear Aaya (B. Ramulamma)

You always meant so special to us
You gifted beautiful memories to us
Your love is still enshrining to us
You did so much for us.

Myriad of thoughts
Sailing from deep inside
Your ardor is still our guide
You bear a special class in our mind
You were there in difficult times
Healed our scratches with your magic chimes.

I wish I could be there
to get that warmth
and to hug you for all those moments
sending you a garland of love and respect
and Wishing you all the best!

Seema Mohapatra
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Teachers In Memoriam
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School History
The Demonstration Multipurpose School (DMS) of Bhubaneswar, Odisha can trace its roots back to 1964. It is
one of the oldest co-educational schools administered by the NCERT and also an integral part of Regional
Institute of Education, Bhubaneswar. The Institute and its attached D.M. School were established in the capital
city of Orissa in the year 1964 by the initiative and determined endeavors of the then Chief Minister of Orissa,
an outstanding leader and a committed politician, Sri Biju Patnaik. There are only four such schools under
NCERT located at Ajmer, Bhopal, Mysore and Bhubaneswar, each attached to respective R.I.E’s. This is an
English Medium Senor Secondary School affiliated to Central Board of Secondary Education (CBSE), New
Delhi and conducts All India Secondary and Senior Secondary Examination at the end of Class-X & XII levels
respectively. It is the only school in Bhubaneswar to offer SUPW studies as a course including Electrical, Home
Science, Metal Works, Wood Carpentry, Typewriting, Computer Education, and Agriculture; it is one of the few
schools in India that provides a multipurpose education.

For a more in-depth analysis of the fascinating history of our school, please refer to Sri G.N.Dash's (Former
Teacher, D.M.School) article linked below. Click on the link

A Brief History of D.M.School, Bhubaneswar
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My 35 Years in D.M.School - A Short Reflection
SRI MADAN MOHAN SWAIN
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My Students of 1992 Batch - D.M.School
DR. PRAMILA SATPATHY
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D.M.School - A Bird's Eyeview
SRI UTTAM DAS
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D.M.School - Class of 1992

*Snapshot of sections as in Class X
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Students In Memoriam

Deepak Mohanty

Chandan Mohapatra
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Of Wild Flowers & Jumping Jacks
AMAN KESHARI DASH

Over the years, sloth and slumber have been the greatest friends in life. Military schools and a prolonged service
in the services ensures that whatever little time I get is constructively utilized on the couch in a
posture trying to achieve nirvana through ‘Shavaasana’.

horizontal

So with the greatest of reluctance, I decided to exercise

whatever grey cells that the military has authorized me to keep. Hope this outline rekindl es some recollections of
those carefree days spent in the groves of ‘Karamanga’.

Prabhati-Taara: The Genesis

I don’t know how many of our friends are aware of the origins of ‘Prabhatitaara’, the magazine after which
Pratyush has so graciously named our group site. If my recollections are correct, till the time I left school in
1989 Dec, only two issues of this handwritten magazine had ever been seen. Now, the originator of the idea
remains veiled in antiquity and mystery. But the usual suspects were Swaraj, Gyana, Shakti, Debasish
(Mahapatra a.k.a ‘Boda’) and ‘yours truly’. One fine day, the idea germinated in one of our fertile minds sitting
in primary section (probably it was Class IV or V). I remember, Basanti

Ma'am, who was our class teacher

sitting and reading an odia novella during a free period. Now, these inscrutable rascals; Gyana and his ilk,
prompted me to go and put forth the idea to Ma’m. So I confidently walked up to her and asked “Madam, Gote
magazine lekhuchu, naa kana rakhibu”.

She did not look up from the book she was reading and replied

“Prabhaatitaara”. So there we had it, we constructed it as a brilliant connotation to the first bright rays visible on
the horizon during sunrise. We attributed our idea to have been recognized as a guiding light. Or some such high
pipe dream. Later on when I went to show Ma’m the first (and only) copy to have been handwritten by Shakti
(remember those round Jalebi like letters he used to pen) I was shocked to realize, that when I went to ask Ma’m
for the name for our magazine, she was in reality reading a novella named: you guessed it, ‘Prabhaatitaara’. She
thought I was asking the name of what she was reading and replied as such. Believe me; I have actually seen the
book she was reading. Therefore I was amused when the name for our site was mooted.

Tiffin Hill

Does anyone remember the Tiffin periods? I surely do.

Probably, that’s where my unhealthy fascination for

chow can be traced back to. My favorite place daily all the way up to leaving school was a short man made
hillock towards the end of the cycle-stand. It was tucked behind my favorite room in the entire school; the
Library. There was a small track adjacent to the library which used to lead to this hillock. I was flattered to think
it to be a hillock, but in actuality it was a small mound of rocks and earth hardened over the years. I remember
me, and Bibhudendra ‘Kishore Kumar’ Samantaray gorging on whatever our Mums had packed every day
seated on a large boulder perched atop the hillock. There was a small pathway leading to the top and we used to
prance around playing all sort of cops and robbers games. I have not seen this strip of raised earth since, in my
one off visits to the school along with my children. Perhaps, pressure of too many youthful dreams on its
shoulders has flattened its crest.
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Monitor Lizards

There used to be a beautiful grove of wild table roses and a flower whose genesis is even shrouded in GOOGLE
within the compound of the then Regional College. Free periods used to be spent by many of us roaming around
in its confine. What I remember distinctly is that, if you remove the four petals of this flower the left over stylus
could be pressed on the upper portion of your palm and the ensuing visage would look like the hour hand of a
watch, which I used to then blow and the hand seemed to move like the hands of a watch. Even now when I see
this flower anywhere, my brain automatically advises my fingers to dissect the petals and extract the single stylus
and fix it to my hand. This probably is the only leftover link of my childhood with my own children as I see them
do the very same exact thing with this flower.

Jumping Jack

Prasanta Nanda needs no moniker, being as it is named after the erstwhile evergreen odia cinestar. Now, Prasanta
and me used to be thick of friends along with Debasis ‘Bana’ Behera, Biswaranjan ‘Jhinka’ Mahapatra, all being
from Unit-4. Prasanta and me used to generally have tiffin together. Now, Prasanta used to be BIG fan of
Jumping Jack Jeetendra. Those were the heady days when whatever Jeetu touched was gold. Sridevi was just
another

dusky

southern

belle,

Jayaprada

had

not

yet

arrived

and

movies

like

MAWAALI,

JUSTICE

CHOUDHARY, TOHFAH, HIMMATWAALA et al were the rage. For some unfathomable reason, Jeetu
sleepwalked and Prasanta proudly devoured through a movie called ‘DAAV PECH’. Thereafter he used to spend
all his waking time with me singing praises for this movie. I remember in a moment of madness years after of
borrowing a VCR cassette of the movie. I was left numb by the cheek of Jeetu essaying the role of an Indian
Ninja, resplendent in white attire with a Katana strapped to his back and doing what every Indian movie hero
does best (you guessed right), taking revenge for imagined wrongs. For years I have waited for that one single
opportunity of an occasion to sit with Prasanta and repeat the madness again.
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Sambit ke Karnamein
GYAN PATRA

Well, who does not know Sambit Rath from the Class of 1992, the rat… the brat… the gilhari.
With Sambit, it is always WYSIWYG (what-you-see-is-what-you-get), a genuine smile, a clear heart that you
can see through, genuine friendship, self-deprecating humor and the subject of this series of short write-ups innocuous mischief.

I have been lucky enough to be Sambit’s close friend since the days he joined school in 1988, our friendship
continues till date, close to 30 years. I have been partners-in-crime in several of these innocuous mischiefs. I am
sure Sambit will forgive me yet again for taking the liberty to share with you some instances of Sambit’s
mischiefs and miss-takes between 1988 and 1992, the golden years… in this series ‘Sambit ke Karnamein’.

Sambit’s 1st Week in School

Sambit joined the school on a Thursday or a Friday in 6A. Previously, on the same week, on Tuesday Binakar
Sir had given one essay assignment to write. Obviously, Binakar Sir does not expect any new student to submit
the essay assignment if he or she has joined class middle of the week! Then comes next Tuesday, all the Oxford
ruled notebooks and others are stacked on top of each other as usual… Binakar Sir enters the class and as usual
heads to his desk, fully focused, he picks up the notebook on the top of the stack. He starts going through the
essays, pondering, underlining, striking lines, scribbling some comments on the notebooks. Binakar Sir
continues…. and clearly displaying his expressions… amused, happy, not amused and he goes over the essays
and puts the reviewed notebooks in a different stack. He picks up the next book and repeats all steps above.
Those who have attended Binakar Sir’s class know the motions. Then comes this notebook of this new student
called Sambit Rath (who has not yet registered as a new student in Binakar Sir’s mind). Binakar Sir reads
through his essay, keeps taking his notes and then suddenly comes the surprised look…it was a different essay
than what was assigned!?!

He flips the notebook to the front page, calls out the name of the
notebook owner, still not looking at the class, and summons… Sambit
Rath!

Sambit walks up to Binakar’s Sir, half confident, half polite, stands
next to Binakar Sir’s desk.
Binakar Sir startles at him (partly not sure if he has seen this new kid
before) and enquires
‘Which idiot told you to write this essay?!’

Sambit not sure what to say, hesitates and nervously says, ‘Sir, You!’,
and the whole class bursts into laughter!!!
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Phadu's Digest
SUMEET MOHAPATRA / GYAN PATRA / PRATYUSH PATTANAIK

While Sambit was the enfant terrible of the DMS92 batch who left his friends entranced and teachers gasping,
with his simplicity laced antics, Sumeet aka Phadu aka Dentist aka Mausa as we used to call him, was a
mischief-maker of a slightly different genre. Witty humor and opportunistic carnage in class were his forte. But
very often he was a victim of false ID’s also, just because of his perpetual wide-eyed guilty face look. Which
resulted in punishment from teachers that were way disproportionate to the quantum of mischief committed.

By default if any teacher was not able to figure out who made that annoying noise or stuck chewing gum on the
teacher’s seat…they would just eye ball the classroom and suspect just by Sumeet’s look that he might have
some involvement in the mischief and will be first person to get ‘Uttama Madhyama’. He was always the
“suspect # 1”. Second, Sumeet is a logic guru… Has a penchant for very witty comments…

Once Shashi Sir remarked, ‘why is the class so quiet today?’
Sumeet quietly and feebly murmured ‘Line nahin fan band achee, sethee payeen quiet laguchi’
Shashi Sir who always loved witty comments… acknowledged

We were in 7C, sitting in the Primary School area in those days.
The lunch break was about to be over. The noise and entropy level in the Primary Section was very high as the
naughty boys just come alive to their thriving best in that hour.
There was this ‘about to break’ desk with an attached chair. Some of us, about 6-7, decided to help the furniture
out of its misery and decided to dismantle it at its loose ends and derived a lot of fun

in course of dismantling it.

Then more people started joining the fun of breaking apart the hapless furniture…It was lot of fun! We were
80% through and we started to unleash ourselves, pushed the furniture to the corner of the class and then Sumeet
joined in and started kicking the stubborn joints. It was a lot of fun and the noise level just kept growing. Almost
1/3rd of the class joined the fun…
Then out of the blue after hearing all the noise and furniture cracking sound and all the laughs, P.N. Mishra Sir
walked into the class. Most of us saw him and moved aside… but Sumeet was not aware at all. He was so
engrossed in kicking and was so lost in the noise that he didn’t realize P.N.Mishra Sir standing in a corner and
watching. He was jumping all over the furniture and had absolutely no idea that all his accomplices had left.

Then you can imagine what P.N. Mishra Sir would have done to him. He unleashed a tirade of slaps… about 50
of them…. Sumeet’s head was like, bouncing between the left and right slaps and in between his head would
bounce on one of the walls. It was painful yet wickedly hilarious!
At the end of the tirade, Sumeet was all Red, his large ‘Buddha’ ears bright red as well.
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Sumeet adds…

Who can forget that incident! Everyone in section C remembers. It was P.N. Mishra Sir who did the honours
wearing his white hat. After about a dozen AK 47 style slaps, my face had become numb to the subsequent slaps.
When the dhobi ghat session was over and P.N. Mishra Sir had left, everyone including Gyana rushed to me to
check if I was alive. My face had become red with finger marks on it.

Next day P.N. Mishra Sir spotted me again while marking attendance for NCC and immediately commented
“Taking NCC, Breaking Chairs! Shameless”. Someone actually told him that day that the desk was already
broken before Sumeet started kicking it. That prompted no change of heart in him, but he called me and did offer
extra singada and aloo chop at the end of NCC drill.

Several years later when my brother went for English tuition to P.N. Mishra Sir, our brotherly relationship got
strained obviously

In 6C, it was Sashi Sir who took me to task for laughing continuously even after a few slaps from him. Then of
course I was at the receiving end from the most unlikely ones…Basanti madam, Binakar sir, wood sir, metal sir,
sanskrit sir.

‘Dentist’ name was obviously given by Panda sir. ‘Mausa’ name was given by Hanan sir as I was the last and
slowest one to get down from the school bus…he used to be in the same bus always occupying ‘significant’
space in the last seat

Sumeet narrates about a fellow mischief-maker…

I remember this incident…I think it was thuru Tapas Senapati who was once sitting on Shankar sir’s scooter.
Shankar sir saw it and came to reprimand him…
He asked him “what are you doing here”
Thuru: Sir petrol check karuthili…apananka scooter re petrol naahin
Shankar sir checks and says…”petrol naahin? F dekhauchi meter re!”
Thuru: yes sir, F means finished
Shankar sir: acchha! What does E mean then on the meter
Thuru: Sir, E means enough…
Shankar Sir: This country has no hope. GET OFF MY SCOOTER!!!
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Panda Sir’s famous quotes, in the words of Sumeet…

Class 9A, Period – Economics
Panda Sir is dictating economics notes and the entire class is noting all that knowledge down in pin-drop silence.
In one corner of the classroom, R.S.Kishore has the audacity to draw Sir’s picture in his notebook instead of
taking notes. Somehow Panda Sir notices this and walks up to R.S. Kishore, grabs him by his head, pulls him to
the centre and asks him to “kneel down”. R.S.Kishore having a higher than average Body Mass Index takes a
few extra seconds to adjust and place his entire weight on his knees.
Panda Sir: What were you doing?
RSK: Nothing Sir
Panda Sir: Bapa kana karanti?
RSK: AG office re kama karanti
Panda Sir: Bapa AG office re kama karuchi, pua ku KG KG maunsa khuauchi, Pua asiki economics class re
teacher ra drawing karuchi…..Motu….Gabdal Khaasu!!!

Class 6C, Period – Civics or Social Studies
Gyana and Ayaskanta (Guguni) used to sit on the same bench, Ayaskanta had the chubbiest cheeks which Gyana
was very fond of. In one of Panda Sir’s class, Gyana squeezes the cheeks of Ayaskanta with both his hands and
pulls him closer screaming “Gugguneeee…..Gugguneeee”.
Panda Sir sees this and says “Aha ki prema! Ethi kana Sri Krushna Rasalila chalichi?” I think he then walked up
and gave a thani on Gyana’s head in his trademark style. He walked back but then turned around and came to
Guguni and gave him a thani on his head as well and said “Sie ta taa prema dekhauthila, tu kahinki to gaala
dekhauthilu?”

Sumeet’s eyewitness account of an incident involving the legendary ‘neta’ of DMS92

(Ashish was definitely one of the most active guys, he led a bunch of us in Class 9 to block the road in front of
our school to protest against Mandal Commission Report. Class 11th and 12th folks were leading that protest
but Ashish contributed to it from a junior batch. So that netagiri thing was visible early on)

“Aata Uthavu Saare Raan, Aata Petavu Saare Raan” is a Marathi patriotic song. In one of the independence day
state level cultural function at Exhibition ground (if I remember correctly), D.M. School participated and this
was the song our school had chosen to perform there. It was a large team from our school with boys and girls
from multiple batches including ours. Ashish was in this team of performers.

The performance went on very nicely, snacks were distributed and everyone was happy and having fun. We all
returned to the school bus parked there. Somehow Ashish’s performance was not yet over. He being a creative
animal, created his own version of this Marathi song in Odia and sang it loudly with gestures, expressions and
what not. The handful of crowd that we were, we cheered him to be even
louder. Ashish made his version something like this “Aata Uthavu Saare Raan, Aata Petavu Saare Raan….
Haata Peta ku mai la, haata peta ku mai la” and kept on slapping his stomach rhythmically.
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All of a sudden the sky turned dark (for him), the surrounding temperature rose sharply (for him) and
the sense of jubilation turned to shock (for us). P.N. Misra Sir appeared from nowhere as if he was hiding behind
the bus waiting for his prey. In one lightning move, he grabbed Ashish by his collar, turned him around and
rained a few scores of slaps till it became all numb for Ashish. Sir kept on shouting “How dare you make fun of
a patriotic song. Scoundrel!”. Asish must have uttered sorry a few times but his voice got hopelessly drowned
amidst Misra Sir’s roar.

Most of us who were witnessing this, disappeared faster than a genie into the bottle (the bus) and by the time
P.N. Misra Sir turned his eyes to the cheerleaders, the ground was empty and there was a deafening silence. We
all thanked our gods that we got saved, we thanked Ashish in our hearts that he could bear all the quota for the
day so that we all got spared.
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Why I am proud to be a D.M'tian
DEBASIS NANDA

Today I owe all achievements of my life to my parents, who with all kind of problems in their life could got me
admitted to Demonstration Multipurpose School, Bhubaneswar, Odisha. Yes, I am proud to have passed out
from D.M School. Gladly and with confidence, I can say that I could come into the mainstream of the society
due to D.M.School. D.M. School is a name that represents the teacher, staff, amenities and the quality of
education as a whole.

Here I feel to mention that without a concrete foundation we can’t build even an ordinary structure. Likewise
without having a good fundamental knowledge, no one can grow in life. The reason for which I am proud of
D.M. School is that we had outstanding faculties who nurtured us. Never to forget to mention that the staff was
also so nice to us that can’t be explained through words. Both the teachers and staff were like our well wishing
guardians.

I sincerely feel that if I keep on writing like this then my friends will ask me to write a book on my own instead
of a small article to be published in Prabhatitara. Hence I come to one of my best experiences in the school.

I joined the school during the end session of the seventh standard. But prior to that, I was studying in Odia
medium in Keonjhar. So when I got shifted to English medium, I could not cope up with the standard of the
then existing students. Very soon, I was awarded with a new name – ODIA. Being a child at that time, I could
not accept it positively, and started crying. At that point of time all those, who were teasing me, got emotional
and started consoling me and told me to take it easy and strive to come out of it. On that juncture, I was elevated
and decided to to do it.

Then I approached our English teacher Ms. Elizabeth James. She was a motherly character. After listening
everything, she told me – “Yes, you can do it, provided you follow me blindly” (Still those words don’t let me
sleep me). I too accepted the challenge. Then onwards, everyday Ma’am used to give me a book from library
and order me to finish it within a day. I could not even play during recess hours, but used to give my whole time
to finish the book. But it was in vein for around a month as I could never complete any of those books. However,
after some 40 -45 days, I was able to complete few books.

Here I must not forget to recall with all my friends, a game, Ma’am used to play with us – “Guess the word”.
She used to take few classes during game period also and make us play the above said game. She used to write
some alphabets with blank place in between the periods, and ask us to guess the word. That was one of our most
interesting game, during that time. Likewise, I too tried my best to break the ice. Time went on, and annual
examination of standard eight was over. It was time for result to be out.
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I was quite anxious for my result like others. But to my disappointment I got failed in science and social studies
papers. With a broken heart, I was waiting for my result in English paper. When the period came, my heart
started throbbing, which I think had never experienced in my whole life. To my surprise our beloved Ma’am
declared that I had secured the highest mark in the whole class with a score of 89%. I must admit, never in my
life, I could have that kind of joy and emotion. Today also I feel nostalgic and emotional. So, such was our
school days with godly teachers, staff and excellent friends.

I would like to conclude with few words.

In 2008, I had the scope to meet our beloved E. James Ma’am. On meeting her, I sought her blessings by
touching her feet and enquired whether she recognizes me or not. To my utter surprise she replied me——–very
few students had scored 89% in those days in English………

TODAY I FEEL GLORIOUS OF IT.
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Sambit ke Karnamein
GYAN PATRA

HPER – Health, Physical Education and Recreation

It was one of the days after school… Sambit was chatting away with me while cycling back to home after
school, wearing only ganji banyan and half-pant.

(Sambit has always cycled through my home after school and then continued on to his home.)

When he was almost near my home, I interrupted him while he was speaking and asked him about his shirt,
‘Sambit, are you going to cycle all the way to home in this ganji banyan?!’

Sambit interrupts and peeks at his body and says,
‘Oh! my shirt!! I left it at the karamanga tree while playing volleyball in HPER’.

Before I could say a word, Sambit turned his cycle around, pierced through the traffic and started fast paddling
to school!
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Golden Period of my Life
DESH RANJAN BEHERA

In this busy world I can realize or many times think about our old school/ childhood memories when we used to
go to school. During our school days we used to see the people who were in their job life. Our thinking, what a
luxurious life, no pressure of exams and competition for Ranks. Now in our day-to-day routine life or in our
professional life we see the competition is ON again but not only through competency level but on corporate
politics. We all are running like horses day n night to grab position and money, with its attendant cost on body.
Stress Level has gone up and life has become Hell.

But School Days and Memories were some golden periods of everyone’s life, no discrimination in choosing
friends or in fun. This Poem is dedicated to all my school Friends, Teachers and my old golden periods of my
life.

I miss my school days, where I spent 10 yrs. The years of laughter, friendship, jealousness
where teachers taught us.
The respect, the knowledge of life
I miss my school days, where we all friends played n made all types of FUN

together,

We played the games of true friendship, And promised to be friends for forever, We played the games of love,
which we never gonna forget,
I miss my school days, where we made every Fun memorable.
Where we laughed at each other’s jokes and sometimes made jokes of others,
We cried at each other’s sorrow.
I miss my school days, where we participated in every sport, in every occasion,
Where we cheered up each other Where there was no place for hate, in losing.
I miss my school days, where I saw many relations Build up, and many relation break,
But at the end we all were together, erasing all the jealousness.
I miss my school days, where teachers scolded us on every of our mistakes,
And encouraged and motivated us on every occasion, Where they taught us like teachers, loved us like our
mothers and fathers,
Who taught us the respect, and encouraged to move in life.
I miss my school days. Where we carried our heavy bags on our back,
Around the streets, and shared jokes, pain, sorrow, Ran on the roads, with our heavy bags,
Cherishing our memories with every step.
Which never gonna forget, in our life time.
I never gonna forget those days.
And I really miss those days where I first made all my good friends of life,
I Miss my School days when I came across the value of friends in some one's

life.

I Missed My DM School Bhubaneswar

I miss all my friends of 92 Batch and I pray to God from the depth of my heart at least

during our last phase of

life we should be all together to remember Old school memories of everyone’s Life. LOVE YOU ALL!
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The Vanar Sena
GYAN PATRA / VIKRAM PATRA / UTKALA M. / PRATYUSH PATTANAIK

‘RAVICHAND-CHANDU-CHANDER-BANDAR-VANAR, VANAR SENA…..’

Let me start with saying that the Vanar Sena gang of Section A comprised of the most innocent and harmless
baloonga bunch of kids you will ever meet. They had no inhibitions, kept no grudges. Always content with
fighting it out…physical fights…always…not most of the time.

The group comprised of G Sandeep, Ravichand, RS Kishore, Gopal Tripathi and Sambit Rath. Sambit got
separated and moved to C Section during the section changes, but kept making guest appearances in A Section to
participate in the Vanar Sena mischiefs.

An example of a Vanar Sena fight prompter… Sambit teasing Gopal Tripathy – “Gopu Seth, Sadak par leit,
Haathi chadh gaya, phat gaya pet…”. Next moment you will see… Gopal and Sambit jumping on each other and
rest of the gang joining the fight for no clear reason …

The easiest way to identify them was from the rafoos in and around the 1st, 2nd and 3rd buttons of their shirt.
Some of them had the hands of their shirts re-stitched to the body… at least couple of times. Their dresses would
have very light mud patches even after multiple hand washes some showing up over and above the Robin Blue
blue-white enhancers.

Their fights would mostly extend from Recess, HPER classes, some TT matches where you could see them
holding each other’s collars, rolling on the floor on the ground, desperately clasping each other by their hair
ends…ears…all possible combinations of these. It was kind of impossible to break these fights unless a teacher
walked into the class or suddenly another HPER class started, in which case they would dismiss the fight and
rush to the field! Many a times you would see Dadu (Sudeep) trying to stop the fights and get completely
squeezed in between a well built G Sandeep and RS Kishore. We had to jump in to rescue Dadu!

They were not afraid of anyone…except for Vikram. They used to be petrified if Vikram summoned them for a
lecture.

Each of the guys in the Vanar sena went through at least a dozen shirts and shorts every year. School would start
in July and by end of the 2nd week, half of the buttons in the shirts would be missing after all the fights. t took
vanar sena 2 mins to go from looking prim and proper every morning to looking like they just came after
working all day at a construction site or a stone quarry.

During one of these fights…BB Naik Sir dropped in once and proceeded to rain his infamous HVS’s (high
velocity slaps) on two of the vanar sena members…that promptly brought an end to the fight (as if getting
beaten up by each other was not enough!!!)

Then there was the display of who can spray ink the farthest. They would do that to each other’s shirts. I am
cringing now thinking their mothers ordeal to clean their stained shirts
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Second Home, Third Parent & Infinite Memories
PRAGYAN DAS

Ahh!…Such a long title. Is it a mathematical game? Nope, it sounds like a Bollywood movie name Roti, Kapda
aur Makan, maybe?…Well let’s see what it is!

It is all about a little girl who stepped out of her cozy protected home to take the first step to conquer the world
and embrace the wonderful memories throughout her life. One fine morning this little girl dressed in maroon and
white, holding her father’s hand tight, entered into a campus with a big building having many rooms, a huge
playground surrounded by trees laden with star fruits. But to her surprise, she saw a bunch of look-alikes who
were almost of same height as her, dressed in same maroon and white and carrying the same perplexed
expression. Yes you guessed it right, it was my first day in school, that later became my second home.

There is a popular saying Home is the first school. While I completely agree with it, I consider School as my
second Home as we spend the maximum time of our learning and growth, in the school.

We spend 10-12 years with our Teachers who not only set the tone of classrooms, but help in mentoring and
nurturing us under their umbrella of warmth, love and care. Parents are the first mentors and then come the
teachers, who hone our skills and prepare us for the challenging tomorrow. The introduction of school comes
with introduction to her third parent, the teachers. The child starts appreciating the concept of school with the
image of teacher in her mind.

Childhood period is the foundation laid by our parents and teachers in us, for future use, that sometime works as
dictionary, refreshing the inner purity to lighten up the burden added in adulthood.
I hated the morning hustle bustle to go to school and used to think to myself every day, "Oh God! When will I
grow up and there'll be no burden of studies…and all the freaking time in my hands?" But in reality it was an
altogether different excitement once you reach school. You are amidst a bunch of folks who look similar to you
and there are so many things in common.

When I started going to school, I was commuting in a Rickshaw with a man named Ramarao. I think who ever
has stayed in Unit-IV must have known him. He was a very caring person. One incident comes to mind about
him…My mother was teaching something on manners to me and told that we have to touch the feet of the
person who is older to us and she told us to follow very strictly without any excuse. During that time Ramarao
came to our house for something and seeing him I just went and touched his feet. He became very emotional,
hugged me and cuddled me like his own daughter.

Now when I remember this, I can realize how pure the heart of a child is. A child knows how to love, trust and
feel intimate with others…free from restraints, and act spontaneously without fear of embarrassment.
Frankly speaking had it been now, I do not know whether I could have done the same or not. As we mature in
age, we lose the innocence of a child, for many reasons. This purity we all adore, yet, we don’t retain or
maintain it as we get older.
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We used to always reach school much before the assembly time. The only motive behind that was to find some
extra time to play. The few games that girls used to play “chhoti para”, “bahu chori”, “rumal chori” ,”pitu”, kitkit. I do not know even our present day kids have heard these names or not. I still remember how we used to
scream at the top of our voice, jump, and dance while playing. Barring that we enjoyed a lot from these game, I
feel it also kept us healthy and active throughout the day.

Wish I could do the same now so that I can shred extra kilos that I have put on over the years, and remain
healthy

☺

Many say that I was a very silent kind of girl then. But believe it or not, I have still been punished by Basanti
Madam. Can’t remember which class exactly but sometime during the primary school days. At that time we
were just crazy about collecting the Eucalyptus cones, which has a minty, pine scent. On one of those days I
reached the school early as usual and got busy in collecting the eucalyptus cones without even realizing when
the assembly bell rang and the prayer started. After collecting a good amount of those cones, when I started to go
towards the assembly, I saw that it was completely empty and everybody was inside class. Then I horrifyingly
realized what had happened! Without wasting a single minute I just ran towards the classroom all the while
praying to GOD that Basanti Mam not be in the classroom. But to my utter despair, when I reached the class she
was already done with the roll call and started her class. When she saw me outside the classroom, she became
very furious and scolded me like anything. She did not allow me to enter the class room for the whole day. The
whole day I was attending the sessions from outside the class. It was just a nightmare to me.

From that day onwards I do not think I was or am ever late to any of the sessions/meetings till date!

One of the most fun moments for us as kids was when we went out for picnics on school days with
school friends. Although it was an exciting moment for most of us, for me it was one of the toughest jobs to
convince my parents to allow me to go for picnic. The only reason behind that was the ‘No Objection’ letter that
we had to get signed from our parents.

It was in a predefined format where the last sentence used to be “You are sending your child at your own risk”
and parents have to sign on that. That was the killer sentence. Generally my father is lenient and supported me
for whatever I said. So I used to approach him first to sign so that he can convince my mother. But because of
this one killer statement, even he used to fail to convince my mother. Although they used to agree at the end
after lot of buttering, still I used to ask GOD “Why with me”?

As we grow old and see our kids growing, we can feel and realize the concern and fear that our parents have
when we are not with them or they are not accompanying us. At the same time it helps us as parents to
understand a child’s temperament and help nurture their emotional development.

As we entered secondary school, more stress was on studies and of course with a different level of excitement. I
made some of the finest friends in life during this period. Lunch breaks were always very fun. Never ending
Antakshari, Dumb charades, juicy gossips kept us busy during leisure.
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Be it Volley Ball/Basket Ball during HPER period, be it home Science classes or Music/Art, we have enjoyed
every bit of time.

Other fun moments that we exclusively enjoyed in our school are those different festivals like Ganesh Puja,
Saraswati Puja and Viswakarma Puja. As far as I remember in those days many of the public schools did not
celebrate these festivals in school premise although they had holidays. But our school always had given the
chance to celebrate these Pujas, thus embracing and appreciating our own culture and belief in GOD. School
time would be incomplete without these big celebrations. Republic Day and Independence Day along with
Annual Day were other important days in school that were crazy fun.

On second thought don’t you think these Puja celebrations also was the foundation for nurturing our Team
Building capabilities (Buzz word in corporate world) where the students come, learn and celebrate together???

Back to school after summer or winter vacations was always aspirational. Like New Year’s resolutions, we
always wanted to do better and maybe in too many things. But as the days passed, we were back to the same
flow and old grooves.

On similar lines, once I thought I should do something different and decided to commute to school by school
bus. I think it was in 6th or 7th standard. At that time we were staying in Unit–IV, A.G Colony which is hardly
1.5km away from school, and one can reach within 15-20 minutes even by walk. But seeing others going to
school by bus, I also thought of commuting by school bus. You cannot believe, for the distance that can be
covered within 15-20 minutes, I used to go by school bus, that took more than an hour to reach. Isn’t that funny?
Though I did discontinue this routine after 3 months only.

On the contrary now that we value time, we do not have a choice but to commute long hours in a polluted
environment to reach our workplace, home or any other destination. It’s high time to think over it and start
giving Mother Nature some tender-loving care once again.

I decided to write about some of my memories of school when some of my friends asked me to pen down some
to be published in souvenir.

Having left school almost 25 years ago, I was amazed at really how much my time

at the school has influenced what and how I am doing today. I always loved school but I didn’t really realize
how much, until I wrote. When we grow up, we realized that our school life is the best moment of our life.
School Days are the best days as there are no work pressure, no worries. Despite who you are, how old you get,
your memories from school will always stay one of your most prized asset.
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Sambit ke Karnamein
GYAN PATRA

When Binakar Sir gave up

Binakar Sir had a penchant to do surprise dashes at one’s desk and then he would do his trademark flash chutti
tana or quick ear jerk (totally painless, yet scary!).

It was months after Sambit’s first introduction to Binakar Sir (read Sambit ke karnamein-1st week in school, for
context), when Sambit was no longer new to the school, and had very quickly built a reputation for being a
mischief monger among teachers and classmates. On one instance, Binakar Sir rushed towards Sambit’s desk
after noticing him doing some mischief. The moment Sambit saw Binakar Sir rushing towards him, he got off
his desk and started running towards the back of the classroom. Binakar Sir instinctively came after him …
Sambit swiftly ran to the front of the class, towards Teacher’s desk…They went round and round in the class
between the desks… And then Binakar Sir got tired after few rounds and gasped and gave up!!

That was a moment to savor for his classmates… Sambit was all in his battissi…laughing away… Binakar Sir…
such a cute and nice Sir…did not really know what to do.

The fact that Sambit was a good student …he was an easy let off! Teachers didn’t know what to do- How can
someone so smart and intelligent be so naughty at the same time!
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Memorable School Life
SANGITA DASH

Many times I go back to past
To recall moments close to my heart,
The essence of school life never fades
Every cell of our body it invades.

From distributing chocolates to friends, on birthday,
To wandering around the school campus astray,
From celebrating every occasion,
To enjoying every taught lesson.

From asking treat on every happening,
To talking about every occurring
From eating at recess in gangs,
To visiting the sea and sands.

From lending warm compassionate heart,
To becoming friend’s life’s inseparable part
From wiping away our friends’ tears,
To helping them overcome their biggest fears.

From 1992 to 2015,
I hardly had touch with friends of my teens
Now morning to dark,
Group has always a spark

Thanks to WhatsApp,
We are united again
And share our thoughts
Pleasure and pain.

Every moment spent, is equally special,
And tend to remain forever memorable.
The moments of school life,
In my mind will be engraved
In the premises of my heart, they will be caged.
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Real Sweet Memories
SASMITA NAYAK

Memories are funny. They let you laugh on the times you thought were tough when you faced them, and they let
you cry recollecting the times you thought were the happiest when you lived them. School memories are just the
most awesome feelings of our life. They are a mixture of both bitter and sweet memories. The giggling chuckles
down the corridor during recess, the sharp part of the wooden scales touching our tender skin, the endless tales
of short lived kiddish fights and gossips…can never perish away from anyone’s memories.

The most amusing fact is that when we carelessly pass through our carefree school days, when our only secret
used to be the place where chocolates were hidden, when the only stress used to revolve round homework…
when we finally get out of the school gates, it is then that we realize we are never ever going to go back to those
desks again. The wooden desks, where we carved our names with a compass, we are never going to play the
‘pass the chit’ game in the boring classes, we are never

going to be allowed to do any assignment in the last

moment.

What is left with us are the memories, the real sweet memories. They just

give pleasure, comfort, and

a big

smile.

Personally my school days were marvelous. I have lived my school life to the fullest. Today while recollecting
them tears rolled down my cheeks and the heart shone with a peculiar glow.

In this era of modernization we are

all here to celebrate the 25th years of reunion. Technology has allowed us to do so and we are very grateful to go
back to school, the school with the same greenery, same corridor, same assembly ground and overall same class
mates, and gratefully same teachers. Really a great blessing for all of us all.
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Sambit ke Karnamein
GYAN PATRA

Sar neeche payr upar

After few years, it was well established around the school that Sambit and Gyana were core of the naughty boys’
syndicate. After several section changes, Sambit and Gyana reunited in the same section in 11th class and
continued their mischiefs with renewed vigor.

Every time, we were seen together laughing inside the class, without any due diligence or validation, teachers
would send us to the class door and we were kneeled down for rest of the class period. It was regular routine for
us.

In one of the instances, Sambit and I were serving ‘kneel down’ time out punishment until the next teacher
walked in and gave us clemency. Sharma Sir walks into the class and allows us in.

Within few minutes into the class, we were back into another round of our mischiefs and were contagiously
laughing away and including others in it. Sharma Sir noticed, looked at us, and asked us to stand up and spoke in
a tone laced with part frustration and part humor.

‘Hey Bhagwan!! Abhi to tum dono kneel down huey the, aur mein andar leke aaya!

Ab kya mein tumhara Sar neeche aur payr upar karwaoon?!? ’
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It is the Same
SHIKHA BEHERA
The same dress, same shoe, same faces and the same classrooms. They all remain the same. Who knew, at that
point in time, that we would meet twenty-five years hence. The same faces, the same smiles albeit battle
hardened. A lot of the credit, I would reckon, goes to Jan Koum, CEO of WhatsApp for creating a platform
where we could see the same faces, the same smiles, this time with a lot of renewed interest to look good and
reminisce the days gone by. It has been a heady feeling since the day it was decided that we all will meet after
25 long years. Everybody has moved on from the dreary walls we hated to be confined to each day. We are here
to celebrate not who we are now, but who we were. The images of the same Archie comics by the back
benchers, the well oiled hair of the studious lot with spectacles bearing powers of -6 diopter, in the front, all
have gone into the recesses of the mind only to stage a big come back on the 24th of December, 2017.

The “rickshaw ride” from Unit 4 to the school through the lanes of AG colony is still fresh in my mind. The
rickshaws could carry six children and used to have a cushioned seat and a wooden “baby seat”, a hood, and a
back curtain. As soon as the ending bell rang, we used to run as fast as our little legs could carry and would put
the tin box in the side seat to book it. I still remember how I was fancied watching the rickshawala’s calf muscle
as it pumped the pedal. I can hear the nostalgic sound of the rusted rickshaw chain as I pen down these
memories.

The ‘Karamanga’ trees bearing fruits in the school campus was a big hit. I remember climbing those trees,
plucking the fruits and eating during lunch break and even play hide and seek. All the gossips used to take place
beneath those Karamanga trees. The bitter sweet taste, that tangy chill running down the spine, still is afresh.

The Eucalyptus trees in the playground with their ubiquitous flower caps. I can’t even remember how many art
and craft projects they have adorned in class. Painted caps, red and blue and orange etc.
Playing ‘Antakshari’ used to be the favorite pastime during missed periods in school. Ah!, the voices, the so
called bathroom singer coming out of the closet. The nerdy ones…well, the nerdy ones never played Antakshari.
Biswamohan’s Jagannath janana“kotho bhogo khia” was my all time favorite.

As we entered the high school, Celinama madam’s running notes, Panda Sir’s “demand and supply curve”, the
boring Mesopotamian civilization and the Geography maps, the chemistry lab and the experiments with Bunsen
burner, the wood lab (which was meant for the boys) but sometimes visited by the girls when home science
madam was absent, the electrical classes which taught us how to solder a circuit, color coding of the diodes, can
never comeback again in our lives.

Finally, here we are, after 25 years to relish those memories of singing Jana Gana Mana in the assembly to “Hip
hip hurrays” in the picnic bus.
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Backtracking – School Memories
SHOVANA SAHOO
25 Years have passed. Really unbelievable. It appears like yesterday.

When I heard everyone is writing something for souvenir, I found it funny. At first thought since I passed +2 old
English paper, I have not written anything substantial. Only thing I have been writing in all these years is
medical protocols and treatments. Even if I try to write something it may end up like writing a prescription.
When I heard Sangita describing her school experiences beautifully I kept thinking, medical education has

my

memory cells to such an extent that I’m unable to recall half of the things.

Suddenly Jagjit Singh’s gazal came to my mind. Something like…”Wo kagaz kasti, ye daulat bhi lelo, ye sohrat
bhi le lo, bhale chheen lo mujhse wo meri jawani, Magar mujhe lautado wo bachhpan, wo varish ki pani”

Slowly running back through the old times, I remembered these elaborate explanations in Odiya classes by
Basanti mam, which I loved the most. Those chatpati chulbuli comedies we made with Hindi mam and Binakar
sir. Also those serious biology teaching by Celinama mam, marvelous maths teaching by Bhopa sir. Oh! how
can I forget Dutta mam’s history classes.

Those were the beautiful days of life, having complete faith & love for friends. I loved everything about school,
whether it was the school building, playground, singing national anthem together, participating in annual
functions under guidance of Sukanti mam etc. Also playing volley ball with friends and who will forget those
school picnics! The day I passed out from school in 1992, was a very difficult time. I could not believe I was
leaving the place & friends with whom I spent most of my childhood.

Then there was a long long gap. Busy in life, studies, career…but heart always longed for the whereabouts of
school friends. One beautiful morning when I found myself added to whatsapp group of DMS -1992, I was
overwhelmed with pleasure. It was a beautiful gift to me that I came in contact with my once lost friends, again.

And today I am thankful to all who took the initiative to inspire us to pen down our experiences so that we can
speak out our heart and soul in front of our beloved friends.
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Annual Day Emergency!
VIKRAM PATRA
It was February 1983 and we were coming off to the end of Standard I.

Annual Day was coming up and I had recently won my first ever prize. It was a second prize in calligraphy.
Sarojini Bal had won the first prize. The chief guest for the Annual Day was the Governor of Orissa.

I was excited that I was to receive my prize from Governor, C.M. Poonacha. It was the biggest event in my long
life of six years! On the day, the primary school kids sat in the "Peanut Gallery" - on the duriè in front of the
stage.

After much anticipation, with the sirens blaring and the NCC guard of honor, the Governor's entourage arrived.
A team of important-looking men descended and occupied the stage.

There was one old balding man in a neta attire. Then there was a handsome Sikh over 6 feet tall, in a full
military uniform. The Sikh soldier was towering over the rest. And there were a few older folks who I assumed
were school officials.

Honestly, I had no clue who was who among these dignitaries.

The Sikh guy with his full military uniform and commanding presence, was by far the most impressive. I
assumed he was the Governor since I had no idea about what the Governor looked like

I did not pay any attention to the announcements or boring speeches. The prize distribution started and Sarojini
was first student called and apparently, I was second. However, I was in a different world, completely oblivious
to all of this.

I was sitting dreaming that I would receive my prize from the Sikh Governor.

When the announcer moved on to Standard II after a few minutes, I realized something was not right. How
could they miss my name? I was left utterly confused. Confusion turned to despair when I realized that it was
likely too late. What a disaster! I wanted to cry and hide somewhere. My parents were disappointed too and
reprimanded me for being absent minded!

I finally collected my prize a few days later, not from the Governor but from the school clerk - it was a letdown
of epic proportions. And the Sikh military guy turned out to be the ADC (aide-de-camp) to the Governor.
The neta in white was in fact the Governor!
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In a few months, we were in Standard II. India won the world cup and I got a new cricket bat. Prasanjit and
Michael became my best friends and life was good. Except I couldn’t forget the Annual Day tragedy. This year, I
was determined to win at least one prize to avenge the ignominy of the prior year. In Standard II, I finished strong
winning 6 prizes and I was ready for the Annual Day!

The day finally arrived and we, the primary school minions ended up on the duriè again. I was nervous and
excited. This time the announcement started again with Standard I and luckily, I couldn’t be fooled again!
I had advance notice to wake up from my dream by the time Standard II names were announced.

As Standard I prizes wrapped up, my heart was pounding through my chest waiting in anticipation for my name
to be announced.

Wait, WHAT!...now I wanted to pee badly and as I was wondering if I should hold it, I heard

my name on the speaker. I got up and ran towards the stage in a flash. And I tripped and went tumbling. On NO,
not again!

Tragedy strikes again!

I did not know whether to cry, scream or pee.

Luckily the outcome was more

sanguine than that. I scrambled up to the stage on all fours just in time to get in front of the Governor.

I regained

my composure, smiled sheepishly (see pic) and collected my prize from the Governor, Dr. Bishambhar Nath
Pande. Then it was a epic sprint straight to the toilet.

A minute longer and I would have been in the history books - clumsiest DMS kid ever and of course the kid who
peed in his pants in front of the Governor.

Tragedy averted and loss avenged!

In later years, I passed on the art of day dreaming, the confusion and the excitement to my juniors while I learned
to be mature, attentive and predictable while having better control over my bladder. However, the Governor never
showed up again for our Annual Day.
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My Memories of School
YASHODHARA DASH
When I joined DM School in eighth grade, I believed that I knew most things. I was almost twelve, had been to
thirteen countries and had parents who thought I could do anything. I was quickly disabused of this notion on
my first day of school. It was like nothing I had ever encountered before. There were over forty students in class
(I was used to a cozy eight); boys and girls sat on different sides of the room and rarely interacted; and there
were some formal rules, but most were unwritten and some were unknowable, especially to a newbie.

As I stood at the head of the classroom, being introduced to, and being stared at by, rows of seemingly hostile
students, I quickly ran through possible illnesses to which I could pretend to succumb, and be rushed back home.
This was when, just as happens in the most enjoyable Hollywood movies, good fortune struck. I was directed to
sit next to two girls, who were far wiser than I, and kind enough to take me into their fold, and teach me the
ways of that inscrutable place.

Guided by Utkala and Bithika, I learnt to navigate the hallowed though somewhat grimy hallways of DM
School. Sharing food from our tiffin boxes at lunch, we would discuss a wide range of topics. Eccentric teachers.
Wayward students. Crazy incidents. We would either sit on our desks in the classroom, or perch on the concrete
barriers at the cycle-stand. Let me pause here to describe the food at these lunches. Utkala and Bithika’s
mothers, and my grandmother, were inspired cooks. Their food, even when reeking of the plastic or metal boxes
they were packed inside, and soggy with condensate, was delicious. Sometimes Barnisikha, or Sikha would join
us. If we had some odd rupees between us, we would run over to the college canteen and buy some
mouthwatering aloo chops. A quick drink of water from the taps next to the assembly ground, unproductive
attempts to wash food stains off our starched white shirts or maroon skirts - and we would be ready to drowse
through our afternoon classes. Time usually moved as slow as molasses in the afternoon. I would yearn for the
excitement of someone being sent out for talking back to a teacher, or students giggling as they chewed on juicy
karamangas smuggled into class. Or a timid teacher-in-training who could be bullied into crying.

Boring times were interspersed with glorious times. Trudging through foot-deep water to get to class to be told
that school was canceled - then spending the next hour or two gossiping in class before heading home. Hanging
out with school friends at their homes – touring the RRL campus with Utkala’s dad, watching Bithika’s mom
put finishing touches on some new piece of art, watching the newest Aamir Khan movie with Shabnam. Plays
and debates. Watching school-mates perform beautiful Odissi dances. Then, of course, there was some insanity.
Career-counseling sessions which were anything but. SUPW home-science classes - where our mothers and
aunts had to work through the night to finish our assignments. And through it all, the vague sense that childhood,
and the accompanying sense of fun and freedom, was quickly receding.
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My husband, who attended a different school in Bhubaneswar, had asked me why DM School students are so
successful. Here’s my theory. I believe that what operated at DM School, was a sort of anarchy, steeped in
generosity. No one was really in charge; there was no special syllabus or well-defined plan. But because of this,
there was no attempt to brand us or to mold us.

And help was always at hand. Our teachers must have been

extremely busy and overwhelmed, tasked with preparing hundreds of students for careers and worlds that they
themselves had never experienced. But they were truly noble souls. Whenever I reached out to a teacher for
extra help – it was always available. We were given the freedom to develop as individuals, and we were given
the help that we needed to succeed. And that is why, as we round the corner on a quarter of a century since
graduation, we can delight in being part of a class of unique and successful individuals – wives and husbands,
mothers and fathers, teachers, doctors, engineers, lawyers, bankers, soldiers – as well as a judge, a cricketer and
a monk.
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Sambit ke Karnamein
GYAN PATRA
April Fool

It was during one of the terminal exam prep times during school days…
Sambit would as usual get panicky with confidence and anxiety and would start making phone calls to his
friends, ’Suhel, terminal exam preparation kemiti chalichi. Moon chari thara revision karideichi, ICSE material
bhi dui thara practice karideichi.’.

And then, there were also few like me, last minute guys, who would leave the 11th, 12th chapter exercises for
the last day before exam. Sometimes I would get to them, sometimes I slept with a prayer and hope there would
be no questions from these chapters. I started believing ‘hope sustains life’ from my early years!

Anyway, this incident is not about me, it is about Sambit.

I have been a subject to such phone calls when Sambit would call and mention the number of times he had
revised the exercises, and make me feel worse than ever before.

So, on this particular day closer to a Terminal Exam, I decided to call Sambit instead,

‘Sambit, au kan chalichi…’.

Sambit on the other side of the phone ‘Bas, tikey revision karuchi.. fo fo fourth time. April 6th rey exam.. paancha din jama rahila…tension hei galani
ma…Au tamare kemiti chalichi preparation?!’

Then I respond back- ’Arey Sambit… sunina ki? Mandal Commission strike payeen, exam shift hei jaichi by a
month. The new exam date is May 6th!!’

Sambit, in a very happy tone,
‘Bb Bb Bobbal hela aau..!… Chala amey Dadu gharey carrom kheliba… Ashis gharaku jiba…College field rey
cricket kheliba… tama gharey Test match dekhiba…

… and he goes on for the next 5-7 min on all the things he will do because exam got shifted..’
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I didn’t have the heart to break it to him and interrupted,

‘Sambit APRIL FOOL!’

Sambit says,…

‘Gyana April Fool ta theek achee…
…but Exam shift heigala…B..b.. Bobbal hela!’
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My Tryst with the Indian Air Force
AMAN KESHARI DASH
Shhhhhhh…..Koi Hai

My tryst with ‘Queens English’ began somewhere in the midst of Jan 1990. I had been selected to enroll into the
hallowed portals of Prince of Wales Royal Indian Military College (RIMC) in Dec1989. I was all of 13 years
old, spoke with a definitive Odia twang and did not know the difference between a frock and being frocked. I
was the first from D M School to be selected (I was followed shortly by Anshuman Mahapatra, Snigdha Ray
Burman and Ved Vyas Samal). Till now I was cocooned in the proverbial ‘Bou ra kaani’.

Suddenly, a world of

dressing gowns, muftis, eating scrambled eggs with forks, speaking and behaving like Victorian gentry was
thrust upon me. Unfortunately for me, my Commandant (GOD as far as we were concerned) was a benign
gentleman (He is retired and resides in Forest Park) and decided that I needed to mouth the correct accent (The
Brits could always open a Third Front on us Odias for murdering their revered dialect). Believe me, the hardest
task I have faced in my life has been to change every ‘Sh’ I have known by ‘S’ and every ‘B’ by ‘V’. Imagine,
getting up one morning and addressing your buddy ‘Bikas’ as ‘Vikash’. It was so bad that at some point later, I
had to convince my own instructor that I was ‘DASH’ and not ‘DAAS’ as we would say. The gentlemen in
question were so spectacularly successful that today, people do not agree that I belong to Odisha. (Being a
gentleman of sound hearing, today I can make out an Odia from miles, which helps me immensely in gastro
enormity where a majority of cordon-bleu chefs happen to be Odia)

My Tryst with the Indian Air Force

I joined the Indian Air Force as a combatant on 19 Dec 1998 (Phew, going to be 20 years). I rarely indulged in
any kind of sporting activity at DMS (half an hour into the trials for INDEM once; Hanan Sir, if I am not
mistaken, decided I had two left feet and gently let me recede into the background). I was never into major
league military activities in school. NCC in D M School happened only due to the lure of succulent, but cold
‘Samosas’. But then destiny takes us places. My first posting was into the lineage of ‘Ahoms’ at Jorhat. This was
a place and time for which people used to say the sun never sets. We were a bunch of rowdy rabble rousers who
did not know the meaning of moderation. Fly the day long, inside mountains touching the skies, with your skill
resting at your fingertips and other mere mortals crashing and burning around you (might sound callow, but
that’s how you are when young). Indian Air Force has taught me many things, flying by the seat of one’s pants
and “MAADI CHALA” in spite of losing loved ones, being the foremost. I did not commit any grievous sin in
Jorhat, other than fly on a few hallowed routes established by the then defunct ‘Kalinga Airlines’ and play
basketball for seven hours a day.

Thence, I was dispatched to the land of ‘Buttr Chickan’ of Le Corbusier and

Nek Chand. This is probably where I began to become ‘DASH’ instead of another wannabe with a mid-life
crisis. I learnt that my carrier, the venerable Antonov-32 airplane could be a loving mother but bitter wife. She
used to forget, but rarely forgive. We used to take her into hills rarely ventured and she would adoringly return
us back unharmed, or at times be cajoled back like an indulgent spouse. This is where I was entrusted with the
task of managing this prima donna for a touchdown on the soils of ‘Daulat Beg Oldie’ and ‘Nyoma’. The highest
airfields man has ever landed on, short of the ‘MOON’.
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Daulat Beg Oldie lies at a height of 16200 ft above mean sea level, nestled in the moonscape terrain of the
Karakoram, maintaining a lonely vigil across the erstwhile silk route. A dirt airstrip where history claims, the
bones of trader “Daulat Beg” rests. This airstrip had been used on a few occasions post the Indo-Chinese war by
the old and venerable Fairchild C-82 Packet aircrafts (Even today, very few airplanes in the world can operate at
these heights due to the lack of Oxygen essential for combustion in Jet engines). What once done can always be
repeated and therefore a few intrepid men in their flying machines decided to once again tempt history. And like
all Russkie hardware, the AN-32 airplane was more than happy to oblige us. One May day, led by the
Commanding Officer, our lot touched down on the dust laden treacherous heights of DBO (The Chinese were not
at all pleased but who cares for the bent feelings of a few million Paki enthusiasts). And NO, I was not the first
one, probably the third, but by then the die had been cast.

By the end of the year and a dozen landings under our belt, the CO was sniffing for fresh conquests and the
Indian Army provided him with one. I was airborne within days in a Cheetah helicopter enroute to Nyoma,
unaware that a year down the line I would be the first one along with my CO to land here at a height of 11000 ft
above sea level. A board with our names engraved on it stands here; probably to inform all for eternity, what a
bunch of determined and audacious men can achieve with a bit of imagination and willpower. And that my dear
friend is to cut a long story short.

“Äs reported from the good offices of the intrepid airman”
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Construing Mythology
ANANTA BASUDEV CHOUDHURY
About Author

Ananta is a fervent fan of studying, analysing and correlating mythology with Astro Physics and with the
evolving cross-cutting technology of present time. He is a Software Architect by profession.
Ananta completed his MCA at Sambalpur University, graduation in Physics at Utkal University and his
undergraduate studies at D.M. School, Bhubaneswar. At present, he lives in Bangalore with his spouse and two
adorable daughters, Adyasha and Anwesha. Ananta likes long distance driving and is highly passionate about
visiting ancient religious places.

Introduction

It has always been a topic of debate, whether an Intelligence created this world or, that the world conceived it as
part of its evolution process. Our mythology classifies the process of creation as more deliberate than being an
erratic outbreak in nothingness. It has always been there in the back of my mind, how ancient technology by far
outraces the present. Up to an extent it’s not about whether such facts existed ever but more about the basic
concept and the ideology behind their existence.

I trust, more than the existence of aliens, is that there had been several instances in the past, where mythologies
have proven themselves to be superior to modern day technology. There is a clear segregation between people
who despise mythology as fictitious and others who revere it as history of the world.

When people say that

these stories are just fables to learn from, the remains of the Ram setu and the submerged remains of the ancient
city of Dwarka indicate, otherwise.

The modern world likes to take credit for many technological inventions, but we fail to mention that often many
of these “inventions” are nothing but “discoveries” based on the knowledge that our ancestors possessed long
ago. A good amount of scientific knowledge can be traced back to ancient India and its great sages. In modern
times, the credit of discovering earth’s gravitational force is given to Sir Isaac Newton. However, the Indian sage
Bhaskaracharya thousands of years ago, in his “Surya Siddhant” made a note on the force of gravity: “Objects
fall on earth due to a force of attraction by the earth”. Acharya Kanad, much before John Dalton, had coined the
terms “atoms” and “molecules”. Vedas, the oldest of all documents of our race depict references to a number of
modes of transportation that existed long ago. Tritala, a vehicle consisting of three stories, Jalayan, a vehicle
designed to operate in both air and water, Trichakra Ratha, a three-wheeled vehicle designed to operate in the
air, Kaara, a vehicle that operates on ground and in water, Vidyut Ratha, a vehicle that operates on power and
Vaayu Ratha, a gas or a chariot, powered by wind.

Quite often myths are perceived as over-glorified accounts of a person who made a profound impact on our
culture, our story would live on throughout ages. Most of the time, myths involve supernatural events or objects
unfathomable to exist even to this day.
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Head Transplant Surgery

Dr Frankenstein, a leading head transplant surgeon has recently performed the world's first successful human
head transplant on a corpse - and said it won't be long until he could do the same to a living human. Dr. Sergio
Canavero, an Italian neurosurgeon who had been working since 1982, on a project called “HEAVEN” (head
anastomosis venture), successfully reconnected the spine, nerves and blood vessels of the corpse in an 18 hour
operation in China. Analogous to this, there are references in our ancient texts which depict the fact that Lord
Shiva had done such head transplants twice, first with Daksha Prajapati and later with his own son Ganapati.
Similarly, as mentioned in Bhagvat, Parshuram, who was the real X-Man of his time, had done head transplant
for his father, sage Jamadagni, who at a later point of time became one of the sages among the Sapta Rishis. In
Matsya Puran, there is a mention of sage Bhrigu who had revived back his wife by joining her head with her
body.

I would also like to refer to one such interesting story as mentioned in Rig Veda. A sage named Dadhyam
belonging to the Atharvanas, performed penance to get Brahma Gyan from Indra. Indra finally, blessed him with
Brahma Gyan with a warning that if he ever shared it with anyone, then he would behead him. At a later point of
time sage Dadhyam was approached by two Asvins, who prayed him for obtaining this knowledge from him.
They assured him that they would replace his head with that of a horse head and later, after teaching them the
knowledge, when Indra cuts off the temporary horse head, then they would again restore his original head back
on his body. And finally, the sage agreed to their proposal and accepted them as his disciples. Later, when Indra
cut the horse head, the disciples revived the sage with his original head.

All such excerpts from different ancient scriptures, reflect that this type of surgery was very common and
obvious at that time.

However, this is mythology story but in our history we find sage Sushruta the father of Surgery had first invented
all type of cosmetic surgeries and brain surgery as well. The ‘Sushruta Samhita' contains the major surgical text
of the Vedas and is considered to be the most advanced compilation of surgical practices of its time. Charak, the
great Indian physician lived sometime around 320 B.C. His teachings are compiled into what is known as
"Charak Samhita" which forms along with the "Sushruta Samhita", some of the classics of ancient Indian
medicine.

Ectogenesis

One of the major advancements in modern day medical science that led to the invention of artificial wombs, that
succeeded in growing baby sheep. We may recall a few of such instances in our mythology which refer again
back to Lord Shiva who created an artificial womb from which Lord Kartikeya was born. Also, the Kauravas
referred in Mahabharata,

were born from artificial wombs, created by Maharshi Ved Vyas. There are many such

instances of highly advanced medical theories of Vedic science during the pre-historic era which even today
appears challenging for the modern science to envisage.
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Nuclear Weapons

Is the human race currently, at the peak of advancement in technology and weaponry, or are we merely entombed
in an on-going recurrent process of innovation, prosperity and eventual self-destruction? There are those among
us who believe that the complicated fascination of human race with nuclear warfare is only a recent repeat in a
series of achievements and blunders that have come, gone and returned with the passing of time and the rise and
fall of different civilizations. At present, there are a variety of theories and hypotheses encouraging the idea and
the strong plausibility of an atomic war taking place thousands of years ago, during a time when the most ancient
human civilizations on the planet had proliferated and had consequently been erased from existence.

These advanced weapons were used in the period of Ramayana and Mahabharata. Researchers found the vestiges
of these weapons in Srilanka and Kurukshetra, where Ramayana and Mahabharata wars took place. Recent
discoveries of green glass and many radioactive samples in certain excavations, in India, reveal the fact that these
apparently were associated with the Mahabharata war. At extreme high temperature when sand melts, resulting
formation is green glass, a substance which is prevalent in Nuclear Explosions. The scriptures, that described
doom and destruction and ostensibly contained verses that apparently indicated a nuclear warfare, is believed by
some to be an indirect proof that an ancient nuclear war took place on earth way before the nuclear bomb attacks
of World War II. There are further instances in the ancient scriptures which purportedly describes explosions
brighter than the sun. When those explosions occurred, the sun was supposedly twirling in the air, the trees went
up in flames and the overall destruction was so massive that corpses were burned to a point that they became
completely unrecognizable. Those who survived those explosions, however, started losing their hair and nails,
while their food supplies got contaminated. All these are apparently a concise reference to radiation poisoning
and nuclear fallout, which were written in the texts that are thousands of years old.

Live A/V Streaming

Lord Shree Krishna had gifted Sanjay with “Divya Drishti”, through which he was able to watch and tell about
the war happening there in the Kurukshetra. So the question why Dhritarashtra was not given the “Divya
Drishti”? If we guess the answer being the fact that Dhritarashtra was blind and could not watch it over a display
device, then it made sense that time, on part of Shree Krishna for not gifting “Divya Drishti” to Dhritarashtra. It is
analogous to a centralized system with wireless links that can accept voice commands or thoughts, and then the
cameras or transponders in the space, as in satellites of these days, would point to the locations which
Dhritarashtra asked Sanjay to describe about.

Time Travel

It is the well-known theory of Astrophysics regarding space travel, that among a pair of twins, one sibling who
stays on earth grows older and the other who is on space travel, remains of the same age. An evidence of the
awareness of this theory of physics during the ancient ages, can be found from the descriptions in Bhagavat puran
and Vishnu Puran.
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In the Treta Yuga, the eldest son of Revata, who was named as Kakudmi undertook space travel to reach another
planet, brahmalok to take advice from Brahma, the ruler of that Planet, for finding a suitable match for his
daughter Revati who was also accompanying him. Brahma explained Kakudmi about the said phenomenon of
Astrophysics that a moment spent in brahmalok was equivalent to spending approximately, about two hundred
sixteen years on earth. So, from the time Kakudmi and his daughter had left the earth, round about two hundred
sixteen years had passed in between. As a result of which at that time those suitable grooms for his daughter
which he then had in his mind had also died. The only option of a suitable match for his daughter at that time
could be the best of Yadavas, who was Shree Krishna’s brother Balaram. By the time when the king and his
daughter returned to earth, his whole clan was lost. In such a situation he got his daughter married to Balaram
who was of different clan than him and also much shorter in stature than his daughter Revati, whom they also
made of the same short stature by applying the then medical science technology. People during ancient time were
not only aware of space rides, but also of the existence of other planets besides their mother planet earth, which
they called as Brahmalok, Devlok, Pitruloka and Indralok which has different time speeds than earth.

Teleportation

The term “Teleportation”, refers to converting an Object into energy and then recreating that same Object at a
different location. At a high level, it’s a combination of concepts such as telecommunication and transportation.
Modern day scientists have been trying over the past two decades, to bring this to a reality. In fact, teleportation
has already been achieved with photons, light fields, nuclear spins, and trapped ions. Quantum teleportation is
believed to be the only way teleportation could happen as it allows an atom or photon to be transmitted in the
exact same form from one place to another. Some ancient texts have also described deities having the ability to
teleport with different devices. Although such stories are quite often considered as myths or legend, it is worth
remembering that many so-called myths have been proven to hold truths.

Airship and Vimana

Kanchanam Ratham Aasthaaya, Kaamagam Ratna bhushitam, Pishacha Vadaneh yuktam kharaeh, kanaka
bhushaneh || Megha Pratima Naadena, Sa tena, Dhanad Anujah, Rakshasaadhipatih Shreeman yayo nada nadi
patim ||

Valmiki Ramayan, narrates it as the chariot which is festooned with gold, fixed with gargantuan mules that had
gem swathed accessories that could travel by the wish of the pilot. Its appearance was completely golden and
sounded like the peeling of thunder, while flying. The most appealing feature of this aircraft was that it could
grow and shrink as needed and could accommodate a varying number of passengers in it. Even today, Veragan
tota in Sri Lanka is well-known for the landing place of the aircrafts of Ravan. There is a place called Gurul
potha where Ravan had the aircraft maintenance centre. At present, these are some of the sight-seeing places for
the tourists. There are a number of references in our ancient scriptures about flying machines that resemble the
present day aircrafts and some of those carrying a great degree of resemblance with the modern perception of the
U.F.Os. These Vimanas were used earlier for space travel by various dwellers of different planets.
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An Engineering Marvel, Ram Setu

The Ram setu which is an icon of love, sacrifice and devotion, perfectly illustrates the true culture of history of
India. Scientists have made a startling revelation of Shree Ram Setu by studying and analysing the rising water
levels and carbon dating on the remains of micro-organisms. The civil engineering techniques employed in this
bridge construction, were extremely advanced in nature. The foundation details of the bridge comprised of wood
from a variety of trees such as Saala, Asvakarna, Dhava, Bamboo, Kutaja, Arjuna, Palmyra, Tilaka, Tinisa, Bilva,
Saptaparna, Karnika, mango and Asoka. The wood of these trees were first piled on the sea ridge to create a piled
foundation or wood cushioned effect, on top of which stones of varying sizes were placed to obtain a flat finish
level. Ancient texts describe the monkeys holding ropes from both sides of the bridge being constructed, the wood
and stones being piled between them in proper linear alignment. From this description, it is evident that it was
not just a random throwing of stones but a planned effort which took into consideration the concept of linear
alignment which is evident even today from the aerial photographs. It’s also mentioned in the texts about the
distance that they covered each day of the bridge construction. The bridge was built 14 yojana on the first day, 20
yojana on the second day, 21 yojana on the third day, 22 yojana on the fourth day and 23 yojana on the fifth and
the last day, which in total was a 100 yojana long structure. The width of the bridge as mentioned in the text was
10 yojana which is 10:1 ratio. Even today the bridge measures 35 KM long and 3.5 KM wide, from India’s
Dhanushkodi to Talaimannar of Srilanka, which is again a 10:1 ratio. This bridge was a course of walking bridge
for thousands of years till 1480 A.D and gradually went under the sea water with rise in the sea level.

The technology once existed to make stones float on water and the architect like Nala and Neela were too
advanced in building a bridge from India to Sri Lanka within 5 days with the help of dedicated work force of
million Vanaras.

Conclusion

Ancient texts have often used breath-taking figures for the lifespan of the cosmos and those of the deities who
dwelled on it. How is it possible that the deities and their superiors have such huge life-spans that apparently,
makes them almost immortal to us? Could the deities with super-human abilities, space-crafts and atomicweaponry, be actually highly advanced aliens with an ecstasy in our world? They have access to highly advanced
science (that we perceive as supernatural abilities). Our planet is the only known planet which has given birth to
Life. However, it does not follow that it is the only one capable of supporting Life.
There are Trillions of Stars in each Galaxy and Trillions of Galaxies in each Universe. It is more likely than not,
that Life in its myriad forms exists in not just one but many other planets as yet undiscovered by the human race.
Certainly, there is enough place in the space to give every member of the human race, his own private world. But
how many of those potentially habitable worlds have already been inhabited before?
The barriers of distance are gradually crumbling down and one fine day it may be possible when we would meet
our equals, or our masters, among the stars.
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Making of a Monk
DIDI ANANDA ANUPRABHA / PRATYUSH PATTANAIK
“Isavasyamidam sarvam, yat kincha jagatyam jagat, tena tyaktena bhunjitha, ma gridhah kasyasvid dhanam”

Introduction

Thus begins the sacred Isavasya Upanishad. “…tyaktena bhunjita…” or Renounce and enjoy. Here lies the seed
of vairagya (dispassion) and Sannyasa (renunciation). It is said that the enjoyment that comes by renunciation is
more intense than the enjoyment that comes by possession of the things of the world. Why is it so? It is because
renunciation is the relinquishment of false values, the abandonment of falsity in our attitude to things, which
brings about a spontaneous inflow of God-consciousness and the substance of Reality into our hearts (1).

The Sannyasa (Hindu monastic) parampara of India is said to originate from Lord Shankara Himself and the
sacred land has managed to keep this tradition alive since ancient times, producing monks of the highest order, in
every Age. These fierce warriors of the soul, by their fire of dispassion and depth of soul consciousness, have
inspired and kept intact the core precepts of the sacred Sanatan dharma, or Hindu religion as it is commonly
called.

Here is the story of one of these ‘soul warriors’, a Sannyasini (or nun, in somewhat equivalent western
terminology), narrated by a high school batch-mate of hers… interspersed with her own words and experiences
(in italics). A type of story seldom told and rarely heard, the story of a renunciate.
I will henceforth use the word ‘monk or Sannyasi’ in a gender neutral form in this narrative, while referring to
her.

Seed and the Banyan Tree

Just as the essence of a lofty banyan tree is present in a tiny seed and slowly grows and takes concrete form,
every monk has in him/her the essence or seeds of renunciation inside him/her, from early childhood, waiting to
burst forth into subjective consciousness and drive the person towards “The Path”. Along the way,
circumstances, events and the Guru (or preceptor) play critical roles in channelling those qualities into the Higher
Life that she is meant to lead.

Archana, as we knew her in school, was like any other girl…or so we worldly friends thought! An obedient
daughter, normal fun-loving yet shy girl. Yet the signs were there, subtle but sure.

“I had a strong wish from childhood (or approximately age 14/15) to become Didi (nun) of Ananda Marga as I
was connected with Ananda Marga. Ananda Marga is a socio spiritual organization whose founder/ Preceptor is
Shrii Shrii Anandamurtijii. My nana (father) was a very sincere and old member of Ananda Marga and a great
devotee. I was born & brought up in Ananda Marga environment. Always surrounded by Dadas (monks) &
Didis, doing social service activities.
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From childhood I was very sincere in prayers, kirtan and meditation. I was doing whatever nana was saying.
‘Baba’ is our Guru, do sadhana, do kirtan, He taught many good things. Sometimes his actions were enough to
learn. During those early years, like every child, I followed whatever my father said. But the spiritual urge for
deep realization or love & faith on BABA increased when I was 14/15 years old. After attending our big spiritual
congregation (held twice a year) I was doing meditation 3 times a day. Many times crying without any particular
reason. These feelings came and went…
I was very fussy with food during childhood, will eat this, will not eat that, and so
on…but when I went to training centre (later on, before becoming Sannyasini) I
never said ‘No’ to anything. Whatever was given, I ate happily.

There was a deep desire from early childhood, to do something for the society, for
the poor, for the kids who have lost their parents… this wish came to fruition
ultimately by the Grace of my Guru (Baba). Little drops of water fill the pot, so do
little acts of sincere service, to help society and its inhabitants. Doesn’t matter
how or at what rate the pot is filled up as long as it is getting filled. Every drop
counts. For the person who is doing something for the society/for the needy, it
may be a little act, but for the receiver, it means the world."

The Pulls

In the pull between a divine life and a worldly life, it is prarabdha (repository of past karmas) that decides in what
direction an individual soul will go. And Archana’s life was also a story of pulls, sometimes being pulled by
thoughts of worldly responsibilities and desires, sometimes by the opposite desire of leading a life of selfrealization and service to society, and making a difference.
Filial responsibilities, youthful infatuations, stereotypical life in society…pulled her in one direction. Call of the
Higher Self, inspiration from ‘Baba’ and the burning desire to renounce and serve, pulled her in another direction.
Ultimately it was the Higher Self that won.

"When I was in 11th standard (maybe at age 14-15) the seed of becoming didi was sown and it was with pure
mind and heart. An innocent mind not aware of what was going to happen in future. Nobody was aware of it
except my nani (sister, Kalpana) who was my best friend always. And another lady working for Ananda Marga
for Bhubaneswar area, a local full timer in Ananda Marga.

In 11th and 12th standard, with all my good and studious school friends I was working very hard that time.
I had a wish to study in BJB College as it was one of the best colleges that time. But unfortunately I didn’t get in
the first list and by the time I got, already my admission was done in Ravenshaw College (Cuttack). Afterwards
some of my DM School 1992 batch friends were also with me there who inspired me to stay on. I was often biased
by others, so it was a big ok, it’s fine. I was attending lectures only 3-4 times per week. This was the first phase…
my wish to become a didi was still in my mind somewhere but frequently changing.
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After I passed 12th I thought let me study more and stand on my feet. I have to take care of my parents. We have
no brothers so I decided to change my mind again looking at the condition of my family.

My nana was a very

pious honest and moral person. He was very sincere in his work. Nana was retired when I was in 9th class. All
four sisters were studying, no brothers, bou was so worried. At the time Nana was telling to Bou “…why are you
worried for the children? Whose children are they really! HE will take care of them.

I was connected to UPSF (Universal Proutist Students Federation, students forum of Ananda Marga). Doing
several social activities, busy in movements/rallies, going to slums for awareness, teaching them several good
things, collecting funds, etc. At this stage the desire to become a didi was growing very rapidly, yes I like to be in
this path. If I become a didi then I can devote more time to all this.

During college, many times I left home to go to Ananda Marga’s training centre (in Bangalore). Though I was
doing a lot of service work with others, travelling alone was not possible for me that time. I didn’t have the
courage to travel alone on trains, needed somebody to go with, I did not find anyone, so I would turn back home
from the Bhubaneswar railway station. This happened multiple times. But then my mind changed again. Nana is
having heart problems, what if something happens because of my decision, what if he can’t tolerate my going
away…I should stay on."
Archana was 22 when she left home (May 20, 1998). Another sign from early childhood about what path she
would eventually take, was her aversion to the idea of a married life. But as age passed, like any other girl, the
idea did dance around her mind for a little while during college times (both in form and spirit) but ultimately
made an exit…her prarabdhas ruthlessly cutting through these meager thoughts of worldly relationships. Meera
Bai, that great lady saint from Rajasthan comes to mind at this juncture…
(Society was busy trying to push Meera Bai into

familial ties, but she ended up being a yogi and Krishna premi)

"From childhood, before the thoughts of becoming a didi entered my mind, another thought was in my mind, I’ll
never marry, I don’t know why, but the thought was just moving around. My two sisters were already married
when I was studying. And we two sisters were still studying, so no pressure was there."
Time has come

In Hindu theological circles, the Sannyasa Ashram (Renunciate life) is often analyzed and dissected with respect
to nature, aim and reasons about why and how certain people take to this path. Apart from the technical
classifications of various schools/mathas that give Sannyasa dikshya, there is the more subtle classifications
based on inclinations and aim. There is the ‘virakta’ Sannyasi who is said to take to the path due to being
temporarily disenchanted with worldly life, then there is the ‘jnani’ Sannyasi who takes to the path due to his
ability to differentiate the sreya from preya margas (good and bad), the ‘vairagi’ Sannyasi who enters the path
due to his continuous and sustained feeling of disenchantment on account of spiritual knowledge, and so on…
with commentators trying to rank them in order of who is greater.
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In reality all who take the path of Sannyasa are at heart ‘virakta’ Sannyasins. They get disenchanted by the
falsity of the world and its shenanigans, wishing to rise up beyond names and forms. They realize that, the
ethereal nature of this world and the powerful bondage of human relationships are impediments to the attainment
of Absolute Consciousness. They are also ones who visualize the benefits of taking Sannyas and being detached
from relationships and attachments, to be able to pursue any of the four major types of yogic paths as we
commonly know them…bhakti, jnana, karma and raja yogas. It’s not that social service cannot be done while
being a householder, but the power of a ‘zero-attached’ mind (the niskama karma yoga that the holy Bhagavad
Gita so gloriously propounds) to do social service is immeasurably higher and surer, with much lower risk of a
fall or being corrupted.

As the various pulls and pressures built up over the years, Archana’s path was being molded and defined in time
and space, by an unseen force (which she firmly ascribes to her spiritual preceptor, her Gurudev ‘Baba’). It is said
that while the relationship of a husband and wife or parents and children, are for one lifetime, the relationship of a
Guru (spiritual master) and his Shishya (disciple) lasts across multiple births until the disciple realizes the Infinite
Consciousness. In his “Autobiography of a Yogi”, Paramahansa Yogananda narrates a touching conversation
between Lahiri Mahasaya and his Guru Babaji, when they first met at Ranikhet, a remote Himalayan town…LM
– “As ineffable recollections overwhelmed me, I tearfully embraced my master’s feet”. Babaji – “For more than
three decades I have waited for you here, waited for you to return to me! You slipped away and vanished into the
tumultuous waves of the life beyond death. The magic wand of your karma touched you, and you were gone!
Though you lost sight of me, never did I lose sight of you! I pursued you over the luminescent astral sea where
the glorious angels sail. Through gloom, storm, upheaval, and light I followed you, like a mother bird guarding
her young. As you lived out your human term of womb-life, and emerged a baby, my eye was ever on you.
Patiently, month after month, year after year, I have watched over you, waiting for this perfect day…”(2)

(O man, if there was no harsh word, would you understand the beauty of a sweet word?
If sadness wasn’t heavier on the balance of life, would you be able to appreciate happiness?
I got distracted from my path many times, but You always brought me back,
Whatever You had to do, You did it splendidly.
Now I have no complaints to make of You O Lord,

You made me understand what is real life

after coming face to face with You, via my soul)

Many times I changed my decision as human mind has tremendous desires. But finally by His Divine Grace I was
able to come out of my worldly home.

After graduation one year had gone by. I got admission somewhere in personnel management. I left a few weeks
before exams.
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One day whole day I was out, went to the Railway station. But ended up not going and came back home. It was in
early 1998. All were looking for me, where is she. Nobody was aware what was going on in my mind. Then I
came in the evening, closed the door in a room and talked to nana….”I want to go to Training Centre now”. He
said he knew I wanted to go to Training Centre but that I was silent after BCom, why again I was changing my
mind after getting admission. You know how money comes. If you want to go, then after three years, finish this
course (personnel management) and then go. It will help you and you will be able to help the organization. After
a long chat he managed to persuade me to stay on. But what is inside will eventually come out, how long will it
be suppressed…

The Lord had something else in mind, He asked where is my daughter getting entangled in this world, how can
she do something like this…then He turned the key of life in such a manner that this beloved child of HIS never
looked back, and finally decided it was time to leave.

There was a five days program of our organization where many Dadas and Didis were there. Last day I told one
didi and we left before anybody could even smell a thing. This time I was finally successful in coming out of
home. We went to Kolkata where I stayed for eight days. Then we went to Bangalore where our training centre is.

So it was the day 20th May, 1998 that changed my life. This was the last day with all my family members,
relatives, whoever was present. Though I left a small family, I knew I was going to join a big family. I realized
that day if your desire is strong and you are fully determined then nobody can stop you. Maybe there are commas
in our life, but don’t think…my life ends here. So I didn’t give a full stop and started a new life with many
commas…

Life in Training Centre

While details differ from one Ashram/Organization to another, the formal process of becoming a Sannyasi is
extremely demanding…why is that?

A monk (in any religion) has to take the vows of poverty, chastity and obedience to the spiritual teacher. The
ideal of selfless service to all mankind, and of renunciation of personal ties and ambitions, leads the majority of
Sannyasis to engage actively in humanitarian and educational work in India, or abroad. Ignoring all prejudices of
caste, creed, class, colour, sex, or race, a Sannyasi follows the precepts of human brotherhood.

And in order to deeply ingrain these lofty precepts (of annihilation of individual ego to realize the cosmic Ego)
into the very life breath of a Sannyasi, he/she takes to a life of extreme sadhana (spiritual practice), either under
the tutelage of his/her Teacher, or by himself/herself, or through a formal rigorous training process, as occurs in
Ananda Marga’s training centres for Dadas and Didis, across India and the world (Sweden and Indonesia).

I spent one and a half years (May 28, 1998 to mid Nov 1999) in the Bangalore training centre. We got training in
different things, conduct rules, languages, PROUT (Social Philosophy) & spiritual philosophy. We were also
given duties and responsibilities. I was selected as the office-in-charge (after about 6 months) dealing with many
things, along with Trainer Didi. It was a big responsibility for me.
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A Sannyasi is not away from the world. We are not supposed to go somewhere in the Himalayas thinking of
ourselves only. Our duty was to go with the society, hand in hand.

We have to collect grains, vegetables, fruits etc., from the market every week. Before leaving each week for the
market, trainer didi always said – “Never react negatively & use bad words to those who are not willing to
donate anything. Say Thank you, whether anybody gives or not”. Initially it was difficult…we used to react when
people would say…”why are you begging, you seem to be well educated, why has God given you hands and feet,
to work and eat”. But slowly we got used to such words and the strength to make them understand, though I don’t
remember what exactly we told them. Mind was so pure, so internal always.

I never felt anger against anybody, nor did I say anything knowingly hurtful. Some gave with a noble mind, some
gave with an angry face, but always I used to take the name of the Lord while receiving
Whatever we do, we do in the name of Lord so that we will have love and compassion for all. We think we are just
the media and the work is actually done by HIM. In this big stage of the Universe we are just actors, we have to
follow what the Director is saying, then the drama goes smoothly.

Asking for food to eat, is not easy for everybody. Some girls did not like to go out to do such things, saying this
kind of work they cannot do. And as the office-in-charge my duty was to push them to do those kinds of works.
Send the reluctant ones twice per month, if they feel uncomfortable, send them four times per month. But behind it
there was a reason… “if we have come to become Sannyasis, why so much hesitation in begging? This is
something we have to do”. It is not necessary we have to beg, but to breakdown our ego and to overcome all
superior and inferior complexes we must do that. It is a part of training.

Many of these girls left after a few years. Life was not easy for those in training centre. Lots of work to do
everyday…cleaning, cooking, taking care of cows, toilet tank cleaning, going to Ananda Marga School to teach,
Relief work during natural disasters etc…In the 15 years of Sannyasi life I have seen many come and go…
With all this I always felt His Grace showering on me every time. It’s His Grace that He has held me through my
journey with firm hands.

A small interjection is necessary at this point. In the above paragraphs Archana is talking about the training and
practice of begging for food and the reactions of people. Sannyasis occupy a very unique place in Hindu society.
In a heavily casteist society, Sannyasis are people without any caste. But the Sanatan dharma prescribes that they
be the most respected members of society to whom every other caste bows down in reverence. Since Sannyasis
cut off their relationships with relatives, it becomes mandatory for the society to take care of their most basic
needs of food (& shelter when they ask for it) in return for the selfless service they do. This was well followed in
olden days but in recent times, this practice of supporting Sannyasis has largely fallen by the wayside, what with
the ‘secular’ mindset that parents bring up their children with nowadays!… and the above derogatory comments
that Archana and her fellow trainees used to hear from some local people comes from a fundamental lack of
knowledge about the whole institution of monkhood and how it functions. Another very significant phrase she
utters in the above paragraph is…
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According to the Theory Of Karma in Eastern Theology (and specifically the Bhagavad Gita) an action that is not
performed as an offering to the Lord (or in other words without complete detachment) keeps accumulating in
one’s karma depository and the soul keeps on taking birth after birth trying to exhaust those karmas so that it can
attain self-realization. So while asking, they just take the ideation he/she (the giver) is a manifestation or
expression of That Supreme Being.

Towards the end of the training period, there is a special seven days intense spiritual session. The rules during
these seven days are…mouna-vrata (no talking with anyone), only singing His name (Kirtans and Bhajans), one
set of cloth, one thin blanket to cover your body (Bangalore is quite a cold place late in the year), cooking by
yourself, eating once a day after begging at five homes (at least). Whatever we get during begging, we give to
trainer didi and she will give just enough for one time food. Some days she will not give salt, some day no
turmeric powder, some day only rice and one carrot…and so on.

We have to make our own chullah (stove) and prepare our own food. When food was ready, some other trainees
(outside of the special training) would come and ask for food and you have to give them, no choice to say no. This
was a test of your sacrifice, to what extent you can sacrifice without flinching. One day I ended up giving all my
food and didn’t eat anything for the whole day (happened with each of the other girls also during one of those 7
days). We were 10 girls in the special training session. Even if we were hungry we had to give away our food.
Those seven days were very special for me. So joyful and gracious feeling. Like…this is the only world I want to
live in. I don’t need anything else. “Life is a subjective approach through objective adjustment”….

(Self realization and service to humanity)

(Where can we go, away from this world, this is the world where we can do something,
if we cannot do anything in this life, then we are only wearing the mask of a human,
and never became a real human)
Spiritual Experiences

It is a commonly known fact in spiritual circles that the more that someone does meditation and service with
niskam bhav (without any desire for fruit of action), the purer he/she becomes, and with purity and God
Consciousness, miracles and otherwise unusual experiences start happening quite frequently. Archana agreed to
reveal just a few incidents from her time as a trainee.
Everyday I heard from fellow trainees that they were dreaming about “Baba”. Somebody was saying something,
other something else. Once a thought came in my mind – “O Baba, don’t you love me? Why don’t you come in
my dreams? Have I done something bad? I was saying to myself, if He is there, then surely He will come in my
dreams”.
This was my thought as I meditated for the night and then went to sleep. And true enough He appeared in my
dream – smiling beautifully – saying – “My little daughter why you think I don’t love you? I love you more than
anybody else”.
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It was like a flash, I could feel it, strong and sweet vibration.
From that day onwards, the thought/doubt, “if You are there?” never came in my mind…

It was my foolishness that the thought even came in my mind (or may be as a human being just a rare thought
listening to other co-trainees). A very important thing to progress in spiritual path is… never doubt your Guru…
Before going to training centre, I had seen certain things in my dreams, which later came true, almost to the very
letter, after months, sometimes after years.

Whatever dream I had, even the smallest of desires, HE has fulfilled. Its HIS grace only…

Becoming a Sannyasini

“A real sannyasin is the only mighty potentate on this earth. He/She never takes anything. He/She always gives. It
was sannyasins who did glorious work in the past. It is sannyasins who will work wonders in the present and in
the future also. It is only bold sannyasins, who have cut off all ties and connections, who are fearless, freed from
delusion, passion and selfishness, who can do real service to the world. One real sannyasin can change the destiny
of the whole world” (3)

The Sannyasa day is a very auspicious day, a day when a person is born into a new life after finally & formally
cutting

off

all

links

to

all

old

human

relationships.

In

typical

process,

the

person

is

first

ordained

as

Brahmachari/ini (the one who dwells in the Supreme Brahman) which becomes the base from which the final
Sannyasa hood is ultimately given. In both these steps, a new name is given to the individual which becomes
his/her permanent names thereafter.
After finishing all the exams at training centre (Bangalore), we (13 in our batch ) went to Kolkata for further
training (1 month). We were given special training called ‘Acharya’ Training where senior Dadas and Didis give
classes. Then again exam. Then we surrender all our previous attachments, like long hair, colourful dress etc.
Mundan (shaving of head) is done. I always had attachment with my long hair as I was learning dance and
didn’t cut it for many years. Whatever attachment I had about my long hair, I gave it up. The day was 29th
December 1999. It was the day when we got our uniform, the sacred saffron dress for which I was waiting for,
for so long. The wish from childhood was finally fulfilled. I was standing in front of the mirror moving around
feeling so happy. No words to express my feelings…

We get Ashirbad (blessings) from the Head of the Organization (at Ananda Nagar, the head quarters of Ananda
Marga). After that we graduate from the training program and introduced as a new batch in front of hundreds of
Dadas and Didis, with our new names (2nd Jan 2000). My new name was “Brahmacharini Anuradha Acharya”,
new name, new life.
So content, so graceful. Finally saying…”O BABA, you did it, Thank you so much”

2nd Jan 2000, I got my 1st posting, to Ranchi. No end to my excitement… That time I remember one thing that
our trainer didi in Bangalore said, “ the training here you are getting is only 1 percent. The rest 99 percent
training you will get when you start working as a Didi. And this is true. In these 15 years I have faced numerous
troubles but we learn from our experiences. And there is no end to the learning process. Whole life we learn
something from others.
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In December 2003, I moved into the final step of being ordained as a Sannyasini and a new permanent name was
given…Avadhutika Ananda Anuprabha Acharya
The

bi-annual

Spiritual

Congregation

(Dharma

Maha

Sammelan) where we graduated into new Brahmacharinis
was held from 30th Dec to 1st Jan, 2000 for three days.
All

my

former

family

members

had

come

to

the

congregation. Many people from my family as well as
members of Ananda Marga from Bhubaneswar came to
see me. Strangely I was not able to recognize many,
though I was very close to them before. There was some
reason…that only HE knows. Still mysterious, how come I
forgot many in just one & half years?
Whether you are a householder or a Sannyasi, problems
are everywhere. Struggle is the essence of life.
But I strongly believe that these obstacles are what make us stronger, gives us the feeling that God is there. We
cannot blame Him if we get problems. Our samskaras (tendencies from present and past births) we do have to
exhaust. Our Master says – “It is action that makes a person great. Be great by your sadhana, service and
sacrifice”.
In Sannyasi life, there is a contentment, a different kind of contentment, where no matter how many difficulties
come, you are fully charged, there is always an energy and the hand of the Spiritual Master on my head.
In this physical world it is the attachment for what we get happiness and sorrow, the more we are attached the
more pain we get. Nothing is permanent here. We all are here to perform our duties towards everyone but our
final goal should be to be one with HIM. And the bridge is devotion.
In our present human life three things are very important – Honesty, Simplicity & Spiritedness. These three take
us always upward. Human beings have so many physical manifestations, psychic desires and longings and also a
spiritual thirst which is hidden. This spiritual thirst is the special characteristic of human beings. And there lies
the difference between man and animal.
A Sannyasi may be away from his/her worldly small family but he/she is always connected with this big family
called ‘society’.

(Every thorny plant is not bad, every addiction is not bad,
A human has good and bad inside, otherwise how can there be a rose flower in the midst of thorns)
Conclusion

Didi Ananda Anuprabha’s story is the story of a true renunciate. Such renunciates are the ones who keep the fire
of selfless service & deep meditative life, burning, in this world and inspire us to lead a life of inner
consciousness.
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My objective of writing her story is to bring out into the open, the glorious tradition of monkhood that has
existed in India since time immemorial. A tradition that is not appreciated enough by the present generation, who
rather criticize and ridicule the institution of Sannyasins and yogis, based on the profligacies of a few pseudomonks that get prime time news coverage.

Just as the profession of the armed forces should not be questioned due to one single traitor, just as the medical
profession should not be doubted about the life saving work doctors do, due to the unscrupulous behavior of a
single medical professional, the hallowed Sannyasa/Yogi parampara should never be thrown mud at, due to a few
charlatans who creep into it.

For this parampara has given to the world, in all ages, such illumined souls as Sri Adi Sankaracharya, the entire
lineage of Advaitic Gurus, Mira Bai, Kabir, Sur Das, Chaitanya Mahaprabhu, Sri Ramana Maharishi, Sri Ram
Krishna Paramahamsa, Swami Vivekananda, Sri Sai Baba, Swami Sivananda, et al and then the countless others
who remain anonymous, like Didi Anuprabha, who keep on working tirelessly for society, while leading an
incredibly rich inner life and teaching yoga and shastras to the multitude.
Glory to such Sannyasis of India and beyond!

*******************************************************

[Didi Anuprabha, as she is fondly known by all, currently runs New Zealand’s only women’s centre of Ananda
Marga, teaching its unique yoga/philosophy to women, families and university students. She has, in the past,
served across India in different locations, managing Children’s Homes and actively participating in disaster relief
work. She is either fluent or near fluent in at least 8 languages (Odiya, Hindi, Bengali, English, Malayalam,
Kannada, Marathi and Hadoti- a Rajasthani dialect)]
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My Ode to "The Second Chance"
ELINA MAHUNTA
"Opportunity can knock again, if one is ready for it"
(Anthony Ervin, Olympian,

50m men’s freestyle winner, Sydney Olympics in 2000, who gave it all up but

returned to compete a decade later and repeated the gold medal feat in Rio 2016)

It's all about the second chance, the above words of Anthony caught me thinking. If ever Mr Luck comes
knocking allowing me to turn the clock back and give me a chance to relive

the years between 1986 - 92 and

relive them in DMS, how would it be. Would I have made the same mistakes, would I have fared better, would I
have been more inspired, shaped my future better, so many questions sprout instantaneously.

I seem to be in

perpetual self-doubt, but I do believe in the karmic connection and the oft spoken, "whatever is destined shall
happen". So I take solace in the fact that a larger good was to be fulfilled and hence I was pulled away. The larger
good started with family, a chance to care for my young siblings and seeing my mother finding time for herself.
As with every family of a PSU banker, the inevitable transfer quaked our lives much too often. I jostled between
state capitals every three years as if on a roller coaster, just about when I found soul mates. The heartaches of
being emasculated from familiar sights and sounds, and being thrown askew into a new discordant landscape
were never expressed, they lay buried within pages of unread letters, diary notings and structureless doodles on
the margins of notebooks. Sometimes in my lone flights of imagination, I dreamt of the eucalyptus lined
playground; the parakeets on the "karamanga " (star fruit) tree; the frisky walks to school; the "Ampro" biscuit
packs for lunch, the tin boxes with neatly lined notebooks and the gleeful faces of my boisterous classmates.
The savior of every NABARDian (My father gave five decades of his professional life to NABARD), the
ubiquitous KV as always came to my father's rescue, when faced with an immediate transfer. Though not the
preferred school of those days, I had to sit through the admission test to get inducted into the new KV in town.
How I desired to fail the test that day! Classmates who were no match to the creamier bunch at DMS V-A, I
found one who as much missed her crowd at the upwardly Stewart School. We bonded over our common loss!!

And then I stepped out of the boundaries of Odisha only to return every two years, thanks to my father's LTC, but
never to Bhubaneswar, it was just another passing junction on those long train journeys. How I longed to jump
out and sprint to the welcoming gates of DMS!

The first day at every new school was a day of vindication of my belief in the best lessons that were imparted
during my early years of education. A day of introduction and judgement, each teacher's and student's gaze
assessing you by your words, your diction, your last report card etc. It was almost like being measured and typesetted to fit into a burial chamber. How I wanted to turn my face and run away into the distant horizon! When it
all soaked in, I looked for commonalities, perhaps a face which resembled one of my Class II or III friends, a
teacher with a similar style of instruction, a library with relatable smells, another expansive playground, a
Principal in a startched white saree… But alas each of it was different, a completely segregated milieu and varied
cross section of students. But the daily grind of advancing school years, competitions to be won, plays to be
rehearsed, volleyball and kabaddi wars to be waged, quizzes to be contested, sketches to be completed, all
masked the memories and they gained dust. I discovered the joys of teenage life and nurtured dreams of a verdant
future.
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the cities grew bigger, the playgrounds shrunk, algebra got the better of volleyball, intense

debates transformed to careless whispers, I grew older and wiser, but the parakeets seldom returned to their nest.

I evolved but chose to join the rat race, ignoring the call of the heart to dance to the scrawny tunes of the
commoners. Would I have made better choice in my career pursuits, is what I ask myself had I been at DMS, not
sure… though I met and was taught by some wonderful teachers during my years at various schools, their
influence was short-lived, pitfalls of not enough exposure to the same conditions, they inspired but not enough…
I was left to find my calling all by myself and took the beaten path rather than chart out a new course.

Reading some of the anecdotes about the stern and disciplinarian teachers, I repent about not being chastised,
frowned upon and reminded about my imperfections. Except for a few who saw the frailties in me as a student, I
feel most of my later high school teachers extolled my virtues, which did more harm than good. I was forever
enveloped in a hazy, self aggrandized cocoon of my own creation , which seldom I tried nor any one helped me
shed. I never bettered myself in absence of challenges and thus stopped growing.

When the landscape is

veritably plain and devoid of obstacles, the paths lose their purpose.

Nevertheless there was an uncanny similarity between the emancipating character of DMS and Kendriya
Vidyalayas. It could be attributed to sensitised teachers and a strong sense of identity with educational excellence
that both these institutions focussed on.
Each school I attended welcomed me with open arms, helped me settle in; identify with its unique cultural ethos
and become one with its heritage. It was almost like bequeathing the legacy of one large joint family and
shouldering the responsibility of furthering it.

This piece will forever remain unfinished for me, as every time I sit down to write about my remembrances of
school life, I shall stumble upon a new facet which was hitherto camouflaged. I could write reams and reams
about unique facets of each of my alma mater, and yet my lexicon would be insufficient to express my
experiences. I rest for now and shall return to continue this odyssey...with some more aspects of school and
college life.

This may seem to be a chronicle of my non-achievements, this was what I missed and if a miraculous second
chance comes my way, I would perhaps chart a different path...
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On the Way to Memphis
GYAN PATRA

My Maiden trip to the U.S (Dec 15, 1999)
When I got the news that I will be going to US in a week’s time, I said "Yes!" (my right hand with elbow
pointing down in motion hitting the air four or five times) "This is the opportunity I was waiting for!" A week’s
time is too less to prepare to go to any place and for U.S. it is way too less. I sent email to all my friends in U.S.
asking advice about what to take and what not. I got loads of advice from people....'Take a jacket it will be very
cold'... 'don’t take any jacket...you'll find nice ones out there'...'Take a pressure cooker & some masala'...'Some
medicines'...'Yes! take a dozen undergarments, socks!'...'Toothpaste!'...'Camera rolls'. There were also advices
like....'Speak politely at the I94 interview'...'Don’t take much in your cabin bag'... 'Smile this way'...'Don’t smile
much...it may look as if you are flattering'. All these advising was too much for me but some were surely useful.
You feel like all you knew all these years was crap. Well some of the advices were surely useful. Anyhow I
managed to pack everything ...well everything except (I left my specs, my address book though). Two days
before the trip I had to give treat to my friends at the Purple Haze Pub (I was thinking...in case my trip is
cancelled...I will make these guys return my 2000 bucks).

My heart was beating very fast when I was on my way to the Airport. This was the second time I've been to the
airport. First time to see off a friend of mine. Weird thoughts like meeting an accident on the way and missing
my flight (although I was 2 hrs before flight time) came to my mind ......First trip you know! Finally, I was at the
Bangalore airport without anything happening to me. I was holding my tickets tight then a Sahara guy took my
luggage. I was reluctant to give it till one experienced friend of mine (two trips abroad!) said that nothing would
happen. That didn't stop me from keeping an eye on the luggage till it reached the check-in counter.

The next hour I was looking at people in the airport ...how they move, how they talk and picking up some tips
from them. Suddenly the feeling that I'll be reaching U.S. in a day’s time took me to cloud nine. My friends who
came to see me off kept advising, 'don't lose your passport at any cost'...

but I was hardly listening to them. Then

the call came for the Bombay (I mean Mumbai!) flight. I bid bye to my friends promising them that I'll buy this,
that for them. I was sheepishly following the queue. ......Now I was on my own.

I was on the way to my 'first flight'. One thing I was curious about, was how to fasten the seat belt (courtesy
Hindi movies) but I found it very simple. I was glad I was on the window seat but just after 15 minutes the person
on the next seat requested if his wife can sit there as she was a first timer. ‘OK!’ I said, thinking at least he didn’t
figure out that I was a first timer too! I grabbed everything that the hostesses gave. When the flight took off I was
looking at the window making sure the other guy doesn't see me. I enjoyed the biriyani knowing well that it was
going to be the last Indian food I will be having for the rest of my journey. There was lot of commotion at the
Mumbai airport. I took a taxi to the International airport with another colleague of mine going to U.S. via
Amsterdam. That guy took 250 bucks for some 3 odd kms. At the exit point they asked questions like 'Did you
leave your luggage unattended at any time...'. The answers came out in a nice flow as I was hinted earlier about
the expected enquiries.
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At the waiting room, I was there for about one hour when the call for business class and other classes came and
in the end the economy class. I felt a little bad. Then, I was on the KLM-North West airlines. It was much bigger.
It had 9 seats in one row unlike the Sahara which had 5 seats. This time again I was on the window seat. I made
up my mind that I was not going to leave my seat to anyone at any cost. It was about 1 pm on Saturday, 13th Nov
that the plane took off. Throughout my flight my eyeballs were rolling. I was looking at everything, the people,
the interior of the plane ...everything. There were 30 percent Indians and I swear 90 percent of these Indians were
from software field. After about 1 hr. the big screen on the flight displayed "Mummy". I wanted to see the movie
but there was no sound at all. I thought maybe they have put off the sound as it was night. Despite my
unwillingness, I was sleeping after some time. I got up after about 2 hours and saw quite a number of people
were awake and had earphones on. I thought I should've got my Walkman too. When I looked at the person
beside me, he had put on a similar earphone. I carefully followed the cord and traced that it ended at the arm of
his seat. Then I saw a pouch in front of me with similar earphones. I put on the earphones and found that it was
the audio of the movie! Damn! I missed the movie. I saw a person carrying a small bottle (drinks for sure). I had
heard that in the flight they provide alcoholic drinks and I had made up my mind that I would be the last person
to miss it. I stood up and went towards the toilet sign although I was looking for the pantry. I found one
effeminate host. I asked if I could get orange juice (I don’t know why the hell it struck my mind!) while he was
giving he asked if I would like to taste wine. I instantly said Yes! Red or White? Red!...I said. I was happy about
my smartness. After having the wine, I went to sleep again.

When I got down at Amsterdam first thing I wanted to check was my luggage. I went to the KLM counter to
double check my connecting flight to Newark (not New York), my entry point to the U.S. They said that I need
not worry about my luggage, as it will directly go to Newark. I was not convinced so checked with my colleague
and he said the same. At the airport, we roamed around and then we thought we should have something. We had
coffee. I had Cappuccino ('coz I heard the name earlier) and my colleague (2 trips experienced...should mention
that!) had black coffee. It cost us $11. I thought if this is way I will be spending I won’t have much to save. The
airport at Amsterdam is something to see. It is perhaps the busiest in Europe. At least, I thought that way. While
boarding the flight I changed the time to local time. They provided breakfast over there in the flight. I was
waiting for them to come to my row when one Hostess asked if I was Mr. Parker. I said I was Patra ...Gyan
Ranjan Patra. She went off and came back again saying that the special breakfast was for me and by mistake it
was written Parker instead of Patra. I remembered that the travel scheduler at office asking me if I wanted to
specially order my food preferably vegetarian 'coz you never know they are providing, Chicken or Beef. I had
said Yes. I opened my breakfast. I had bread, yoghurt and a big pack. I opened and saw all kind of uncooked
vegetables beautifully decorated. If this was my specially ordered vegetarian dish then I had it! I settled for bread
and yoghurt for breakfast. Next came the drinks trolley with a variety of drinks. Apart from Cold drinks that I
didn’t know much. I was not sure what to ask for, then I said Soda, 'Which Soda?' When I delayed in answering
he said, 'Club Soda? ‘I said 'yes'. These are the times you feel that you don't know anything. The next flight was
peaceful as I was already two flights experienced. When I reached Newark, it was still Sunday. I had Reached the
United States of America! That was the longest Sunday I ever had ...literally. I started feeling jet lag. I had no
time as I had to collect my luggage as well as to check my departure date at the I94. This is something one should
be careful of if you are going on B1.
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They asked questions to make sure I leave US in time and my departure was stamped 14th Feb 2000 as expected.
So, I was sure that I will be staying for 3 months if everything goes well. I rushed to collect my luggage... sorry
‘baggage’ as Americans call it. I had to make a few changes of my English (which was British) and spelling too.
I saw my baggage at the rolling belt but it was going inside the rolling belt again then someone said it will come
back again so no need to worry. Not much adventure happened on the next flight- from Newark to Memphis (my
destination). The plane was smaller than the Sahara Airlines and the travelers had more of a rustic look. One can
say these are the typical country men of the mid-south (that’s what they call people of Tennessee and other
southern states). I reached at 7:00 pm on Sunday 14th Nov. I covered a journey that should have taken more than
36 hrs. in about 24 hrs. At the Memphis airport, I saw big photographs of Elvis Presley. Memphis was the birth
place of the King of Rock 'n' Roll. I was collecting my baggage when someone (an Indian) asked if I was from
BFL Software. He introduced himself as my colleague in Memphis and he had come to receive me. I had a nice
sleep at the apartment so that I could make it to the office the next day...my first day in US.

Fifteen

Days in Memphis

One of my colleagues picked me to office. The roads here are neat and 3 laned and you drive on one of the lanes
depending on the speed in which you are driving. All the cars are beautiful. You will find all the models Toyota,
Volvo, Chevrolet, Honda on the roads. The Fedex office where I work on behalf of BFL Software is huge and
even for visitor pass you need to show your passport. At the office, initially had problems understanding what the
Americans spoke, not the language but the accent. They speak very slowly unlike we Indians and listen carefully
to whatever we say. In a few days, I got adjusted. Unlike Indian towns and cities, here the places are sparsely
crowded (I don’t know about busy cities like New York or Las Vegas). It is frustrating if you want to have a
cigarette or any small thing. You have to go to a shopping mall on a car for it. Dependency on car is a must
because in small places like Memphis the public transport is bad if it exists at all. In the weekdays, my life is
routine - go to office, cook food, watch TV and sleep. Now I have started liking the food I cook. No other go. If
you don’t have a car you will be holed up in your apartment. In weekends If you have a kind friend who will give
you a drive then you can have a nice time. If you don’t have a car or friends your life will be miserable. Let me
tell you about shopping complexes. In a shopping mall like Wal-Mart you will find everything from DVD to
vegetables, shoes to toilet paper. Indian shopping malls like Food World or West Side will look like kids in front
of them.

The vegetables are really
big.

At

first

I

mistook

onion for cabbage. Here
everything looks artificial.
You go to a person and
ask something they may
not talk to you as you are
stranger. But at office you
meet

people

know

but

you
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"Hey! How are you doing?" as if you know each other for years. Here everything is formal & artificial. Indians
are much much better in this regard. After about a week I felt sick of this place. Yes, culture shock. All my
dreams about US was gone. Only reassuring factor was the dollar factor and opportunities. Maybe I haven't seen
the best of US yet. And maybe I will start liking the place, maybe. After all its only 15 days in US…

So, 15 years have passed since Gyan wrote this semi-travelogue. Has Gyan’s perspective about U.S changed?
Read Gyan’s follow-up of this article in "After 15 years in the U.S."
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Pranab's Mehfil: 25 Years Reunion
PRANAB KUMAR BHOI
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Photography as a Hobby
PRATYUSH PATTANAIK
“Learn the rules like a Pro, so that you can break them like an Artist” - Pablo Picasso

Six years ago when I took to photography, it was a mix of factors that led me into this creative pastime. A
general inclination towards pictures (drawings/sketches) since childhood (I still remember the long hours I used
to spend, painstakingly drawing lifelike sketches of exotic animals and plants in my biology practical classes in
DM School), a rare hobby that combines technology & creativity-both of which attract me, and unfortunate
personal circumstances during the period, that required a constructive outlet to raging emotions.
It was in those circumstances that I stumbled unto a ‘somewhat weird’ photographer making waves on the
internet then, a computer science major turned pro photographer, Trey Ratcliff. A photographer who bucked the
trend and broke conventions by popularizing HDR (High Dynamic Range) photography, something purists have
always abhorred. More than his photography, it was his attitude, to do what he believed in and not succumb to
criticisms in the pursuit of his art that appealed to me. He was an iconoclast who refused to confirm to norms. Art
should not have boundaries and everyone has a different perception of beauty… that was his mantra.

My 1st camera was a digital SLR (Nikon D80), an entry level DSLR for amateurs (later replaced by the D7000
followed by my current pro-SLR, the D750). With 2-3 initial lenses I set upon learning from the internet
whatever basic techniques were required. Whether it is the ‘Rule of Thirds (dividing the frame into grid of nine
and putting subject on one of the intersecting points)’ or the more esoteric ‘Golden Ratio (laying the subject/s
along the curve of a Fibonacci Spiral)’, they are easy to pick up, and stay with you your whole life,
subconsciously becoming your photo filters of the mind as it gazes at a photo subject. Though later on you start
breaking those rules in the interest of art.

Photography, at least in the initial stages when you are building your gear collection, can be an expensive hobby.
But given my relatively spartan lifestyle and lack of other expensive pursuits, I managed to collect a fairly decent
collection of lenses in the first couple of years. It is a generally accepted belief in photography circles that while
a camera body is a recurring cost (about every 4-6 years), the lenses you buy are a lifelong investment, if you are
seriously going into photography as a hobby or profession. The best and sharpest lenses are the fixed focal ones
(that you have to move physically, to take a photograph instead of zooming in and out) but for convenience sake,
the zoom lenses are a good bet, especially while travelling.

Photography is a hobby that has myriads of genres within itself and can cater to different types of people having
varied tastes. I chose landscape/nature photography as my calling. But I did not shy away from other types of
photography, trying out street, high speed, event (even made some money, small change though!!!) and artistic
photography (smoke & water drops photography) through the years. Toronto and the cottage country landscapes
of the province in Canada where I lived, had enough scenic places to whet my photography appetite. And when I
exhausted those I ventured out into other provinces (Quebec, New Brunswick, PEI) and then pushed further into
states in the US, that with its extensive chain of National Parks was like an El Dorado for my scenic spots
cravings.
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Landscape/nature photography involves working at weird hours and conditions. Getting up at unearthly hours (the
concept of Golden/Blue hours being the primary focus...1 hour before sunrise to 1 hr after sunrise and 1 hr before
sunset

to

1

hour

after

sunset)

and

preparing

the

night

before,

meticulously

checking

the

weather

for

sunrise/sunset timings as well as cloud cover and temperatures, cleaning and prepping the gear, taking essential
stuff like flashlights, warm clothes, swiss knife, compass and timers. Pre-planning is an essential part of the
process (there have been instances where lack of adequate planning has landed me in trouble, like losing my
camera in the Zion narrows-S.W. Utah, as I waded into neck deep water without adequate water protection for
my camera) and I would often research way before, on the spots I would cover, the routes (both vehicular and
walking) leading to those spots, approx. times I needed to reach (coordinates with sunrise timings) them and the
likely hazards on the way (bear attacks, flooding, difficult terrain in the dark). I usually choose dawn times than
dusks, to take my epic nature shots…simply because I’m a morning person and don’t have a problem getting up
at 3am in the morning (if need be) and setting off for my target spot in pitch darkness to be able to set up my
camera at the right location. Another advantage of choosing dawn times is that even though you have to reach the
spot in the dark, the darkness does dissipate and lead unto light (which is not the case with dusk photography
where navigating back to your parking site in increasing darkness can sometimes be daunting and outright risky).
The downside of this kind of photography that most people feel, is that you are mostly alone in your ventures
(unless you are lucky enough to have a companion who shares the same kind of passion and hobby). But given
my inherent nature of being a loner, this never was an issue. Those solitary dashes to the scenic spots in inky
dark nights, through mountain roads and thick forests, with camera gear by my side, were trips of silent bliss.
Rewarded in the end by gorgeous shots of nature.

My smaller ventures into other genres of photography, were primarily learning experiences. To hone my
technical skills and satisfy my curiosity. Event photography was one such genre that I briefly got into. Two
‘Quinceaneras’ (Filipino and Portuguese girls), one office Christmas Party and one ‘Baptism’ event of a baby
girl. Event and people photography require a totally different set of skills, including social skills, something
certainly not in my comfort zone. But I pushed myself beyond the comfort zone and came back more technically
accomplished. Did I feel like I could do that kind of photography on a regular basis? Answer is a firm no. One
thing it did do was to increase my respect for Event Photographers, like Wedding photogs- in my view one of the
most stressful civilian jobs out there. So back I went to the calm and beautiful genre of landscape/nature

https://pratyush.smugmug.com

https://500px.com/pratyushpic

photography, something that I still do to this day, on and off…
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The Entrepreneurship Spirit
SAMBIT RATH

Who is an Entrepreneur?

If you just do a quick search in Google, many definitions and meanings will emerge. However, in all these, a few
things stand out.

“An Entrepreneur is someone who identifies opportunities and sets up a venture to benefit from it”.

The benefit can be for the Entrepreneur himself or herself and the stakeholders of the venture. However, more
often than not he acts as an enabler for passing on the benefits to the society.

Ventures can be for profit or non-

profit. profit is never the driving point for starting a venture although it is one of the key aspects of building
many successful business ventures as it in turn drives the sustainability. The basic difference between a business
and a venture is the element of discovery which comes with the latter. The former is always driven by the need to
make a profit, therefore not all businessmen are entrepreneurs.

Why am I talking about Entrepreneurship? Because I am deeply passionate about it. I have been an Entrepreneur
and it has changed the way I look at life and it has taught me a valuable lesson in my life. Essentially an
Entrepreneur is a “Change Maker” at the core and has the courage and conviction to chase his dreams. These
qualities are the driving force behind an Entrepreneur.

One of the questions that I grappled with was how to measure the success of a venture? Do we measure it from
the perspective of the conformist society or from the perspective of the Entrepreneur himself? While the short
obvious answer is to measure the financial metrics such as profitability, are there other ways to measure the
success? What about from the perspective of the Entrepreneur? What about the lessons he or she learns through
the entrepreneurship journey? Are there other benefits to society and customers, which cannot be immediately
quantified by financial metrics alone?

Here is a short summary of my entrepreneurship journey and I leave it to you to judge these questions for
yourself via my story

My Entrepreneurship Journey

Mobile Khana

My first journey into entrepreneurship came in 2009. The first wave of feature phones and smartphones had just
launched in the market and the iPhone was just beginning to make inroads in the market. Android did not exist
and the Nokia was the dominant phone brand.

Around this time, Cloud Computing was new and was considered

as the future of Computing
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I wondered why not bring the power of next-generation Cloud Computing to the power of the smartphone to
create the best of both worlds? I always wanted to be an Entrepreneur and I realized that this was a golden
opportunity to embark on my entrepreneurship journey.

Shortly thereafter, we launched our first company - “Mobile Khana” in Bangalore. It was a mobile app run on a
Cloud Platform designed to search restaurant menus and order food through an ordering cart.
I felt it would be a tremendous asset for residents of Bangalore, especially the younger and busier demographic
who would appreciate the convenience and time saved by using our app

We got the app developed and the initial feedback from friends and family was excellent. Everyone who saw and
used the app was impressed and loved it. However, we had not thought about a key question. How do we
monetize the app and turn it into a viable product in the market? We did not have an answer.
Some of my friends suggested the idea of raising capital from investors, i.e. venture capitalists. Venture
capitalists are well versed in evaluating product ideas and understand key challenges. We had a number of
meetings with potential investors and in every meeting the investor realized that we had a great MVP (minimum
viable product) however we lacked a go-to-market strategy.

It was obvious that we had no idea how to monetize

the product. Left with no option, we decided to launch the app in the market directly for a direct test.

I am a technocrat and not a sales expert. I had no idea how to launch and manage a sales strategy. So, we hired a
sales team to target hotels and restaurants in Bangalore. I was confident that the product would be a hit and our
customers would love it.

To my surprise, the restaurant owners did not understand the value proposition – most of them considered smart
phones as luxury and style statements rather than an essential accessory. Finally, we had a few restaurants that
were “early adopters” and decided to try our product. We decided to move forward to implement the solution at
their locations.

Little did we realize that we would run into major problems during implementation – there was no simple way to
upload the menus, each restaurant wanted a customized product with 24/7 support. Some restaurants had
incumbent software solution providers who refused to work with us. While we struggled initially, we managed to
go live. The initial days were a tough struggle. Competitors such as Zomato and Hungry Bangalore were on our
heels and better funded. We struggled to scale the business and after a few years, we had no choice but to pull the
plug

My first venture ended in heartbreak. I wanted to introspect and I spent a lot of time soul -searching. I realized
that Mobile Khana was essentially a one-product idea focused on restaurant ordering and delivery market and we
had put all our eggs in one basket. While I was not prepared to give up, I decided that the right strategy for me
was to have a diversified model where we build a cloud-based platform to provide a range of services on a SaaS
(Software-as-a-Service) model instead of focusing on any one product
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Biz-On-Cloud Systems

So, Biz-On-Cloud Systems was born. We found a company in Hyderabad that was also trying to focus on a
similar business. We decided to partner up to share knowledge and optimize our resources. The business grew
rapidly. We launched a Quizzing and Event Management platform and then we expanded to add a Consumer
Engagement Platform through Surveys and Quizzes. We partnered with a local business to launch an industryfocused training initiative for young college graduates in Bhubaneswar. We felt there was a significant gap
between college education and real-world skills among recent graduates and we could fill that gap through our
training venture.

We had a lot on our plate. The company had grown and we had about 20 employees at this

point.

Over the prior few years, I was personally going through a transformation as well. For me the Company was more
than just the quest of building a successful business. It was more of a personal redemption and it also gave me a
deeper purpose in life. For the first time, I felt I was responsible for my employees and I was also a mentor to
many of them. I had to shoulder these additional responsibilities. It was fulfilling to be able to provide
employment to so many people and I felt I was giving back to society.

Competitive pressure was immense, from unethical local training providers who were giving sub standard
training and using unethical methods of giving placements by colluding with some unethical corporate staff in
companies. However, despite all this I managed to forge partnerships in Odisha/Bhubaneswar with colleges like
RCM, GIFT, GITA & Silicon, and continued these training programs (even one parallel training program in
Hyderabad). But ultimately students were unwilling to pay more without being guaranteed placements. One thing
I know in life, nothing is bigger than Character & Ethics and I have always stood by it. I refused to give them
the guarantee, knowing that it was unethical to do so. And soon things went slowly south.

While the business had taken off, we were not profitable yet.

We were burning cash and we needed to raise

financing. We decided to approach investors. Again, we were faced with similar questions regarding our ability
and plan to scale the business. We could not succeed in raising capital and our options dwindled quickly.

I had

already invested a significant part of my savings.

After 4 years, we ran out of all options and we finally decided to pull the plug. It was definitely the hardest
decision I have ever taken. I was shattered and heartbroken. I felt defeated and worthless at that moment but
something in me told me that, it was probably the best act of my life
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Lessons Learned

Today, when I think back to my days of being an Entrepreneur, I feel a sense of immense pride and satisfaction. I
love and cherish the days when I dared to chase my dreams and build my companies and my products. Every
day, we operated with honesty and integrity and we never compromised on our core values. A key lesson I
learned in my journey through these ventures. No amount of profit or revenues is ever worth losing your ethics
and character for.

The satisfaction of building careers of my employees, training young college students and in turn contributing to
society is something I would have never gained in a corporate job sitting behind a desk all my life. I believe I
was a “Change Maker” and that is the most fulfilling part of my journey.
If ever given a choice between working in a corporate job versus being an Entrepreneur, I would choose to be an
Entrepreneur without any hesitation.

The Entrepreneur spirit will always exist in me for the rest of my life. I draw from my experience of founding
and running my companies every day in my life. It also contributed immensely to my career by broadening my
perspectives and enabled me to look at a problem from various ways and scenarios which today, helps me in
taking much better and more informed decisions. I still have the entrepreneurship spirit in me and I will carry it
throughout my life.

Friends, we all have the ability to light that spark in us to be “Change Makers”. Let us keep that spark alive in us.
It will make us ready to accept any challenge in our lives.
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After 15 Years in the U.S.
GYAN PATRA
The epilogue (Dec 15, 2017)

It has been more than 15 years since I made my maiden trip to US and I wrote my thoughts in the write-up "On
the Way to Memphis", in Dec 15, 1999 as a young anxious 23-year-old. I guess, it's about time to have a
follow-up to the original write-up.

It is hard to believe that I have been living in the United States 15 years. Exactly 15 years if you exclude the 2
years I stayed in India in between. All I wanted to do, when I had the opportunity to come to the United States,
was to see live concerts of my childhood rock stars – U2, Billy Joel and George Michael and buy some CDs
using BMG Crescendo’s and Colombia Record’s ‘Buy 1 Full Price CD and get 15 CDs Free’ program in order to
convert my audio cassette collection back home to CDs. And on the sides, do my software job shuttling between
San Francisco and Bangalore. Both these goals were achieved, time flew and I am still here in the US, 15 years
after that maiden trip.

Coming back to the point, so what are my thoughts after 15 years? How different really is US from India? How
different are the cultures?

If I were challenged (at gun point) to explain one word, the difference between the two worlds in one word,
from an Indian point of view, would be predictability.

An interesting way to understand the predictability of United States, coming from a 5000-year-old civilization
which has gone through some serious iterative history, is to observe some street signs.
RIGHT LANE

MUST TURN RIGHT

DEAD END. NO TURN AROUND. 15 M.P.H
DUCKS CROSSING (with a standard DMV sign of Duck and Ducklings!)
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I used to LOL or laugh-out-loud (as the teenagers express their emotions in chats, messengers today) totally
amused at the highest form of stating the obvious in these street signs.

Back home in India, then, and even now, you will see interesting signs in such as,

IT IS BETTER TO BE MR LATE THAN LATE MR
DON’T GOSSIP. LET HIM DRIVE
DRIVE LIKE HELL & YOU WILL BE THERE

The signs back home are more thought provoking, craftier, more to internalize than feel instructed, and not so
direct like the signs in the west west world of the United States.

So, if I were to be challenged (at gun point), with the same gun, to explain in one word, the difference between
the two worlds, from American point of view, it would be adaptability.

In the last two decades, I have observed how both the worlds are feeding ideas and thought processes into each
other. Indians are including the virtues of being predictable, into their lives. Going back to the example of street
signs, one can see more and more direct and ‘stating the obvious’ traffic signs on Indian roads. Now the roads are
further split into lanes by speed, and one can clearly see more directness on actions and consequences. On the
other hand, Americans are learning from India what adaptability means; what workaround means; what jugaad
means and what living within means, means.
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It seems to me at the moment, I am in the best seat to observe this cross-pollination of thought processes; the
amalgamation of virtues of both these worlds, while doing a tough balancing act myself, to absorb, practice and
live the best of both the worlds.
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25 Years - Journey Back to School
SANJIB DAS
Yes it has been a long time since we said goodbye to our school, precisely 25 years and 5 months…we spent 10
to 12 years of togetherness, cared for each other, fought over silly reasons…made groups, the studious ones and
the naughty ones. Days passed by and we grew into adults, studied hard further to find some occupation that
could give us not only an identity but feed our stomach…And then we grew to shoulder the responsibility of a
family…and it didn’t stop there. From two we moved to three, four and so on…And when we see our kids today
we still think nothing can be a better life than that of school days…no targets, no KPI’s, no bossism, no stress, no
high lipids and no sugar or high blood pressure levels…Time has rewound itself again. We would be uniting
again with our kids in the same premises where once upon a time we entered as kids. Looking forward to knit
together our bygone memories and unwind said and unsaid stories, thoughts and mischief we had 25 years
back…chalo phir school chalein…
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My Story of Two Nations
SEEMA MOHAPATRA
“Memory is a way of holding onto the things you love, the things you are, the things you never want to lose”
–The Wonder Years

I started my kindergarten (KG) from D.M School which continued till class 10. Mostly I was known as “Sashi
Sir or Sashi Babunka Jhia”. Being a staff kid comes with its own positive and negative side effects. Days passed
by and we grew into adults preserving all our precious memories. A turning point was the year 1999 (during my
post graduation at Utkal University) when a proposal came from one of my favorite teacher, Pramila madam
(Satpathy); “whatever is destined shall happen”, things moved fast and in the year 2000 I stepped out of Odisha.
After spending few years in different parts of India, finally moved to the United States of America.

The transition was not that easy from a marble floor to a carpeted floor. Coming out of the splendor and comfort
zone to restart from scratch with no friends and family members was a real challenge. It took a while to get my
legs stable on the ground. It’s close to a decade now and the debate still continues; return to India or continue in
the US.

Generations of Indians have adored America for almost everything. Most people are crazy to move and settle in
US. Friends and relatives perceived differently. According to some I am blessed. However, as the youngest
daughter and only daughter-in-law I always wanted to live closer to Bhubaneswar. But, we all know the fact that
supreme power controls everything. God invented this beautiful earth, made plants green, water blue and soil
brown. But, within this unique creation there exists a huge diversity which I realized after seeing this part of the
globe.

Sitting alone in the backyard on a pleasant spring afternoon I started debating my constant thought of settling
here or moving back. One major point of discussion is the freedom. The freedom people get in US despite their
gender, nationality, ethnicity or status is considerable. Freedom of life is of utmost priority. You are free to
choose your lifestyle, clothes, food and everything. Each individual has a dignity and is appreciated. You have to
write your own playbook here. It’s a land of opportunities and for talented and passionate people, sky is the limit.
Whereas in India involvement of family members, neighbors and friends are higher than expected. Parents’
preferences predominate.

The outstanding infrastructure of America, be it roads, electricity, water quality, network bandwidth, parks, all
facilitates to an easeful life. Law and order and its enforcement is phenomenal. I could get a chance to experience
the past theoretical understanding of various seasons in this land. Back in India, roads, traffic, electricity, water,
dust and air pollution are the areas which are a bit of worry. Perhaps, there are improvements in many areas as
my experiences are a decade old.
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United States is one of the most culturally diverse country in the world. It is often described as a melting pot
where various cultures have contributed their own flavor. There are different types of festival such as religious
festival, food festival, art festival, music festival and fairs. We enjoy Thanksgiving and Christmas with our near
and dear ones here. Even if I started loving the festivals here, there are days when I crave visiting family during
festival times like, Raja, Sabitri, Durga Puja and Kumar Purnima. Indian communities here celebrate Holi,
Dussera, Diwali and other major festivals with great spirit in an endeavor to revive Indian tradition and culture.
Typically, the Indian festival celebration happens over the weekend as the there are no national holidays for
Indian festivals.

The first thing I found after landing here is loneliness. Reality is, most people can talk about anything, few will
speak much more than the actual knowhow and few others glare at you with an inferior look. Not many
encourage newcomers to their group unless there is a good connection. Though sometime felt as odd one, I never
gave up. I went through a lot of stress and anxiety and every time my husband would say “You are the owner of
your own happiness and you need to find ways to keep your happiness index to the maximum possible extent”.
Drawing inspiration from these words, I started doing volunteering activities and a part time job, reading variety
of books and writing.

One blessed day during the time of Dussera, I came across an Odia family in a temple. Without losing a minute,
I started conversing with her and came to know that she is DMS90. We mingled a lot as the roots are the same
and there were a lot of common topics to talk about. Slowly, I got to know about few Odia families and within
few years we are almost 50 Odia families now. Together we celebrate all our major Odia pujas and festivals.
In-fact, the significance and true meaning of good friendship can only be learned in this far land.

Few other realities that may appear trivial on the surface may impact significantly the daily life in US. As far as
domestic help is concerned, it is readily available in India. But in US we are on our own as affording daily
domestic help is near to impossible. The other major factor is driving. Without driving you are paralyzed. The
extreme cold winters are really burdensome. Although, we find 50 different kinds of yoghurt and cheese at the
grocery store, the social isolation perturbs too. Medical facilities are much better here and it is expensive as well.
Also, the higher education is pretty costly. Kids here in high school get to look forward to proms, school dances
and homecoming parties. This triggers a sense of insecurity as a mother. At the same time, I feel US is safer than
other countries. This does not mean US

has no crime rate. But, it is always safer with appropriate safety

measures.

On week days, there is hardly any breathing time and weekends busy with grocery, India calls and kid’s
activities. While talking many times my Mom asks me if I would be ever returning to India. This leads to a few
seconds silence at both ends. Everything stands still and I am back to square one. Even if kids love to continue
here, there are days when I miss the chaos of living in India over the peace in US. Everything in India is so
colorful and vibrant. Missing parents and losing the privilege of visiting them at any time of the year is the worst
thing in the world.

Problem exists everywhere and with everyone. Both countries have their pros and cons. But I feel very glad also
that I got the opportunity to know the culture and heritage of both parts of the world.
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My First Snowfall (A Poem)

The first fall of snow,
seems so magical.
Makes me believe,
God’s creation is special.
Icy hands, icy toes, frozen nose,
cheeks are stung by chill blows.
Still the softness of falling snow,
is such a wonder awe!
With snowflakes all around,
outdoor looks crowned.
When everything is freezing,
kids start playing.
World is wrapped with a fair band,
seems like a miracle from fairy land.
The sky is dark
while the earth shines,
Time to listen to the inner voice,
without any vice.
Wander to Wonder in White Winter Wonderland !!!
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A Bouquet of Poems
SHABNAM CHOUDHURY

When you see me from the closet of a
window, I am very hazy
The more closely you come, The more I
open up
As the drop of dew on a petal, I jovially
freshen up my surroundings
I am Shabnam, and Shabnam is me

Pen...Destiny

He walked fast down the lane,
His heart pounding,
He felt people around could hear it,
he walked faster, holding the pounding.
He had his favorite pen,
shining in his pocket.
He got it from his father,
when he was in school.
But now he was going to lose it.
He did not feel sad though.
He was using it for a cause
He thought..
He walked fast, till he reached a crowded place.
He looked around the place,
When no one was looking he dropped the pen,
and escaped briskly to office.
Now he was relaxed.
The work was done.
The pen utilized in effectively he thought.
He had gained more not by writing with the pen
Someone knocked.
Oh! It was the delivery man.
"Sir, parcel for you", he said.
To sign receipt he gave a pen.
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Lo and behold!
It was the same pen.
He got a shock.
And he saw the clock.
Next moment, everything was destroyed.
The office, he, the delivery man.
All burnt to ashes
And the office turned to a ruin
Oh! Dear.
His pen formed ... his destiny.
But not by writing,
His cause destroyed him.

My Doll and ME

Somebody creates me,
And gives me head and body,
Dresses and decorates me,

And I am passed on to somebody.

And then I land,
On a small baby's lap,
Who cuddles me, shakes my hand,
Sometimes kicks me and gives me a tap.

Thus continues my life,
Being tossed and cuddled.
In the hands of kids I thrive,
Once they get bored in the showcase I am settled.

I rest for some time there,
And be played with,
When kids remember,
Again back to showcase I sit.

As time passes by,
I get old and torn,
No one remembers thy,
And finally to the recycle bin I am thrown.
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As I hear my doll's tale,
Me too old and abandoned,
I think back and reflect,
I have been also cuddled, patted, used and discarded.

Hence my doll, you and me,
Are in no ways different,
Just the make differs you see
Rest all is the same, beginning to end.

Think past ... Think beyond

He lay on the bed,
suffering and death was near.
And the almighty asked
"Do you want to go to HELL or HEAVEN or stay here?
You are your own judge.
The verdict is up to you."

Surprised he thought
"Why did he question?
In confusion I am caught

He knows where is my destination."

I have beaten so many kids in my childhood.
I have cheated in my exams.
I have bribed to get my job.
I have hurt people to grow in my career.
I have abandoned my love for money.
I have hurt my wife for dowry.
I have not cared for my daughters as I wanted a son.
And now I am alone, nobody is with me.

He confessed,
"I want to go to HELL.",
and died,
and all was still.

God sent him to heaven.
Self-Realization liberates thy soul...
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It happened one night

It was a cold dreary night,
when a young lad shivering and lonely,
Saw an old lady sleeping on the roadside,
with a rug covered tightly.

He was tired and hungry,
and it was very cold too.
He thought, ”Lemme sleep beside,
and share the rug too."

He tried to wake up the lady,
But she would not budge.
So the covered himself and felt happy,
And he was fast asleep as if in a lodge.

Morning he got up and was fresh awake,
The old lady was still asleep.
He whispered a thanks, gave a shake,
and went off in search of work.

Late in the afternoon,
as he wandered back,
hoping to get any odd job soon,
he saw a crowd and was taken aback.

It was the same place,
where he slept that night.
He went closer and asked, "What happened in this place?"
Somebody told, "An old woman died, looks like from yesterday night."
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My Journey to the Olive Green
SHAKTI KANT PANDA

"The woods are lovely dark and deep,
but I have promises to keep,
and miles to go before I sleep,
and miles to go before I sleep…"

These famous lines of Robert Frost were introduced to me by our dear English teacher Mr. B.B Nayak. Poems
were never my forte in the school. They still are not. However, when it was simplified or I would rather say
deconstructed or interpreted by the likes of Mr. P.N Mishra, Mrs. James or Mr. Binakar, they seemed interesting.
One could interpret them in so many ways and all of a sudden those lines came to life. Like poems, physicals
was never my cup of tea. I was always a skinny, short fellow and I hated to sit in the front bench and stand ahead
during the school assembly. But life is not fair, or so it seemed.

Donning the Olive Green was therefore a distant dream. An Army Officer is supposed to be strong, rugged and
eloquent, and I was the opposite of all these qualities. I barely managed to complete the 400 meters track race in
the school and got rejected in the heats. So, annual sports events were meant for cheering fellow class mates and
savoring the juicy oranges doled out on completion of the race. Next came eloquence. I was a very shy student
and probably till date some of my classmates won’t recognize me or at the best, recollect as Panda Sir’s son, the
taboo of being a staff child.

I was the quintessential Peter Parker in my class. Not that I have become 'The Spiderman' now, but I was almost
invisible. However, it was Mrs Basanti Khuntia who prodded me to participate in debate competitions. I started
off on thin ice, forgetting my lines or stammering in front of the audience. But slowly confidence and prizes crept
in. It was then that disaster struck. Mr Bharti our Sanskrit teacher, was looking for some one to give a speech in
Sanskrit on the occasion of Teachers Day. Students in all other languages were finalized but nobody was
agreeing to risk it with Sanskrit. I had just started learning the abc’s of Sanskrit or if you remember “Balaka,
Balakau, Balakaha”. A speech in Sanskrit was definitely beyond my capabilities. Mr Bharti was not willing to
listen to any of my pleas and handed over a script in hindi and asked me to mug up. I resisted, tried to wriggle
out. Sore throat, stomach ache, knee pain, nothing worked. I finally decided to take the plunge. I had then gone
through the rituals of my sacred thread ceremony and had my head tonsured. I didn’t need to do much to catch
attention. My name was called and I stepped up on to the corridor, greeted all in Sanskrit and then saw one girl in
the audience smiling, I paused and time stood still. Everyone was silent and anticipating me to say something.
Finally, there were few claps, signaling me to step down.

I thanked everyone, apologized and came down. Some classmates cheered me and few die hard friends even
congratulated!!! So, all the ingredients of a man, to be worthy of the Olive Green was missing. But one thing that
our teachers instilled in us was confidence and belief. Confidence in pursuit of our goals and belief in ourselves.
When the head is held high and the mind is without fear …
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S.S.Das - The Cricketer
A SECRET ADMIRER WITH INPUTS FROM SRI KISHORE MANIA

Some are born great, some achieve greatness, and some have greatness thrust upon them. Shib Sundar Das
achieved greatness by dint of his dedication, discipline, humility and work ethics. Das studied in DM School and
passed his Class Ten examination in the year 1992. He continued his education in DM School to complete his
Class Twelve examination in commerce. In 1997 Das graduated in commerce from BJB College. Das had a
brilliant academic career and was good in many sports like Football, Basketball, Vollyball, Table tennis, lawn
tennis, athletics but his love for cricket made him a distinguished figure in the Indian Cricket history and a hero
in the eyes of Cricket enthusiasts in this cricket crazy country.

As a cricketer, he made his way into the Indian cricket
test team after proving his skills as an opening
batsman in the Ranji Trophy, Duleep Trophy, Deodhar
Trophy, NKV Salve Challenger Trophy, India Colts,
India under 19, India A, National Cricket Academy
games. Shiv Sundar Das was born as the fourth child
of Sri Uttam Das and Smt. Kanchanabala Das, in
village Banamalipur, under the Balipatna Block, in the
district of Khurda which was previously a part of Puri
district.

His friends, brother Satya Sundar Das, sisters Sujata Das and Sucheta Das all call Das by his nick name
“Budha”.
Shib Sundar Das came to the national limelight when he was declared as the
captain of India Colts (under 17 team) for the England tour. He was in the first
batch of National Cricket Academy (NCA) of cricket in Bangalore which was
inaugurated on 01.05.2000. The First batch of NCA consisted of best young
talents of that time as the trainees at the camp were: Nikhil Haldipur,
Sridharan Sriram, Shiv Sundar Das, Anshu Jain, Mohammed Kaif, Gautam
Gambhir,

Niraj

Patel,

Mihir

Diwakar,

Yuvaraj

Singh,

Ramesh

Powar,

Reetinder Singh Sodhi, Laxmi Ratan Shukla, Ajay Ratra, Rohit Jelani, Murali
Karthik, Anup Dave, Harbhajan Singh, Sarandeep Singh, Prashanth Chandra
Menon, Saulabh Srivastav, Zaheer Khan, Fazal Mohammed, Rakesh Patel and
Tinu Yohanan. Most of the trainees benefited from the NCA training. Rodney
Marsh, former Australian wicket-keeper- batsman and who was the Director of
the Commonwealth Cricket Academy at Adelaide made a succinct summation
at the inauguration of the Academy when he cautioned the young hopefuls
selected to train at the academy.
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"Be aware of a couple of facts,'' Marsh said. Just because you are at the academy it does not give you the right to
play for India. You get the right to represent India only if you are good enough. The ability rests in your hands, ''
Rodney Marsh reiterated to the athletes as he prefers to calls them. "The second fact is that just because India
now has a cricket Academy it does not necessarily mean that India will win all its one-day matches from now on.
The results could permeate only after four or five years. This is only phase one of the academy and we want to
bring in a new culture and a new hardness in the players,'' Marsh added. " Cricket is now a game of new
technology, new sports sciences and it is a huge industry worldwide. This academy will strive to bring the best
facilities to the young players to gain from these improvements, but the passion must come from within,'' Marsh
stressed.
The big break for him was selection to the National Cricket Academy in May 2000
where he got the chance to interact closely with his idol Sunil Gavaskar among
others.

In

June-July,

Das

visited

the

Australian

Cricket

Academy

under

the

Gavaskar-Border scholarship, which he believes was the best thing that happened to
him. The intensive six week course has instilled a sense of professionalism in the
pint-sized opener. Das' attitude towards the game has matured and his confidence
levels have soared sky high. The sojourn Down Under has firmed up his backfoot
play, especially cutting and pulling. Das was in full cry during the NCA's victorious
campaign
2000,

in

the

MRF-

Buchi

Babu

tournament

in

Chennai

in

September,

making a marvelous 184 against

Karnataka cricket team which included the ace Indian fast bowler Venkatesh Prasad.

A former India Under-17

captain, Das has journeyed through the ranks of junior level cricket with distinction. Although making 98 on his
first class debut as a 16-year-old in the 1993-94 Ranji Trophy pre quarterfinals, he was no overnight prodigy,
honing his skills through methodical hard work over several seasons of domestic cricket.

Das first started playing for his state in 1992 at U-16
level. In 1993-94 he had a good season in U-19's with
one double hundred and a big hundred against Bihar.
That's how he got picked for the Ranji Trophy that
year. He made his Ranji debut in 1993-94 against
Madhya Pradesh and got 98. That was a turning point
because Orissa were looking for an opener. That was
the first big game for Das. I think it was one of the best
things that happened to Das as a cricketer when under
the watchful eyes of Indian Cricketing legend Sunil
Gavaskar he was selected for training in Australia.

The experience was brilliant. Rodney Marsh was Director of the Academy and Wayne Phillips was the coach
during that time. They stressed a lot on physical fitness. The nets were just for one and a half hours. There were
also a lot of batting drills done. I think my attitude towards cricket has improved a lot.
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They did boxing which was a new experience. They had never done that sort of thing before. It was also a new
experience to play against bowling machines. One can just set his pace and practice cuts, pulls and so on. All this
is helped him a lot. The Aussies are very professional. There is a stress on quality, not quantity. They're always
very aggressive in their attitude, always very confident. Das’s confidence levels had gone up after staying in
Australia for six weeks.
On his stint at the National Cricket Academy (NCA)

It was very systematic. They had to maintain a diary. He had never
trained so hard during the off season. They had a dietician coming
twice a week. They had psychology classes. So it was a completely
different thing for us. We got to learn a lot from these classes. It
was a privilege for the NCA trainees when Sunil Gavaskar came to
the Academy. He was there for 2-3 days. Being an opener and being
his idol, he really helped Das a lot. Das had spoken to Sunil
Gavaskar for about half an hour and sorted out some technical
problems.

On how his game has tightened up since

The NCA Bangalore and the Australian experience improved him
lot. Now he was a totally different player. His footwork improved a
lot.
lot

His back foot play improved a lot. In Australia they practiced a
of

slashes,

cuts

and

pulls.

These

areas

of

his

game

also

improved.
On the innings he would like to be remembered by

His debut game was one of his best game. It was his first class debut and he had to deliver the goods for his state
team against Madhya Pradesh in 1993-94, where he missed the century on debut by just two runs. His debut
triple hundred came against Jammu and Kashmir in 2006-07 which was the first triple hundred in the Ranji
Trophy since the 2000-01 Ranji season. Das was part of the famous Indian cricket team which stopped the Steve
Waugh led Australian juggernaut. After defeat in Mumbai, the Indian team played a magic game to bounce back
to bring a turnaround in the test series. Das as an opener and a close in fielder gave his best to the team to win the
test series against Australia in 2001. He was the man of the series in the 2001 Zimbabwe test series. Das had
dedicated his first Man of the match award in a test match to his parents- Uttam Das, Kanchanabala Das and his
first cricket coach Kishore Mania.

Kishore Mania is the person who taught the ABC of cricket to Das. Das was inspired to play cricket by his elder
brother Satya Sundar Das. Sri Bismaya Samal took Das to Kishore Mania to turn the passion of Das to his
profession. Das made first class debut against Madhya Pradesh in Indore in 1993-94 under the captaincy of
Ranjib Biswal. Amiya Ray, Ranjib Biswal, Prasanta Mohapatra have helped Das to sharpen his cricketing skills.
Das made his international debut against Bangladesh in Dhaka in November 10, 2000 under the captaincy of
Sourav Ganguly. Das had played 23 test matches for Indian cricket team scoring two centuries against Zimbawe
both in Nagpur.
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Now Das is working in the public sector undertaking NALCO. He is the coach of Odisha Cricket team. Das is
married to Trishna Thatal Das and they are blessed with one son and one daughter.
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March upto "RDC Camp" - Down Memory Lane
SWARAJ KUMAR DHAL

Background

“Morning shows the Day”. This proverb seems to be apt for me when I observe down the memory lane. As a
child, I had a lot of passion and respect towards the Armed Forces. The Khaki uniform with shining mirror like
boots always fascinated me. I never knew how it will shape my life. I always dreamt wearing one of these
uniforms and serving the motherland.

Joining NCC

Belonging to DMS 92 Batch, I got an opportunity to join The National Cadet Corps. In our school, the students
in 7th to 9th standards could join NCC. Inspired by my friends in a new attire, I joined NCC in the 8th Standard.
We had a different routine to follow beyond school hours on specific days of the week. It was an amazing feeling
wearing the starched Khaki NCC uniform with shining boots and brown beret with red pompom, looking like
smart little soldiers. Our NCC teacher, P.K. Mishra Sir appeared to be of a strict personality. He spoke very little
and hardly smiled. But we had a deep sense of respect for him for his sincerity and caring for the cadets.
Basically, he meant business and ensured value for this extra time we spent at school

NCC Days at School

We always looked forward to our NCC days at School. Marching all around the volleyball ground over the
bumpy patches below the eucalyptus trees was great fun. Sir would watch us from a distance and point out the
mischievous characters. What an eye for detail! The interesting part of each class was the hot and yummy
snacks. Oh! It was so worth it. It gave us an energy boost for the entire day. With all my childhood friends and
seniors, I thoroughly enjoyed my NCC periods. We participated in the NCC Day, Republic Day and the
Independence Day Parades along with participation from various other schools. Getting selected to participate in
these events was a matter of pride. I used to play Violin in those days and participated in many cultural
competitions conducted by our NCC Sir and won prizes. I didn’t know by then that the love for music was going
to act as a catalyst for me in the days to come.

Camp Days

Attending Annual Training Camp (ATC) was a part of NCC program. I attended my first ATC at Puri. It was a
nine days camp. For the first time I was staying with all strangers in a dormitory with no lights and definitely
mosquitoes to accompany. The routine was tough. As I could recollect, it used to start with morning PT - the
toughest part, followed by breakfast – the best part. Thereafter, we had theory and practical classes with lunch
break and then evening sports. After dinner, there used to be cultural programs. It was in ATC, where I learnt
about the “Republic Day Contingent Camp” which is held at New Delhi Garrison Ground annually during entire
the month of January.
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March upto the RDC Camp

First let me state the procedure to make it to the RDC Camp. The cadets selected from ATC are to go through
three phases of camps with elimination at each stage before they make it to the RDC Camp. Be rest assured, the
feeling at the camp is a mix of Concentration Camp and Commando Training. My strength was my marching
and Violin skills. However, I was very weak in Cross Country and would manage to finish just in time. It was
still acceptable to the selection committee. I attended the Phase I and Phase II camps one after the other at
Khurda followed by Phase III camp at Sainik School, Bhubaneswar. The curriculum was similar in all the three
phases of the camps. Everyday running 4km cross country was my nightmare, but I had no excuses. Howsoever
rigorous the parade was with the sun overhead, I always enjoyed it with each “Left & Right” marched with pride.
I was selected amongst thousands of cadets for my marching. The struggle was not restricted to only NCC
curriculum, breaking the Puris during morning breakfast and gulping it down the throat was an art in itself and we
had no choice but to learn it for survival. We were all known by our chest numbers which reverberated even in
our dreams. I had to go through many lows during my camp days and cried in solitude for having the fear of
getting disqualified. But next day I would again get re-charged and get back to business. Finally I along with
another seven junior army division cadets from the state were selected to attend the RDC Camp at New Delhi in
1991. After my camps, friends at school took some time to recognize me as I had turned negro by then and had
become zero size.

RDC Camp, 1991

The

Orissa

Contingent

comprising

of

army, navy and air force wing junior and
senior boys and girls finally boarded the
train to New Delhi in end Dec 1990. We
were all geared up for RDC Camp with
inners, blazer, new uniform with trousers
stitched exclusively for me and many
other

things

worth

Rs

3000

in

those

days.

Never realized that I had to fight a temperature of 3 Deg Celcius at New Delhi. I rarely dared to take bath, but
after few days, gathered enough strength to bathe in the freezing cold. It took five minutes to tie up the shoe lace.
The trick was to hold the electric bulb hanging in the tent before attempting the task. My day used to start at 0430
hrs in the morning and end at 2200 hrs at night. It was a month long camp and a real tough one. The cross
country was literally a run through the countryside and never seemed to end. I participated in the Group Song,
played Violin in Solo Song, Solo Dance and Orchestra competitions. I had almost won the best turn out prize
during drill, but the Judge had a second thought and our team leader bagged it. I was also entrusted with
community service like ensuring clean toilets. That reminded me of our Father of the Nation.
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I also had an opportunity to attend the tea party with the then Chief of Air Staff and witness the Army Day
Parade on 15 January. Wow! What a Parade. They were just perfect. For all our efforts, we were judged 7th
amongst 15 contingents and returned back home, as satisfied and experienced cadets.

Return from RDC Camp

On returning back from the RDC
Camp, first thing I did was to meet
my NCC Teacher. He just embraced
me

and

his

happiness

had

no

bounds. I had never seen that smile
on

his

face

teacher

and

before,

like

guardian. I

Headmistress,

Mrs

a

proud

met

the

Vidyarthee

Madam. It was a proud moment for
me when I was announced in the
Assembly Session.

Marching upto the Headmistress from the Library end amidst the applause from all teachers and students was a
moment which I will never forget in my life. That year, I also bagged the best NCC Cadet Trophy in school, a
prestigious one indeed. I was surprised to know that, I am still remembered in school as to have represented my
school for the RDC Camp.

The Aftermath

The

credit

experiences
NCC

for
in

teacher

these
NCC

and

memorable
goes

peers

to

my

who

had

stood with me and encouraged me at
all times. As we celebrate our DMS
92

Re-Union,

I

will

complete

23

years of joining Indian Navy.

As a Commander in the Indian Navy, I feel proud to have realized my dreams, the root of which lies at DM
School, Bhubaneswar.
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Musings about Music
UTKALA CHILAKAMARRI

After a recent concert, a lady from the audience came up to me, exchanged the usual kind words about the
concert and she asked why most of my concerts have songs from various languages as well as an influence of
other musical forms, which meant, Hindustani and folk. Music or any form of art is a medium of self-expression,
I knew that but that question that made me introspect about my intent and choice. Really, why would I add a
Surdas or Kabir dohe in a Carnatic concert? Why do I make sure I have a Jayadeva Ashtapadi in my list?

Apart from the fact that I was trained in both Hindustani and Carnatic, there was all through my childhood an
irreplaceable relationship with Odissi, music as well as dance. In my subconscious mind, I defined myself as an
amalgam of various cultural and linguistic elements and that reflected in everything I did, what I sang at a
concert, what I cooked and even how I decorated my house.

Music has the ability to bring people together, and my endeavor has always been to bring in something new,
something different to people which is not their “usual” musical experience. After my last concert, I sat down to
think, how did I become who I am with respect to music in particular. I do not have a musical lineage, neither
did I have the opportunity to go for live concerts growing up. I did not have a role model, a singer or performer
to emulate, I never had a dream of becoming a singer or a performing artist. What I do however remember is, I
lived in a huge multicultural, multilingual community where we celebrated every festival with the same passion
and vigor as our own. I spent hours practicing long dialogues in Odiya, Telugu, Hindi, Marathi and so many
other languages for skits. We celebrated Sankranti the south Indian way and the Lohri way. We sang songs in
many Indian languages. Nothing seemed to be a barrier to learning and living life to the fullest.

This wasn't restricted to the community I lived in, my school was equally or more open to diversity. In the age
where there were only a handful of kids from other states, and me being one of them, I do not remember being
discriminated by teachers, I remember being appreciated for the songs that I sang and there were a few instances,
when I sang Carnatic songs, and they were quite appreciated.

It was probably there that I realized the potential music has, to bring people together and the value that a
performer can add by bringing in a different experience, be it language, type of music and change in percussion
instrument used and so on. I always had a desire to learn singing Odissi songs as well, and I got that opportunity
when we were preparing for an annual function at school. It was a beautifully composed ragmalika and the
teacher who came to teach us was an exceptional singer.

Each composition and composer brings in a different perspective to aspects of life and relationships and the
lyrics we sing are nothing but that, an expression of life!
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Ashtapadis have a completely different and unique essence and I have to give due credit to my living in Odisha
for my ability to sing them well. They are not just songs, but a part of my heritage, a part of my identity. Ever
wondered what constitutes an emotion in a song? It is probably every thing, from the sound of the word, the
music weaved in with it and most importantly the memories associated either with the composition itself or the
tune for lay listeners and the raga for the trained ear.

To me, my ability to connect and express myself through music has been by reliving a memory, often. When I
sing an ashtapadi, the face of renowned singer, Sri Raghunath Panigrahi comes in, along with that a myriad of
emotions and conversations while I was listening to him as a child, my tender little sister learning the same song
in Odissi dance from her guru, his voice and his explanation to that song, it is all these elements put together that
bring out the bhava within me and helps transmit it to the audience. It then becomes not just singing, but a
therapeutic experience in a way for me, the singer.

This aspect led me to explore Music Therapy and take it up as a career too. I have been able to use music as a
therapeutic tool in my counseling sessions and it has worked wonders with a few. I see a great potential in
incorporating music, art and dance/movement therapy at middle and high school level as these forms definitely
bring a better self understanding and self expression through which one shapes their thoughts and actions.

Schools

have

modest

evolved

buildings

today

to

fully

conditioned

classrooms,

classes,

online

from
air

digitized
homework

submissions etc, but what continues
to

define

attitude

is

a

child's

his

or

personality

her

and

interpersonal

relationship with his schoolmates and
teachers. Whether the child got an
environment

of

acceptance

or

struggled to conform to someone's set
standards.

Was the child allowed to explore his uniqueness or was compared and given a guideline of Do's and Dont's. Was
the child condemned for failing or was he told, failure is only a stepping-stone for success when put into the right
perspective. I doubt if sky rocketing fees are giving them anything close to the holistic education I had an
opportunity to receive and be a part of.

DMS exposed us to so many different experiences. What shaped my outlook was the openness to exploration,
various sports activities that were offered, co-curriculars and the overall acceptance of differences in culture,
intellect, performance, that non critical, non judgmental attitude of my teachers helped me never lose my self
esteem and also nurture my uniqueness without having a compelling desire to “fit in”.
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Hey Class of 92 - What will be our Legacy?
VIKRAM PATRA

A few months ago, as the fervor for the Class of 1992 25-year Reunion picked up amongst my friends, I couldn’t
help but wonder why we wanted to get together? What are we celebrating? Thousands of students have
graduated from DMS, thousands will in the future. What is special about our class?

Are we merely getting together to have a good time at the school – organize a grand event, order good food and
“gifts” for us and our teachers?

We can express our gratitude to our teachers in other ways, so do we need to

make an ostentatious display and commit significant resources towards this?

And what difference does it make in our lives, for our teachers or the school, the day after? What would we have
achieved, when we return to our respective busy lives the next day? The following year, another batch will arrive
to celebrate - a kind of rite of passage that will go on.

Personally, committing time and money to travel halfway around the world for a few hours of fun seemed
excessive. As we got closer to the date, while some classmates decided to skip the event, many others worked
feverishly towards getting the event in place. With about 4 weeks to go, I was still struggling to justify as to why
I would embark on this aimless adventure.

As a class, who are we? Are we a group of individuals brought together by fate? And are we celebrating the draw
of our life’s lottery as we share the same label – “1992”?

Or do we have anything more in common as a group

since we shared ten of our most precious years together at this institution?

As the Class of 1992, do we share a common purpose or a goal? What will be our legacy at DMS?
As I reflected about the time warp of 25 years, for 23 – 24 of those years I lost touch with my classmates. Our
paths never crossed. I left behind that world a long time ago and there was hardly any reason for me to go back.
In 2015, luckily, I reconnected with my class and I have been touched by the love and affection I have received
from my friends.

As I learned more about my classmates, I could not help but think how fortunate we all have been. Growing up
with limited means in a small town in India in the 80s, we did not have a lot of resources and we did not come
from privileged backgrounds. However, the common thread that bound us, was a world-class education that
would bring out the best in us, in the years to come. Today, the more I think, the more I marvel at the role and
contribution of DMS in our lives.

While this is cause for celebration, I realize that as a group, we have great potential and through our choices and
actions, we can make a real and lasting impact in the DMS community.
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The Reunion presents a unique opportunity for our class to build a lasting legacy at the school.

Each one of us

can make a difference and we can work wonders when we come together towards building a shared legacy at our
alma mater. Whether you are at the Reunion on December 24 or reading this on a future date, I urge you to take a
moment to think what you can do for the DMS community. It is never too little or too late and there is never a
better time to act.

I will be traveling 12,900 kms this December not only to celebrate with all of you but also to ask what I can do
for the DMS community. Let’s build a lasting legacy of the Class of 1992 at our school.
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Off the Beaten Path
Odisha...through the eyes of DMS92 students
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Exploration of Satakoshia
SATYAJIT SAMAL

The name Satkoshia originates from two words; 'sat' meaning seven and 'kos' meaning two miles, indicating the
length of the gorge as 14 miles or 22 km. The area was declared as Satkohsia Tiger Reserve in 2007. The
Reserve is spread over 4 districts viz., Angul, Cuttack, Nayagarh and Boudh, has an area of 963.87sq km with
523.61sq km as core area. For tourism purpose it is divided into two regions: Satakoshia North (Tikarpada) and
Satakoshia South (Badmul). One can enjoy boating inside sceneric Mahanadi either by hiring motor boat
accommodating around 10 persons at price Rs 1500 for 2-3 hrs or can enjoy local boat of the village people at
price Rs 300.
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Satakoshia-North (Tikarpada)

The main entry gate is about 30 kms from

Angul and 160 kms from State Capital, Bhubaneswar. Tikarpada is an

excellent place for people who love nature. One can enjoy the Jungle atmosphere along with photography. Best
time to visit is winter months from December to January during which one can find crocodiles on the bank of
River Mahanadi. This area home to several wild animals like Tiger, Leopard, Elephant, Gaur, Sambar, Spotted
deer, Mouse deer, Nilgai, Chousingha, Sloth bear, Wild dog etc.
reptilian species

Varieties of resident and migratory birds,

(Gharial, Magar, Crocodile, Freshwater turtle, Poisonous & non poisonous snakes etc). But one

must be lucky enough to find

wild animals like deer, wild boar, elephants which are present in good numbers but

deep inside the jungle. For accommodation, there are many Forest Guest Houses and eco-cottages which can be
booked online on OFDC.

Baghmunda eco-cottage, 25 kms from entry point Pampasa is nice place to stay deep inside forest and enjoy the
nature.

Chotkei Eco Cottage, 26 kms from entry point Pampasa, eco-cottages made of compressed brick and bamboo
corrugated sheets & mats. Solar energy is utilised for entire electric supply of the resort deep inside the jungle.
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Nature camp at Purunakote: 20 Kms. from entry point Pampasar, this was the first forest guesthouse developed
by forest department for accommodation

Nature Camp at Tikarpada : 30 Kms. from entry point, situated at the coast of Mahanadi river:

this nature

camp is the best place to stay and enjoy nature. It is managed by Tikarpada Parivash Paryatan Samiti.

Biodiversity Conservation Nature Camp at Tarava : 15 kms from entry point, the Nature Camp is in a serene
location.

Gharial Research and Conservation Unit (GRACU)

GRACU located within the Satkosia Gorge Sanctuary under Satkosia Wildlife Division was established in 1975
as a part of the National Crocodile Conservation Programme (NCCP). It had initially shown the way for captive
rearing of the Gharial and Mugger along with rehabilitation of young.
to 8 Crocodiles of various sizes.
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Satakoshia-South (Badmul)

Satakoshia can also be approached from Nayagarh side, 110 kms from Bhubaneswar. Badmul

is a small village

in foothills of majestic mountains and on the other side one can see the serenity of magnanimous Mahanadi River
meandering through the golden sand bars. The alarm call of Spotted Deer & Sambar along with the jungle of
Leopards, Dholes and Wild Cats makes one realize that Satkosia is a Tiger Reserve after all. But one must have a
4*4 SUV with a local villager as Guide to explore deep inside the jungle. The crocodiles basking on the white
sands on a wintery morning, with the backdrop of rising sun is a sight to behold
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Similipal & Surrounding Attractions
SATYAJIT SAMAL
Simlipal National Park (derives its name from the abundance of semul, red silk cotton trees) is in the Mayurbhanj
district of Odisha. It is home to royal Bengal tigers,

wild elephants and

also famous for gaurs, chausingha. The

park has a protected area of 845.70 square kilometres. One can enter Similipal through Pithabata (22 kilometres
from Baripada) or Jashipur. National Park is open from 1 November to 15 June. There are many forest guest
house for accommodation near jungle area, but it is better to stay in Baripada or Jasipur and proceed to Simlipal
early morning around 6 A.M. with entry pass and a locally hired Bolero or Scorpio, as the road inside jungle is
very dangerous for inexperienced drivers.
Similipal was also home to the famous

tigress Khairi

If someone is unlucky to see any wild animals, don’t get upset. One can enjoy many beautiful waterfalls like
Barehipani, Joranda, Devkund, Sitakund, Bhimkund etc in dense forest of Similipal along with small hill station
Chahala, a beautiful place used for hunting and resting in forest Guest house by Royal King of Mayurubhanj.

Barehipani Waterfall

Barehipani waterfall is a prominent waterfall inside Similipal National Park. This 399 mts two tiered waterfalls
is on the Budhabalanga river and falls spectacularly over the Meghasuni mountain
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Dev kund Waterfall

Located near Similipal, Devkund is a 50 ft tall beautiful waterfall in Balasore district. It is one of the five
waterfalls located in the area (others being Amrit, Ghrita, Haldi & Devi Kunds), all considered sacred. There is a
small Ambika (Shakti Peeth) temple at the top of the falls.

Chahala

Spectacular nature site with a hunting lodge/bungalow

(of the local king) inside Similipal.
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Meghasini

Perpetually cloud covered, this high elevation point in Simlipal is a must visit place for its heart-stopping
panoramic view

Devasthali

The magical green meadows of Devasthali (place of Gods) often give a glimpse of majestic elephants wandering
around.
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Western Odisha Tour
SATYAJIT SAMAL
Leaning Temple of Huma

Located in Huma, a village situated on the bank of the Mahanadi, 23 km south of Sambalpur, the temple was
built by Ganga Vamsi Emperor Anangabhima Deva-III. The temple was rebuilt or renovated by King Baliar
Singh (1660–1690 A.D.), the fifth Chauhan king of Sambalpur. There are many stories for leaning of temple like
technical flaws at the time of construction or interior displacement of the rocky bed on which it stands, either
due to flood current in the river Mahanadi or earthquake, but it is really surprising to see that all the temples big
or small are leaning.

The sunset view in the rocky bed of river Mahanadi nearby is stunning.

Chipilima Hydro Electric Project & Maa Ghanteswari's Temple

Situated 32.2 km from Sambalpur

on the banks of River Mahanadi, one of the most holiest and beautiful places

in Sambalpur. As the name indicates, there are bells (Ghanti) everywhere. People offer bell to Maa after the
fulfilment of their wishes.
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Debrigarh Wildlife Sanctuary

Surrounded by scenic water body of Hirakud reservoir, it is one of the few sanctuaries supporting both terrestrial
and aquatic biodiversity. Contains significant population of Schedule-I species like Leopard, Indian Gaur and
Four-horned Antelope. It also attracts a significant number of migratory birds during winter.
Driving a four wheeler inside deep forest (maximum around 50-60 kms) and watching the wild animals gives
immense pleasure. In my personal opinion this is the best Sanctuary in Odisha for easy viewing of animals like
wild gaurs, deers, wild boars, etc. For accommodation rooms with complimentary lunch and dinner can be
booked online from OFDC website.

Harishankar Temple

Situated on the slopes of Gandhamardhan hills, it is a holy place, along with a stream passing on the granite bed.
On the opposite of side of the

hills is the temple of Nrusinghanath. This place is famous for arranging picnics
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Journey to the Moonland
PRAKASH KUMAR SAHOO

An Introduction: The Guys who made it possible

As you look ahead, a massive rock- rugged, jagged, bare sits in front of you on the middle of the road ready to
knock the senses out of you, devour you. Driving towards your obstruction, for a fleeting moment you think of
slamming your brakes, but there is a deep gorge to your left and a wall of rock to your right. So there you are
driving high up along the face of a mountain on a road which seems like some sculptor has etched a line on a
giant wall of solid rock from afar, caught between the devil and the deep sea. Because if you are going to slam
your brakes hard, you don’t know to which side your vehicle is going to swerve. But then realization dawns,
why am I worried, BRO must have taken care of it.
Yes, BRO- Border Roads Organization is your
big

BRO

when

you

travel

high

up

in

the

mountains. Everywhere on the Himalayas or
wherever

little

I’ve

been

able

to

visit

in

Himachal Pradesh, Uttarakhand, West Bengal
(the northern most part of the State, the
hilly district of Darjeeling), Sikkim or now
Jammu & Kashmir,

you

find

BRO

fighting

against insurmountable odds, against the fury
of nature with dogged determination. Every
year high up in
and

the

mountains,

winter

comes

freezes everything, sending a chill down

to the heart of earth’s crust.
All that was built last summer is laid to waste and many places are avalanched out of shape. The moving rivers
of ice know their way downhill when temperatures start rising and twist, turn, churn, grind and beat the hell out
of whatever comes their way. Many portions of the road that were built last year get damaged and the process of
rebuilding starts again after the snow is cleared. So, up in the Himalayas one is struck by this constant road
building activity.

The Story of the Himalayas

Himalayas are a strange mountain range. You find rock faces hard & jagged and also peaks kissing the sky made
up of myriad rocks. But then you also find the agglomeration of loose rocks, sand, silt, clay, pebbles and fossils
lying everywhere perched at unimaginable heights (above 5000 meters or maybe beyond that). You wonder who
brought these materials of the river and the seabed up here. Then you remember something that we studied in
school geography that Himalayas stand at a place where once the Tethys Sea stood. You find a deep sea bed laid
out in front of you up on the mountains- a smoothened and very well rounded pebble, fossilized remains of hard
shell sea creature and clay & silt.
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Himalayas owe their origin to spectacular folding & tectonic activity that started 50 million years ago when the
Indian plate collided with the Eurasian plate. The Indian plate started sliding below the Eurasian plate, thereby
making the crust fold and make these mountains of unprecedented height. Such was the force of the collision and
the folding process that the world’s top ten highest peaks stand at this continental plate boundary. Only one
among them K2 is not in the Himalayan mountain range and forms part of another range called the Karakoram
range which lies to the north west of the Himalayan range and is a part of the natural boundary of Indian subcontinent. Now I feel I’m stretching the intro a bit, but it’s an old habit of mine to give a good backgrounder so
that things stand crystal clear.

You will be amazed to know that the place that we call the Indian sub-continent now once formed part of a
unified land mass, that are now as scattered as it can be and makes two and a half continents and a medium sized
island. This Great Southern plate split up into three parts about 120 million years ago and went their separate
ways and became Antarctica, Australia, India & Madagascar of today. The Indian plate in its northward journey
towards the Asian plate left it’s appendage Madagascar near the African coast which itself was splitting up from
South America then. This Indian plate on its slow drift towards Asia began to narrow the gap between the two
land masses and the vast oceans that lay between them became narrower every passing year till the plates
collided. As the oceans shrank to a narrow strip of sea, it filled up with all the sand, silt, clay, pebbles and other
materials brought on by rivers of both land masses and with the skeletons & shells of creatures living & dying in
it. When the collision took place, the crust folded and all the deposits of the sea were raised up and up and now
are at different heights on the mountains. Even the peak of Mount Everest is made of limestone found in seas.
The sliding of the Indian plate under Eurasian plate is still continuing and it will push hundreds of kilometers
(about 1500 kms) into the Eurasian plate. But the process is slow and gradual and newer and newer geographies
will unfold in future. But it is so slow one cannot notice anything during a lifetime, but future generations will see
the manifestations of the change.

This drift or movement of the plates is at an extremely slow rate, about a few inches a year and it took the Indian
plate 70 million years to run the course from its southern home to its present location. But just to have a
perspective, movement of 1 inch/year makes the plate travel 1778 km in 70 million years. But I leave the rest to
everybody’s imagination.

If one looks at the satellite imagery of the Indian
sub-continent, it looks like as if someone has
welded

the

sub-continent

to

Asia

and

the

Himalayan and the neighboring few ranges form
the

seam

of

the

welding.

Also

look

at

how

abruptly the mountains rise up to the north of
Gangetic and other river valley plains. As you go
further northwards, after the Himalayan ranges
you find the Tibetan Plateau which was formed as
the edges of Eurasian plate got elevated as the
Indian plate got under it.
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This high but relatively flat land is called the ‘roof of the world’.

The Himalayas stretch from Nanga Parbat in

Jammu & Kashmir to Namcha Barwa in Arunachal Pradesh for almost 2500 kms. In fact it can be better
remembered by knowing that the Indus river forms the western boundary of the Himalayas and the Brahmaputra
river (known as Yarlung Tsangpo at that place) forms the eastern boundary. It is also thought that the Indus and
the Brahmaputra pre-existed the formation of Himalayas and after the collision they circumvented the mountain
range on their journey towards the sea.

Himalayas contain amazing landscapes & colours, precipices & gorges, the snow clad peaks, the array of
waterfalls which proliferate in numbers during the rains, the rapids and numerous streams & rivulets which enjoin
to become some of the mightiest rivers on earth, the beautiful undulating valleys, the forests of pine & other trees
of cold weather, the bare rocks denuded as much by humans as nature herself and myriad other geographies
which take your breath away. Once you start travelling through it, you are left spellbound, you fall in love with it.
It’s like the heady brew which is aged and matured for generations to be savored by you and get intoxicated by
every drop of it but still leaves you with the yearning for more.

Now let us get to the business part of our sojourn.

Our Story: The Himalayan Rendezvous

The Beginning

So, this explains my fascination for the Himalayas that borders on obsession for the enchantress, and when
Debashis (Bana) suggested about the trip I immediately fell for it. Bana did some amazing research from the
internet about the route we would take, places to make the night halts, hotels we would like to stay, tools for
elementary breakdown maintenance of the vehicle, etc. He also procured a tyre repair kit although we were never
required to use it during our journey, two big jerry cans for storing emergency stock of diesel and abundant
supply of things which even leaves Gods having their abode in the Himalayas forget their worries and pass on
into the divine trance.

Bana made contact with a group who go by the name of ‘Devil on Wheels’. This is a community of bikers and
adventure lovers who love to go off the beaten track turning aside little comfort from their journeys to explore the
unexplored. They helped us to make our travel plans ready, take care of the nitty gritties. Originally four people
had consented to be part of this safari on a SAFARI, although I didn’t know the other two. But this was two
months before the D-day. I was in two minds from the beginning because of certain official commitments and
had not applied for leave till 10 days before the start of the journey. Bana was keeping up the tempo by his
updates on the travel itinerary regularly as he had all the time in the world. His toilet building activity was at a
lull as they were nearing completion and his wife and kids were packed and transported to Bhubaneswar on their
annual summer holidays. A fortnight before the start of the Himalayan rendezvous, one of those unknown guys
excused himself from the trip. Three remained and it was thought prudent to add one chauffer to the list of
explorers.

A week before the start of the journey, Bana was frantic in making arrangements and I was still non-committal.
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Four days prior, Bana called up and said…with his voice almost choking ‘Let’s call off the trip’. Now, I was
concerned and told him to cool down and tell me what happened. My worst fears were coming true as Bana said
the third guy has also excused himself. Then I said ‘ Bana, there is no question of going back now as you have
made so elaborate preparations and the trip will continue as scheduled even if it means just the two of us’.

The start was scheduled for 29th May 2015 from Raigad, Chhatisgarh (Bana’s present place of posting). I had to
reach Raigad by 28th May to be able to make the start on the morning of 29th May. But fate had other plans and
suddenly an important meeting on my office front was scheduled on 28th May. So, it was agreed that Bana would
start from Raigad as scheduled and I’ll catch up with him at Delhi on 30th May morning.

Day 1 (Raigarh to New Delhi)

Bana made the start from Raigad early in the morning at 5:00 am on 29th May 2015
along with his chauffer, who was seldom given to drive the vehicle. Throughout the day,
Bana was sending updates on ‘whatsapp’ and making me impatient. Finally, in the
evening as I was waiting at Bhubaneswar Airport to catch my flight to Delhi, Mithun, a
close friend of mine who was also an acquaintance of Bana, called up. I pleaded with
him to join us in the trip and told him how exciting and memorable it is going to be.
Mithun agreed. So, it was planned that he would join us at Leh and be with us on the
Ladakh leg as well as our return journey. Meanwhile, Bana continued on his updates
and selfies – Mirzapur, Allahabad, Fatehpur, Kanpur, Etawah, Agra etc as he sped along
on NH-2 towards Delhi. I landed at Delhi at around 11:00 pm and went to a friend’s
place

at

Ghaziabad,

who

was

also

enjoying

his

sabbatical

from

family

responsibilities. Prashant is an old friend of Bana & mine from our engineering college
days and worked & stayed at Ghaziabad.

He was in a state of blissful nonchalance as his family also had been packed off to Bhubaneswar for summer
vacation. As the eventful opening

day drew to a close, Bana was somewhere between Kanpur and Agra and I

was catching up with my old friend over a bottle of rum.

Day 2 (Rest day)

We got up very early in the morning at about 5:00 am as Bana banged on the door. The reunion was ecstatic as
the three of us were together probably after 17 years. Of course Bana and I meet quite often and both of us had
met Prashant a few times individually in the last 17 years, but never together. Nevertheless, reunions of hostel
mates is usually boisterous. Both of us were pretty tired and wanted to catch some sleep, but we had no such luck.
Old friends meeting after a gap so long had lot of catching up to do, with fair amount of leg pulling & banter. We
slept for 4-5 hours, woke up and got ready by 1:00 PM, to visit another friend of ours from our engineering
college days. Jaggu, is a senior officer in Indian Air Force and was posted at Hindon Air Force base which is
nearby. He showed us around the sprawling Air Force base, the tree lined streets, the offices, parks and most
importantly the tarmac. We saw some of the finest military planes that India possesses parked on the tarmac. The
defence stations are usually a habitat in themselves because of their very nature- sprawling & protected.
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Many species of flora & fauna find their way inside and thrive. We were lucky to see a few nilgais, deers &
jackals in there. Then all four of us unwound at their Officer’s Club and had a few beers and late lunch. Had a
late afternoon and early evening siesta and were ready by 8:00 pm to meet a few more friends. Bana went to
collect the T-shirts and shoes from ‘Devil on Wheels’. The day finally drew to a close at midnight after some
more partying & revelry.

Day 3 (New Delhi to Jammu)

It was peak summer and very early daylights at Delhi. We got up early and got ready to finally flag off our
sojourn at 6:00 am.

We took the National Highway 1 (NH-1) that joins Amritsar to Delhi and sped on through

Haryana little knowing a shock awaited us a short distance away. A Jat policeman, had a smirk on his face as

he

waylaid us near Sonipat for overspeeding. After the ceremonial paper verifications,
negotiations were done and things settled for a handsome sum. The road is good
and one cannot be blamed for touching 120 kmph in the morning hours. Perhaps it
was good for us as our eyes wavered on to the speedometer subconsciously, then
onwards, for the rest of the journey. The road is dotted with new generation dhabas
every few kilometers, which are impressively built, many having well laid out
gardens in front and with fancy names. We decided to have our breakfast of 2-3
varieties of stuffed parathas - aloo, methi & pyaaz at an old style Punjabi dhaba for
sake of memories of past. As we sped on through the dusty Haryana towns of
Panipat, Karnal, Kurukshetra and finally towards Ambala one thing that struck us
was the complete absence of ‘thekas’. By the time we reached Kurukshetra we
were seriously concerned because of lack of it and when we finally enquired about
it, we were told that the Supreme Court order few years back for eviction of liquor
parlours from NH has been implemented whole heartedly in Haryana.
But Indians will be Indians and they will find out ingenious ways of hoodwinking the law and brushing the
undesirable things under the carpet. So they have opened counters with back to the NH and which can be
approached from an adjacent street. The good Samaritan also showed us the nearest one which was hardly 50 mts
away. We bought our quota of cold beer for the day and some other stuff to be used later on.

The military cantonment town of Ambala is near the border of Haryana and soon we crossed over to Punjab. But
as one drives on these highways, the cities are hardly visible as bypass roads have been constructed for each of
them. On Punjab side we travelled through Ludhiana upto Jalandhar on NH-1 and took NH-1A from thereon.
NH-1A in-fact goes right upto Srinagar. The last town of significance on the Punjab side of the border with
Jammu & Kashmir is Pathankot which is located on the foothills of the Himalayas. Pathankot infact sits near the
border of all the 3 north Indian states J&K, Himachal Pradesh & Punjab. Pathankot is about 120 km from
Jalandhar and Jammu is further 120 km away. Pathankot is also very close to the international border with
Pakistan and from there on, the road runs very close to the border till Jammu. Just after Pathankot as we start
climbing the hills there is a majestic statue of Lord Shiva on the highway which must be at least 50 ft tall.

It was already late afternoon when we crossed over from Punjan into Jammu & Kashmir. It was almost sundown
when we reached Kathua, the first town in J& K and our resting place for the night, Jammu was still 80 km
away.
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We became slightly worried as darkness was fast descending, the terrain was hilly and the road ahead was
through Samba sector, notorious for occasional friendly exchange of fire. We reached Jammu at about 8:30 pm
and with a fair share of trouble, finally checked into a hotel to call it a day.

Day 4 (Jammu to Sonamarg (Kullan))

An interesting day lay before us as we had planned to drive right across the Kashmir valley, that day. As you may
know, the state of Jammu & Kashmir consists of 3 distinct geographical regions- Jammu, Kashmir & Ladakh. The
Jammu region basically consists of the lower Himalayas or the Shivalik Ranges and the Pir Panjal Ranges. The
mythical beauty of the Kashmir valley probably owes its origin to it being ensconced between two majestic
mountain ranges – the Pir Panjal Ranges bounds it on the western & southern sides and the Himalayas bounds it
on the northern & eastern side. The Kashmir valley is accessible from the rest of the world through two major
mountain passes- Banihal pass on the Pir Panjal Range from Jammu side &

the treacherous Zozilla Pass on the

Himalayas from the Ladakh side. The Himalayas also separates the Kashmir valley from the Ladakh region.

The story of Kashmir is left untold if the famous words of praise said by Jehangir, the Mughal emperor is not
said, who was so enamoured by the beauty of Kashmir valley that he said the following:

“Agar firdaus ba roy-i-zamin ast,
Hamin ast-u, Hamin ast-u, Hamin ast “

Meaning

“If there is Paradise on earth, it is here, it is here, it is here”

Rejuvenated after a sound sleep in the night we set out on our journey towards Sonamarg at the far end of the
Kashmir valley. As we started from Jammu, the excitement was palpable as we were to see the lands for which
such evocative words of praise have been written. At the beginning, the roads were four laned and such fantastic
pieces of engineering marvel that we stopped many times in the first few kilometers just to click pictures of the
roads. Snaking its way on the mountains, the two opposite lanes, sometimes alongside and sometimes far apart on
two different hills added to the majesty of the beauty that had begun to unfold before us. The barren mountain
sides slowly changed to wooded hills as we moved along NH-1A from Jammu to Udhampur and thereon towards
Patni Top.

The small hill station called Patni Top is slightly off the NH-1A and we decided not to go in there, as

time was short and many more hill stations lay in wait for us in Kashmir valley.

Stopped at many places on the way to soak in the sight, click photos to capture the moments for posterity. The
route is heavily guarded by Indian armed forces due to terrorist activities. At many places, you will find soldiers
keeping a watch on their surrounding from their vantage points unknown to all. We observed their presence only
when stopped by the wayside and went slightly off the road to attend nature’s call or to shoot some picture. The
luxury of the four laning gave way to two laned mountainous roads and we were poised to enter into the Kashmir
valley. Patni Top onwards and right upto Banihal the land is criss-crossed by river Chenab & its tributaries and
many times the road travelled beside the Chenab.
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After partition & first war between India & Pakistan
in

1947-48,

only

one

route

remained

to

connect

Jammu and Kashmir valley and that was by crossing
the Banihal pass that was closed during winters. But a
tunnel was constructed by cutting through the heart of
Pir Panjal range for 2.85 kms and this makes all
weather contact between Jammu region & Kashmir
region possible. The tunnel was called Banihal tunnel
when it was opened in 1956 but is now known as the
Jawahar Tunnel. The tunnel is the lifeline of Kashmir
as all supplies and army movements pass through this.

It is heavily guarded by army and para-military and gives an amazing experience while crossing because of the
sheer length of it, the diffused golden yellow coloured sodium vapour lights giving the feeling of eeriness & the
sudden coldness in the air. As the end of the tunnel approached, a speck of white appeared afar which contrasted
with the golden yellow setting inside and it grew & grew to suddenly explode into bright sunlight outside.

We

had covered about 190 km from Jammu and now entered the Valley.

The signs of Kashmir Valley become visible immediately after crossing the Jawahar Tunnel. The hawkers were
selling fruits of colder climates like cherries & plums and the more famous exports of Kashmir like willow bats,
rugs & shawls near the other end of the tunnel. The journey thereon towards Srinagar is not much different from
Patni Top onwards but the spreading out of the open spaces was noticeable. Road was cut on the sides of
mountains and deep ravines were alongside at some places but the flat plains were also visible.
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Story of Jhelum

Kashmir valley is also known as the valley of river Jhelum and the river along with its tributaries form the lifeline
of the valley. The Jhelum is the famous ‘Vitasta’ river in our Vedas & scriptures and was called ‘Hydaspes’ by
the Greeks. The

‘Battle of Hydaspes’ between Alexander & Porus or Puru was fought on its bank. Originating

from a place called Verinag to the east of Banihal, Jhelum flows in a south-east to north-west direction towards
Srinagar. Flow of Himalayan rivers in south-north direction is extremely rare and this adds to the myth of
Jhelum. The river also forms a great lake within herself – Wular, the largest freshwater lake in India. River
Jhelum enters Wular lake from south not far from Srinagar and flows out from west.

In other words the river is

feeding the Wular lake as well as draining it. Then it moves on a westerly direction towards Muzaffarabad which
is the third most important town of J&K but is now in Pakistan occupied Kashmir (POK). The river Jhelum then
moves in a north-south direction and along with one of its tributary, forms the international border with Pakistan
for a few hundred kilometers. But most of this international border is now in POK. Jhelum is also called ‘Jehlum’
and the name has been immortalized in the song of same name from movie ‘Haider’, which is Vishal Bhardwaj’s
adaptation of Shakespeare’s Hamlet.

The next major town enroute towards Srinagar is Anantnag which is about 50 km from Banihal.

Anantnag is

famous for the ruins of the temple of Sun God at Martand which was razed to the ground about 4 centuries ago
but still the foundation and some walls remain to tell its story. Anantnag is the main centre of manufacturing &
trading of traditional Kashmiri handicrafts like shawls, carpets, rugs & wood carvings. This is also the major
manufacturing centre for Kasmiri willow bats and you will see lot many shops displaying cricket bats along the
highway. There is a place called ‘Sangam’ near Anantnag and three rivers meet to form the Jhelum and river
becomes quite wide after this place. The road to the famous hill station Pahalgam starts from Anantnag.

We also passed through Awantipora, the ancient capital city (Avantipur) of Kashmir and Pampore, the saffron
trading centre en-route to Srinagar. The road from Anantnag to Srinagar was a big let down as it had not yet
recuperated from the massive floods a few months back in September 2014. To aggravate it road widening work
was also in progress and the mythical beauty of the valley had greatly diminished. Two springs are past since the
flood now, I can only hope that the regeneration process must have brought back its lost glory.

Thanks to our numerous breaks en-route, it was late afternoon by the time we reached Srinagar and we found the
city was dusty and it’s beauty greatly diminished. We even found the floodwater marks on the buildings along the
road still visible as a muddy line high up on the walls. The intensity of the calamity that befell the people of the
valley can only be imagined by visitors like us. Since our destination for the day was still 80 km away, we
thought it prudent to let the attractions of Srinagar like Dal lake with its boathouses & shikaras and Mughal
gardens (Shalimar Bagh) a go by. Darkness was falling as the beauty of the valley slowly started to unravel
before us after crossing Srinagar.

It was almost 9:00 pm by the time we reached Sonamarg. But shock was in store for us, as GPS & internet was
not available and our hotel was not to be found anywhere in Sonamarg.
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After sometime somebody pointed out from the booking printout that our hotel was at a place called Kullan
which is about 15 km downhill of Sonamarg. By the time we came back to Kullan, it was almost 10:00 pm &
very few souls on the road to show us the way to our hotel. A few people who were still on the road, showed us
the way to one Hotel Rah Vilas, telling us, it is the same as Farha’s Resort, where we had booked. We almost
forcibly checked in at Rah Vilas, insisting that we had booked through internet and their managerial staff will
find it out once they come in the morning.

Day 5 (Kullan to Kargil) 140 km

Although we were charged heavily in the morning, there was no regret for our stay at that hotel. When we got up
in the morning, we were left spellbound by the view from our balcony - the lofty mountains, the pine tree covered
slopes and the remnants of the ice of last winter also on the slopes. The view was so near to our room it almost
seemed like the backyard of our hotel. After an early brunch, we set out towards our next destination Kargil. The
ordeal of the past night in finding our hotel was in fact a blessing in disguise for us. If we had not come back
from Sonamarg to stay for the night at Kullan, what sight we would have missed?

The journey to Sonamarg was awesome, the picture perfect views and the weather was an out of the world
experience and I don’t have words to describe them. The journey to Sonamarg was awesome, the picture perfect
views and the weather was an out of the world experience and I don’t have words to describe them. The road is
along a tributary of Jhelum called ‘Sind’ and as we moved along there were breathtaking views of the snow-laden
peaks of the Himalayas kissing the skies, the icy slopes & pine forests all around us. The unthawed snow of last
winter was still lying at many places along the road and on the mountains.

But when you go near them, the work

of nature is apparent, the constant trickling of water drops from the snow heaps were accumulating in small pools
and draining into some stream after being full.

Soon

after

Sonamarg,

the

lovely valleys & forests give
way to bare mountain slopes
interspersed with ice and the
treacherous

climb

towards

Zojila starts. Zojila is hardly
25 km from Sonamarg but the
climb is very steep & the
roads are very narrow,
slippery & bad and it took us

more than 3 hrs to cover the stretch.
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Snow was piled up along both sides of the road as we climbed up on the pass and sometimes it was so thick that it
looked like a snow tunnel. Roads were damaged and repair activity was constantly going on and to add to the
traffic woes there were thousands of vehicles on these slopes and one wrong move by one driver was leading to
traffic jams. Tourists who had come to Sonamarg were also visiting many places on the pass, as

winter sports

like skiing, snow mobile etc were being organized. Zojila being the lifeline of Ladakh, there
were hundreds of lorries carrying essential
commodities along the pass. It was a huge
relief by the time we reached the highest
point of the pass at 11575 ft above mean
sea level, as the tourist traffic had died
down and the mountains had flattened out
and

there

were

no

more

treacherous

slopes. We were now in the Kargil district
of

Leh

region

of

J&K.

The

road

now

moved along a small stream called Dras
and after about 35 kms from Zozila

we

came across Dras town, made famous during the Kargil war of 1999. Dras town is in the heart of Dras river
valley and is midway between Sonamarg & Kargil. As we entered Dras town we encountered the sign board
announcing “Dras, the 2nd coldest inhabited place on earth”. Infact the winter temperatures of Dras can go as low
as -45 deg centigrade. The landscape of the region is striking – you find different shades of grey, brown, blue all
around you, but it is almost devoid of any vegetation. As it was early summer in Dras
valley,

the

grass

was

coming

out

on

the

meadows, valleys & mountain slopes. We
stopped along to have a feel of the cold,
swirling waters of the Dras river. It was so
pure, amazing & rejuvenating to wash your
face with it. The road to Kargil was along the
Dras river and the drive was amazing because
of the views of a particular kind of tree which
was there in abundance on both sides of the
river.
trunks

The

leaves

were

were

almost

a

white

light
and

green,
they

the

stood

strong, thin & erect among the rocks along
the water edge and we

were wondering what sort of alien tree it was. It was not until much later in Nubra we learnt that these were the
famed “poplars”.

The drive towards Kargil was made even better by the amazing roads and very little traffic.

Bana was often tempted to speed beyond 100km/hr. We reached Kargil town late in the afternoon and went
about in search of hotels and found a newly built one having wi-fi which was the primary requirement of Bana
because of all the photos to be uploaded in facebook.
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But the amazing day had more surprises in store for us. As we were watching TV & gossiping in the room
suddenly there were sound of loud explosions that went on for quite sometime. At first we wondered what it
could be and then thought that since the LOC (Line of Control) was so near, it must be some routine shelling
activity in the evening by the soldiers. Then the sounds came nearer and nearer and all around us and we were a
little frightened and came out of our room and other guests were also in a similar condition. Seeing the
commotion in the corridor one hotel staff came and informed us that nothing is to be feared and the sound was
from the “Diwali of Kargil”.

Unlike Kashmiris who are Sunni Muslims, the inhabitants of Kargil are Shiite Muslims. One Sufi saint from
Persia was instrumental in converting the people of this area to Islam and to this day the devouts commemorate
the day of his arrival in Kargil by blasting crackers.

Day 6 (Kargil to Leh) 210 km

We were waiting with anticipation for this day as we were going to see the “moonland”. After Kargil, the journey
is through Leh district, although the district headquarter town is a good 200 km away.

Just on the outskirts of Kargil town a policeman stopped our vehicle and requested us to give lift to one lady. She
worked in the education department at a place called Shargole and had been late for her regular bus. The lady
was having handsome knowledge about Ladakh and we asked her about our doubts regarding the journey to Leh
and beyond. I had heard somewhere about the Aryan villages of Ladakh and out of curiousity, I asked her about
it and she said it is possible to go there as it is some small distance from Khalsi on Kargil- Leh highway. At that
point there was no way of ascertaining if what she said was correct as there is no internet connectivity on
mobiles in Kashmir and the only way to access net is through wi-fi. Luckily enough most hotels in the region
have made
free wi-fi available to their guests. We made the mistake of not confirming from anybody else about the location
of the Aryan villages.
As we went farther & farther away from Kargil, human habitations became sparser, and the distinctive
“mongoloid” features in appearance of people became more & more apparent.

We bid adieu to the lady at Shargole. The next place of importance on our journey towards Leh was Mulbekh
which is about 40 kms from Kargil and is famous for its monastery. The monastery is not quite big, but has one
rock cut image of Maitreya Buddha which is about 30 ft high. The place around Mulbekh is having good tree
cover and apart from the regular willows & poplars which grow all along the river valleys, one can also find
apples & apricots here. The river valley has flattened quite a bit at this place giving rise to farming & horticulture
in good measure.

The next monastery of importance on the highway is at Budhakharbu near Heniskot. After about 90 km from
Kargil, there is the famous Fotula top which is the highest point of Kargil-Leh highway at 13479 ft above msl.
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The view from Fotula is majestic as you see the bare mountains all around. After spending some time clicking
pictures at Fotula we made our descent towards ‘Lamayuru, the heart of moonland’ which is about 15 km from
Fotula. One of the largest and oldest monasteries of Ladakh is located at Lamayuru.

The

view

of

moonland

is

actually very weird, the rocks
and earth are a rare yellowish
colour

interspersed

with

various shades of purple &
grey. It has out of the world,
almost alien experience and
probably because of this is
called ‘moonland’.

The Aryan Villages

A desire to see the little known Aryan villages had germinated in our minds and we were not going to stop until
seeing them with our own eyes. A few kilometers after Lamayuru, we reached Khalsi where we had to take the
diversion towards the Aryan villages.

The lady had told us that the Aryan villages are at Baima which is not

very off from Khalsi. As we started to take the diversion towards Baima, an army man stopped us and asked to
make entry & get permit from their post located at the road junction. When we asked them for the permit, they
said that it is called ‘Inner Line Permit’ and it is obtained from District Magistrate’s office at Leh. We tried to
reason with them that we were coming from Kargil and there was no way we could have obtained it. They said
that the road towards Baima passes close to the LOC and is very near to Battalik, which saw severe fighting
during Kargil war. After relentless pestering we could convince them that we were coming from Odisha and our
dream was to visit the Aryan villages and they allowed us to take the route with just a plain application. We
asked them how far are the Aryan villages and they said its sixteen kms.

We took the diversion towards Battalik and immediately afterwards the road was along the banks of Indus. But
the river was a good 300 ft -500 ft away although the road runs immediately alongside if the top view is taken.
The relentless work of Indus on the mighty Himalayas has made very deep gorges and the blue & white colour
of the swirling waters contrasted against the earthy brown & grey colour of the mountains. The road was almost
deserted and even there were no habitations anywhere to be seen. We stopped at many places to click pictures.
This was the first time in my life that I was seeing the Indus, the mighty river which has lent its name to our
country and to our civilization, the ‘Indus valley civilisation’ and even to our religion. It is said that the
Persians of the ancient past pronounced ‘Sindhu’ the original name of river Indus as ‘Hindoo’ and the people of
the region came to be known as ‘Hindoos’. To say that the sight of the mighty river, roaring, searing the rugged
mountains as it continued on its journey to meet the sea, a couple of thousand kms away was awe-inspiring is an
understatement. As we moved along that desolate road with nothing but the whirr of our engine and the roar of
Indus coming from underneath, a myriad thoughts clouded my mind.
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After about 18 kms from Khalsi there was no sign of ‘Baima’, but at the bend of the road the most awesome sight
of our entire journey unfolded before us. A small valley lay in front of us which was green with wheat fields and
some spattering of bright yellow of barley crop and the usual poplars & willows & few other trees were also all
around. The bare rock of the mountains surrounded it on all sides and the blue waters of the river flowed on one
side deep below. Its beauty can rival any paradise and we just sat by the road side high up on the river banks,
soaking in the sight. I was convinced that this must be the Aryan village and even told a story to Bana about it
“…how the ancient Aryans came to India from Caucasus in west Central Asia. While most of them after crossing
the Khyber Pass near present day Afghan-Pak border generally went in south-easterly direction towards
Punjab, but a few went in easterly direction and entered the mountains and found their way to the grandest river
in these areas. They were so smitten by the beauty of the place that they decided to settle down in this
inhospitable terrain. Many centuries later, when they were finally discovered, they were like that relic from the
past preserved in a time capsule. Their features quite unlike the people all around them and resembling long lost
brethren thousands of kilometers away in western Europe. They are quite tall, some of them even have blue eyes
& blonde hair

and thus the legend of the Aryan villages was born.”

About one km ahead of this beautiful valley down below, we reached a small village along the road thinking that
we have reached one of the famed Aryan villages. We met two youths chatting by the roadside and enquired with
them about the Aryan villages. Disappointment was in store for us as they said the villages were good 35-45 kms
away and with evening approaching we better not venture over there. One of the youth was studying in Pune and
had come to his village during Summer holidays and seemed knowledgeable. There was no reason for
disbelieving him, but when we expressed that the soldiers told us that Baima was seventeen kms from Khalsi,
they said, it must be ‘sattar’ kms not ‘satra’. So with a heavy heart, we decided to turn back as Leh was another
110 kms away and we had many places to visit en route too.
Our

exaggerated

sense

of

racial

purity

&

racial superiority has given rise to several
anecdotal tales about these Aryan villages.
Their origins have been attributed to children
of the Greek soldiers of Alexander’s army. But
modern genetic research has not supported it
as no Greek markers have been found in them.
Apart from the story told or propounded by
me, there has been others like they are the
descendants of European traders operating on
the ‘old silk route’, as they are found at a few
places along the route. The Aryan people of the Ladakh region are called ‘Brokpa’ and are found on both sides
of the LOC in a few villages. A few of the villages still retain their ancient customs along with Buddhist beliefs
but few others have converted to Islam as well. The 5-6 villages on the Indian side e.g. Dah, Baima, Darchik,
Hanu, Garkon etc mostly retain their pre-Buddhist animist along with Buddhist beliefs. The Nazi obsession with
racial purity has given rise to a unique concept called ‘pregnancy tourism’. The Nazis considered Aryans to be
the superior race, the master race with greater intellect. A few German women have been known to travel to
these villages and have had escapades with Brokpa men in order to conceive babies with the superior intellect &
other attributes of the master race. The Brokpas are a part of the larger Dardic people of the Western Himalayas
which
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which also includes the Kashmiri, a few tribes of Gilgit & Baltistan in POK, a few tribes of Swat valley in north
west Pakistan and few tribes of Nuristan region in eastern Afghanistan. The Brokpas because of their isolation
and inaccessibility have intermingled less with their surrounding population and probably retained more of the
ancient features.
From

Khalsi

we

proceeded

on

Kargil-Leh

highway and the road was more or less along the
banks of Indus. The next place of importance
being Likir which also has an old monastery and
the beautiful statue of golden Buddha alongside it
and

it

towers

above

all

else

in

the

small

habitation.

Basgow ruins were a few kilometers after our
stop at Likir. But the ruins were not so impressive
as the name suggested and were only some mass
of rock built like a wall. About 50 kms from Leh,
there is an unforgettable
sight, the confluence of Zanskar & Indus. The two majestic rivers of the region come together at a place called
Nimmoo, to form a more formidable Indus from then onwards. The highway passes at a substantial
height from the river beds and the view from top is breathtaking. We stood at several
places

on

the

highway

and

gazed

on

at

the

confluence

and

the

surrounding

bald

mountains. There is a loop road which goes down to the confluence and again comes up
to the highway. Although it was getting late by now, we decided to take the descent and
have a close look at the confluence which was looking amazing from the road above. We
were not disappointed. There is a landing deck constructed near the confluence for the
rafters. Zanskar river is famous for white water rafting. The river completely freezes
during the winter and is used by adventurers for trekking to the Zanskar valley. We spent
some time at the confluence, washed our face in the icy waters, smoked a joint and moved
along. The next place of importance on the road to Leh, is the much hyped Magnetic
Hills. The opinion about the hills having magnetic properties is divided and half of the
visitors actually believe that the cars having their engines switched off in-fact climb
up on the slopes. The other half of the visitors
like me could not find anything magnetic about
the hills. In fact we veered off from the highway
and climbed half way up on a dirt track on a bald
mountain,

but

still

could

not

feel

the

magnetism. It was early evening by the time we
reached Gurudwara Pathar Sahib. As the name
suggests there is a small hillock on the middle
of the flat plateau and the
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Gurudwara is constructed on it. There is a boulder inside the Gurudwara, which as the story goes has the imprint
of Guru Nanak Dev’s torso and head on it. During his visit to Tibet in the early part of sixteenth century, Guru
Nanak rested and meditated at this place. A wicked demon who lived nearby felt threatened and was angry and
rolled a boulder from the hillock to kill Guru Nanak. But the hard boulder turned soft like wax and the Guru’s
body sunk half into it and no harm was done. But mark of the Guru’s body on the boulder has stayed to the
present day. The demon had a change of heart seeing the holy man and was penitent for his misdeeds and became
do-gooder afterwards. But there is another story as well. When construction was going on the highway, the
labourers could not remove this stone, as much as they tried. Then the Gurudwara was constructed and has been
named as the Pathar Sahib. As with many things on the high altitude India-Tibet border, the shrine is maintained
by the Army. This is conspicuous from the housekeeping standards and the attention to details.

After that there is nothing much to write about on the journey for the day and we searched our way to the hotel
we had booked for two nights. Leh is very overcrowded and it was quite a task finding our hotel in the narrow
lanes & bylanes of the city.

When we finally called it a day, we realized that it was undoubtedly the best day of our journey, so much was
packed in one day.

Day 7 (Local sight-seeing at Leh)

Leh is located at a height of about 3550 m or 11600 ft which is not much compared to Fotula top or to the heights
on which we had moved on along roads. But certainly there is breathlessness associated with the air of Leh.
Whether it is psychological or actual lack of oxygen I cannot tell for sure. All the travel advisories and past
visitors advise for taking at least a day off for acclimatization and sight-seeing at Leh. Probably that information
was having its bearing on us and we felt a little giddy and breathless in the morning. Cantered off at around noon
from the hotel, had a sumptuous lunch and then proceeded for local sight-seeing.

Leh Palace

The first place we visited was the majestic Leh Palace which is located on a hillock and the town lies all before it.
The palace was constructed in the 17th century by one of the Namgyal kings and has nine levels but not nine
storeys. It’s important to understand the difference between levels and storeys in hills.

Since it is hard to find flat and plain surfaces on
hills, the construction of big buildings are also
done

on

slopes.

The

front

portion

of

the

building may have a few storeys, the ground
floor of the middle portion of the building starts
at a higher ground than the front portion and
may have the same no of storeys as the front
portion

but

ends

at

a

higher

level.

The

rear portion of the building starts on still higher
ground and ends still higher. While no portion
of the Leh Palace has nine
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storeys but the building gives an impression of being nine storeys high when looked from a distance. The palace
is in ruins and renovation work is going on and many areas inside it are out of bounds for the tourists. There are
many artifacts about art & culture of Ladakh. There is also a temple of Buddha inside the palace. The view from
top of the palace is really awesome as one can see almost the entire town lying at the feet of the hillock.

Hall of Fame

Hall of Fame is sort of a military museum, which is a rarity in India, but Ladakh region of J&K has two of them.
It is located on the outskirts of Leh town and near the airport. It is a museum of military artifacts & exploits as
well as cultural heritage of Ladakh. It tells the story of the many wars that were fought in this area be at Kargil,
Dras or Batalik. It also displays the captured artillery pieces of Kargil war, clothing of our brave soldiers posted
at Siachen among other things. It also tells the story of the brave warriors who fought and lost their lives
defending our motherland.

Fort Zorawar

Amidst all the claims and counter claims by India & China over different areas of Ladakh, there is a forgotten
hero whose military exploits of nineteenth century laid the basis for India’s claims.

It is only apt that there is a

military museum inside the fort which was built on his orders at Leh. The fort still houses some offices of the
Indian army. The unimpressive look of the fort is also associated with the story of valour & courage of the
Dogras and their leader Wazir Zorawar Singh. Zorawar Singh was born in Bilaspur state
now in Himachal Pradesh.
16

he

killed

his

cousin

At the age of
to

avenge

his

brother’s death over some property dispute
and escaped from his native state. He was
found by one Dogra nobleman at Haridwar
and

brought

to

Jammu

and

was

given

military training. He became a part of Dogra
army of Raja Gulab Singh of Jammu and
rose from the ranks. to become a Thanedar
& wazir because of his dedication, devotion,
wit, organizational capabilities & military

prowess. Zorawar Singh could have easily become a vassal king but chose to remain a wazir to Gulab Singh,
throughout his life. Gulab Singh himself was a vassal of Maharaja Ranjit Singh of Lahore. Zorawar Singh
organized military campaigns deep into Ladakh, Baltistan & Tibet and was successful in maintaining territorial
hold over most of Ladakh & Baltistan. His campaigns had the tacit approval of Maharaja Ranjit Singh, but after
his death in 1839, the Sikh kingdom fell into disarray. Zorawar Singh was mostly on his own with only the
support of his mentor Gulab Singh, who also had other commitments of his own due to the power struggle at
Lahore after death of Maharaja Ranjit Singh. In one such campaign Zorawar camped
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near Mansarovar Lake in Tibet having defeated Tibetan army on the way at many places. But winter was fast
approaching and the Tibetans saw their chance to isolate Zorawar from his supply lines and defeat him with the
support from the Chinese. By the time Gulab Singh sent reinforcements to support Zorawar Singh it was too late.
In his last battle in 1841, he fought his way to death and immortality. His decapitated head was displayed on a
pole at Lhasa. Emboldened by the small victories, the combined army of the Tibetans and the Chinese pursued
the Dogra army till Leh. But the Dogras led by Gulab Singh successfully repulsed the attack and established
Dogra hold over Ladakh which continued unimpeded upto 1947.

Ladakh was continuosly under power struggle with the Tibetans for the past several hundred years until Zorawar.
Sometimes they were able to maintain their independence and autonomy but at other times they played the role of
a vassal state and paid an annual tribute to them. The Tibetans in turn were in the sphere of influence of the
Chinese and many times paid tribute to the emperor at Beijing. This is probably one basis for the Chinese claim
on Tibet & also on many areas of Ladakh. Another reason for the Chinese claim on Tibet was that one Dalai
Lama was born in the Chinese mainland i.e. outside Tibet and thus the Chinese argument states that the Tibetans
whose identity & culture centres around Dalai Lama are no different from the Chinese and their territory also
belongs to China.

The museum inside Zorawar Fort has several displays on the arms & ammunitions of that period and the stories I
have recounted are written in detail. What surprised me was the tenor of writing about the political scenario
during those times in Ladakh & Tibet and it seemed sympathetic to the Chinese claims on Ladakh or rather the
Indian claim doesn’t seem unequivocal. This kind of writing at sensitive locations like Leh which is frequented
by so many foreign tourists, can be termed as callous on the part of Govt. of India.

We also went around Leh city, its narrow bylanes and did some window shopping as well. We visited the Tibetan
market, which has some really interesting artifacts, sculptures, wood-carvings, masks, metal works, jewelry, etc.
Both of us bought some semi precious jewelry to placate our wives. I think it’s a must visit for every woman
visiting Leh. I also bought one beautifully carved dagger. Another interesting incident happened while we had
parked our vehicle at one of the lanes near a market place. We were asking for directions and standing beside the
SAFARI, when one person approached us and asked where does the vehicle and we, belong to. We asked him
why he wanted to know, he said he had never seen the vehicle registration no starting with OR-… & was curious
to know.

To have some fun we said we are from Ooty and the vehicle is registered there and he went away with

a little sadness. Then we saw that he gave some money to his friend who was standing a few feet away. We
overheard their conversation and then it became clear that he had bet that our vehicle was from Odisha and his
friend was not agreeing. He lost the bet because of our mischief despite of guessing it correctly. Vehicles from
Odisha are very rare in this part of India, but we had a chance encounter with another one from our state which
we first saw at a petrol pump near Kargil and saw it 2-3 times more in Ladakh area. That vehicle was a Mercedes
SUV and a plate was also fixed to it which announced “MP, Nayagarh or Kandhamal”- I can’t recall now.

Day 8 (Leh to Nubra Valley via Khardung La (pass))

I got up early and went to the airport to receive the third musketeer- Mithun who was coming to Leh by the early
morning flight from Delhi. There was some baggage mix up for his flight and he could come out
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only after an hour of landing. So this gave me the chance to see the take off and landing from outside while I
waited. Leh is a small airport surrounded by hills on all sides, but is fairly busy. By the time I finally met Mithun,
he was in jolly good spirit but became nervous after hearing our plan for the day. Initially we had planned that we
will have one more day of acclimatization and rest for him before we proceeded to Nubra and beyond. He had
been to Leh two years back to evacuate his brother-in-law who had fallen sick during a trekking expedition
because of too much bravado. Another close friend of mine who is no more now had also fallen sick on a visit to
Leh due to acclimatization issues 4 years back. So Mithun was horrified after listening to our plan which was to
take him directly to Khardung La and go on towards Nubra valley. I gave him an irrefutable logic that Nubra
valley is at an altitude of about 10000 ft which is much less than Leh at 11500 ft. I asked him are you feeling any
sort of discomfort now, when he answered in the negative, I told him by the time he feels anything we will be at
Nubra. He agreed.

Hotels at Leh usually advise travelers to Nubra to take oxygen cylinder with them as it may be required at very
high altitudes on Khardung La. Oxygen cylinders are available for hire and tourists keep it with them for 3-4 days
and get their security deposit refund on their way back. We had already ordered for 3 use & throw type oxygen
canisters. But somebody told Mithun at the dining hall during breakfast that it is not advisable for a person to go
to Khardung La two hours after landing at Leh. After much cajoling he agreed to go on the condition that a big
oxygen cylinder be taken with us. His anxieties were of course not without basis.

Khardung La

This pass is about 40 km from Leh town and at its highest is at an altitude of 18380 ft. To have a perspective the
height of Mount Elbrus, the highest mountain peak in entire Europe is 18510 ft. Mountaineers take great pains to
scale this peak, but here at Khardung La there is a motorable road at this height. This no ordinary road, but the
highest motorable road on earth and has also been acknowledged in Guinness Book of World Records. Although
some naysayers have put it as low as 10th in the list of highest motorable roads

in the world, chucking about 1000ft from its
height, but it is generally accepted as the highest
motorable road. The road climbs up on the face of
mountains guarding Leh valley for 40 kms. As
you climb up on the road the beautiful Leh valley
is never far from your eyes but becomes smaller
and

smaller.

The

valley

is

easily

seen

if

the

weather is clear, right from the top of Khardung
La. The construction of the road was started in
1976 and completed in 1988, but the road has
hundreds of years of history written on it as it was
part of the old silk route connecting India
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to Kashgar in Xinxiang province now forming part of western China. Thousands of ponies travelled on this road
every year forming the trade life line of the region right up till the Chinese aggression and occupation of Tibetan
region in mid 1900s.
The road to Khardung La is fairly good but is
prone to landslides at many places. There is a
temple maintained by the Indian army right at
the

highest

point.

There

are

the

boards

announcing to the world Khardung La’s claim to
fame. It’s advisable not to venture too long out
at

these

heights

atmosphere

is

or

to

rarefied

exert
and

yourself.
you

The

feel

it

immediately. Mithun was obstinate in not
getting

out

of

the

vehicle

even

to

click

a

photograph or two, holding on to his oxygen
mask for dear life all the time. He told that he will click his photo in the return journey, but fate had other plans
for him.

North & South Pullu

These are two military check posts on either side of Khardung La at approximately same distance from top or the
highest point of the pass. South Pullu comes about 15 km before Khardung La when you come from Leh and
North Pullu after 15 kms on the downward journey towards Nubra. The resemblance of the names to the two
cardinal points of earth is of course obvious. But I could never find out how they were named thus. One can stop
at North Pullu for a tea & maggi break after the arduous climb upto Khardung La. Most of the travelers to Nubra
valley and beyond would stop there and we were no aberrations. Mithun was slowly coming to his elements and
ventured out of the vehicle for the first time since our climb from Leh.
The descent was as steep as the climb and
in an hour we were down to almost 11000
ft

level

Khardung

from

the

dizzying

La.

On

our

way

height
down

of
an

interesting sight worth remembering was
that of a frozen stream. There is a place
called Khalsar which is about 50 km from
Khardung La and at a height of 10700 ft
above msl. One gets to see the mighty
Shyok river which is one of the major
tributaries

of

Indus

at

Khalsar. A

little

distance away from Khalsar, there
is the confluence of Shyok & Nubra. The tehsil headquarter is at Diskit, which is about 20 kms from Khalsar on
the upstream of Shyok. But we had already booked to stay at a place called Nubra Ecolodge which is about 10
kms from Khalsar and on the banks of Nubra at a place called Sumur. The Nubra valley
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is quite wide and flat and is famous for its dunes
as is Shyok valley.

The valley is picturesque

with its poplars, willows & apricot trees. There
are a few villages along the road and some
agriculture

is

done

by

the

villagers.

At

first

glance Nubra Ecolodge is quite unimpressive
and seems more like somebody has done it at his
own backyard to supplement his income during
the tourist season. But later on I realized how
successful

the

lodge

has

been

in seamlessly

merging
with the spectacular beauty of the Nubra valley. It seemed as if it was a part of the valley and human
interventions were minimal. It also gave us the pleasure of one of our most memorable stays during our journey.

Panamik Hot Water Spring

Just after arriving at the ecolodge we enquired about anything of importance in the area and were told that a hot
water spring and some ancient monastery was a few kms away at Panamik. Having nothing else to do we thought
a hot water spring high up on the mountains should be worth a visit. The journey to Panamik was memorable
with the breathtaking beauty of Nubra valley unfolding before us as we drove on. The trees become so dense at
places that it almost seemed like a small forest. Once in a while Nubra river showed up and again disappeared at
another bend as it meandered through the valley. There was the odd prayer wheel along the road and some
person going and turning and moving along it as it rotated along its axis and at the same time his lips moving as
if chanting some mantra. These wheels are called Mani wheels because of its association with the famous
Tibetan mantra “ Om Mani Padme hum”. The Mani wheels are a ubiquitous sight in Ladakh and this part of the
world and attests to the deep spirituality and preponderance of religion in the life of a Himalayan Buddhist.
These Mani wheels contain the sacred mantra written on pieces of paper hundreds of time and placed inside it.
We stopped by at a particularly large Mani wheel and all three of us took turns to

turn it. The sun was on an

accelerated descent and we

hurried through to reach our destination. But
distractions were many and we could not resist
the temptation to stop and click some snaps or
take selfies at many places en-route. Then there
was the straight portion of the road and devoid
of trees and the bare mountains cropped up again
on either side of us and it seemed as if we had
entered into some flat grassland like the prairies
or steppes on the roof of the world. The Panamik
hot water springs are maintained by the villagers
and the women of the village are managing it.
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They have made arrangements like bath rooms with running hot water from their springs. A user fee is charged
from the tourists. One can take a refreshing hot water bath in those cold climes but we decided not to have any
proper dalliance with water and just washed our hands & feet.

It was completely dark, by the time we finally called it a day and retired to Nubra Ecolodge.

Nubra Ecolodge

It is the brain child of a young man named Stanzin who was 28 years old and had started it only a few months
back. Ensconced snugly amongst the poplars & willows lay a few tents and few rooms not very lavish but cozy.
It gave a very homely feel, the vegetable garden was also within the premises. Stanzin was a student of history &
had done his post graduation in Buddhist studies from University of Jammu. After completion of his studies he
thought of doing something on his own and hit upon the idea of an eco-lodge in his own village. His father had a
little unused 3 acre plot of land and he had developed it and was working hard along with his employees to make
his dream come true. The Nubra river flowed a few hundred metres away and the sound of the river was music to
our ears especially at night. Every night we stayed over there, bonfires were arranged for us, as we sat under the
night sky with a zillion stars watching over us and fire to keep us warm. To add to it there wasn’t a single
discordant note to disturb the symphony of nature and the tall poplars cast their long shadow as a veil to banish
the outside world. There was a certain eeriness about it, the world seemed almost primeval as there was hardly
anything beyond our hotel rooms to announce civilization has dawned ever over there.

The hotel rooms were made of strange stuff. The ceiling was of something which won’t have been seen by many,
I bet. Rows of yellowish logs almost uniform (6” to 8” in dia) were fixed side by side with equal spacing. They
formed the bulwark of the roof and were visible from inside. On it lay woodwork which looked like twigs and lay
very close to each other as if bound by some binding material. This is the special way people here make their
roofs as steel & cement for concrete is hard to find and this centuries old technique insulated it from outside cold
better than concrete.

We spent two nights in this eco cottage and each one of it we will remember for posterity.

Day 9 (Sumur to Diskit & Hunder)

It was a bright day and we started off by visiting the
banks of Nubra river with its glistening sand. A few
enterprising people have also brought the two humped
Bactrian

camels

for

giving

ride

to

tourists

to

the

beaches of Nubra river which look like smaller sand
dunes. Nubra river flows from near the famed glacial
battlefields of Siachen and is also known sometimes as
the Siachen river.
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Diskit & Statue of Buddha

Thereafter

we

went

towards

Diskit

which

is

the

headquarter town of Nubra Tahsil.
Diskit is on the Shyok river and is about 20 km from
Khalsar which is the meeting point of Shyok & Nubra
river.

The

majestic

32

mtr

tall

statue

of

Maitreya

Buddha, sitting on his throne, is the defining monument
of the Nubra valley. The statue at 10 storeys tall dwarfs
everything else in its vicinity except of course the
mountain peaks.
Some of the pictures we clicked of the Sakyamuni with the snow capped mountains and blue skies in the
background are surreal or we can say too picture perfect like Raja Ravi Verma’s paintings. We spent a lot of time
near the statue gazing at the Shyok river valley below, the faraway mountains with their myriad shades beyond
and the gentle breeze on our face.

Sand Dunes of Hunder

Then we went to Hunder which is famous for sand dunes. When you see a small cross section of the dunes, it
seems just like a desert has been transplanted by somebody up here on the mountains. It seems so out of place
with snow capped peaks all around and a mighty river flowing nearby.
But the desert landscape is almost complete with
some

thorny

trees

and

bushes

and

the

Bactrian

camels roaming around. Most of them are although
domesticated and kept here to give ride to tourists
but there are a few wild herds also. The Bactrian
camels have two humps on their back as compared
to one of the one humped camels or the dromedary.
We had a very good camel ride on the sand dunes
of Hunder and felt like the sheikhs of Arabia sitting
atop the camel with its leisurely gait. These two
humped camels are called Bactrian camels probably

because they were native to the Central Asian region called Bactria in ancient times and which now forms part of
northern Afghanistan, Ujbekistan and Tajikistan. Many of the ancient trade routes from India & China went
through Bactria and these animals being very hardy and their adaptability to colder climates of Central Asia were
preferred means of transport and for caravans.
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These camels at Hunder are probably survivors from this ancient trade route or the abandoned animals. Moreover
since Bactria was connected to Ladakh region through Xinxiang province of China & Aksai Chin of China
occupied Ladakh, these animals found their way to Shyok valley.

Nubra & Shyok valley owing to its comparatively lower altitudes as compared to other regions of Ladakh was
much greener. One can go further up the Shyok river upto Turtuk which is the last inhabited place on the Indian
side. We had not planned for that and could not go there. The weather had turned cloudy and light drizzle had
started by evening and we decided to call it a day and returned back to Sumur.

By the time we reached our hotel heavy downpour
had started and we were wondering
what would have happened to all this rain up there at Khardung La. Anyways night time in the midst of the
tranquil surroundings are not to be lost in worries for tomorrow and the three of us had a good time making
gupshup over drinks and bonfire.

Day 10 (Nubra to Pangong Tso)

When we woke up in the morning, the clouds had receded and the valley had turned more beautiful with the
overnight rain. But our worst fear had turned true and news came in that Khardung La was buried in three feet
deep snow. And it will take at least a couple of days to clear it. Our hopes of returning via Rohtang pass and
Manali had also turned into smoke as Rohtang was not likely to open in another 7 days due to this rain. Initially
everybody told us that we have to wait it out at Nubra till Khardung La is cleared, but then Stanzin our host went
& found out that there is another less frequented road which meets the road from Leh to Pangong at Durbuk. The
road is in very bad shape at many places and sometimes goes on the river bed just along the water stream of
Shyok. Shyok is a dangerous river and the name literally means river of death in some Himalayan language and it
is known for its flash floods. So we started out directly towards Pangong Tso from Nubra. The journey was quite
different and I can say now that it also gave us the opportunity to view another less seen face of the Himalayas.
At some places the roads were completely non existent and pebble laden path on the river bed of Shyok was all
that was left of the road.
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This area is almost uninhabited and there were hardly any souls to be found. A few other vehicles were trying to
reach Pangong or Leh by this route and asking one another for directions. The only village we saw on the entire
route goes by the name of Shyok a few kilometers before Durbuk. We were lucky to locate a place which was
selling diesel at Durbuk. Since we were apprehensive whether our fuel tank & our diesel stock would last till we
reach Leh, we thought we should stock up on our diesel to be on the safer side. Diesel was available in 20 ltr
metal jerry cans of probably world war II vintage. A little girl about 8 or 9 year old sold it to us from a shed
behind her house as no elders of her family were around and her mother was busy doing household chores.

Our destination was a place called Spangmik on the
banks of Pangong Tso. There is nothing else enroute other than the mountains and there are plenty
of signboards announcing the impending unveiling
of Pangong Tso before you. There is a point on the
road where it is finally announced 'The first view of
world famous Pangong lake’.

Pangong Tso

Pangong Tso is a brackish water lake and one of the
biggest lakes in the Himalayas and probably
the second biggest lake in India after Chilika. The lake is more than 100 kms long but not very wide and is only 5
kms wide at its widest. About 1/3rd of the lake is in India and 2/3rd under Chinese occupation. The
The lake is surrounded by majestic mountains on all
sides which cast their shadow in the placid waters.
There are ample photo opportunities around the lake
due to shifting shadows and changing colors of the
surrounding mountains at different times of the day.
There are hardly any permanent structures near the
lake as everything around it is buried in snow during
the winter months i.e

from October to May.

The lake itself turns into solid ice and skating can be
done on it. Tents have been set up near the

banks of the lake by several enterprising people at a place called Spangmik. We had booked one through ibibo,
but forgot to call up to tell them about our arrival plans. So the manager had given it to

somebody else by the

time we arrived and also refused to acknowledge that we had booking. We felt helpless up there as there was no
way to communicate with the travel company.
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After many arguments and seeing the booking approval
from our mobile, she agreed to provide us at some
other tent. There are hundreds of tents along the banks
at Spangmik. We chose a tent in a complex which was
the first complex from the shore of Pangong lake. We
regretted it later in the night when the icy winds swept
through and being the first ones on the shore there was
nothing to protect us. The cold was unbearable and we
woke up at middle of the night and then tried to light
up a fire in front of our tent but could not do so with
the wind blowing continuously. Then we had to take

recourse of the old faithful rum to warm us from inside and give us some respite. A couple who had come on
their bike from Delhi were also camping inside our complex having set up their small tent in the premises. They
also requested the caretaker at midnight when the cold became unbearable, to give them one of the regular tents
which is a bit more equipped than theirs to keep away the cold. Travelers like them are the real adventurers. We
came across few such journeymen during our travels through J&K during that fortnight. They would set up their
tent at small places mostly near army bases and do their own cooking and again pack up everything in the
morning and move on with their journey to explore the Himalayas.

Day 11 (Pangong Tso to Kargil)

All of us woke up with a headache because of
last night’s disturbed sleep and the intense
cold. Nevertheless we packed up and readied
ourselves for the journey back. We visited the
place

on

the

banks

of

Pangong

Tso

where

Phungsuk Wangdu met his friends Farhan, Raju
& Chatur in the last scene of 3 idiots. The cool
morning breeze and the warm sunlight blew
away all our blues. Many different
species
breakfast

of

birds

and

we

were
shot

foraging
quite

a

for

few

their

photos

including the one in which our trousers dropped
to expose our underwear like in ‘3 idiots’.
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We had planned to cover lot of ground on day 11 as
target was to reach Kargil by day end. The first target
was to reach Leh as quickly as possible have our
lunch & some shopping of mementos to take back
home. The road to Leh took us through the 2nd
highest

motorable

road

on

earth-

Chang

La.

The

climb from Durbuk is very steep and culminates at
17580 ft at the top of the pass. Everywhere there was
ice and at some places it was blindingly white

due to

the reflection of
sunlight from the ice sheets. Small rivulets were flowing at many places, sometimes along the road and at times
on it. Bihari labourers were working in that biting cold environment to maintain the road and make it ready for
travelers like us. The descent was also as steep as the climb and we finally reached Hemis on Leh –Manali
highway. Hemis is about 40 kms from Leh and is also the seat of a famous ancient monastery of the same name.
Stopped over at Leh for a couple of hours, had our lunch, returned the oxygen cylinder & did some shopping at
the Tibetan market. One would be spoilt for choices at the Tibetan market with so much to chose from in
exquisitely crafted handicrafts made out of brass, fiber, marble powder, papier-mâché, jade, different other semi
precious stones, metal works etc. There is so much of exotic jewelry in semi precious stones, silver & even gold
also, that I bet any lady would have a difficult time taking herself out of the market.

Then we embarked on our journey back by the same route towards Kargil. Of course the excitement was less for
us and more for Mithun as he was coming to his elements having braved all the travels through the highest
passes. We did not stop over at many places, but Fotu La top was an exception as Mithun had not got down from
the vehicle at any of the other passes. By the time all pervasive darkness completely enveloped the moonland we
were still at least a hundred kilometer away from our destination. A few kilometers before Kargil we saw twothree persons waving frantically in front of their SUV in that darkness. Bana was driving at that time and after
slowing down and crossing them I reasoned that they cannot be anybody else than travelers like us and we must
go back to help them. In fact they were four friends from Sonipat in Haryana and had a flat tyre and could not
change it as their jack was not quite sitting down well on the uneven surfaces of the road. We had our entire kit
and our driver Brahma changed their tyre and they were ready to go. They said that they were stuck up there for
more than an hour and nobody stopped to help them.

They were very grateful with that little act of kindness and

insisted that they will stay at the same hotel as us at Kargil. It was almost 10:30 pm by the time we reached our
hotel. We had our dinner together and had a good conversation about our journeys in Kashmir.

Day 12 (Kargil to Pahalgam)

We started off from Kargil early so that we would have more time to spend in the valley as we had seen the
Kashmir valley only from the road during our onward journey. But this time we had another important place enroute to visit as well- the Kargil war memorial.
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Kargil War Memorial

It is dedicated to the memory of 437 of our soldiers who braved the biting cold and the sky kissing heights to
unfurl the ‘tiranga’ atop the peaks of Tololing, Tiger & many other. As you enter into the hallowed precincts of
the memorial to the bold and the brave, you feel the goosebumps, not less because of the three tricolours
fluttering in tandem with the mountain breeze, but more so because of the multitude of daredevils who have been
laid to rest here.

On a wall the names of all those who laid down their lives to
secure

our borders

are

etched

literally

in

golden letters. In another section a tombstone
has been fixed for each of these brave hearts.
Some of the war equipments used by our
soldiers and also those captured from the
enemy

soldiers

are

displayed

here.

One

retired MIG-21 is on display at this memorial
and so are other interesting equipment like
small

bunkers

infiltrators.

etc

used

by

the

Pakistani

The hair raising tales of valour

of our soldiers
in the various battles of Kargil war to recapture the lost ground are also written along with few displays of the
equipment associated.

Zozilla pass did not seem as treacherous as the last time we had crossed it. It was the turn of Mithun this time to
have the feeling of ecstasy as the beauty of the Kashmir valley slowly began to unfold before us. The road was
very less crowded from Sonamarg towards Kullan and we could not resist the temptation to stop at a few
places, sit on the middle of the road, raise a toast to Kashmir & our journey.

We again crossed Srinagar without so much as stopping to have a look at its famed beauty. We did not even go
to Dal Lake to get a look of the beautiful houseboats or the shikaras.

We went on the Srinagar-Jammu national

highway till Anantnag from where we had to take diversion towards Pahalgam. Darkness had fallen by the time
we reached Anantnag and Pahalgam was further 40 km away. The ride was uphill and there were very few
souls on the road during nighttime. GPS was showing that the road was along a river named Lidder and the river
gave us very good company for sure. The sound of the river sometimes gentle and sometimes roaring reassured
us that we had not strayed. The road from Anantnag to Pahalgam has very few human habitations alongside
and whatever may have been present was engulfed in the pitch darkness of the night. The road is infamous for
its troublesome past of the ambush of the Amarnath Yatra pilgrims many a times and we were quite scared. It
was almost 9:00 pm when we reached Pahalgam and we had to search for a place to stay for the night.
Pahalgam has no dearth of hotels but the hour was unearthly as the sleepy hill top town is not expected to stay
up beyond 9:00 pm. So after a frantic search, we zeroed in on a place called Woodstock Hotel right there on the
middle of the mall road near the main market which seemed a bit pricey. Finally with a round of spirit
enhancers and dinner we called it a day.
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Day 13 (Pahalgam to New Delhi)

What a view to behold when we woke up in the morning and removed the curtains? We were sitting in the
middle of the valley in our room and there were big glass windows on 2 & half sides of the room. Lidder river
flowed nearby and the snow capped mountains and the beautiful forests up their slopes slowly rose from the
valley.

Most of the Lidder valley was visible from our room and the sight was just picture perfect. It just took

our breath away and it seemed as if it was the most beautiful sight we had seen in our entire journey till then.
The hotel has a beautiful, fairly large garden which slowly merges into the valley and you will feel like sitting on
the benches and soak the gentle sun till the end of time. Sipping from a steaming cup of your favourite brew
while listening to the sound of the river and the forests will definitely transport you into the realm of ecstasy.

We had the entire day and thought of first
visiting ‘Mini Switzerland’ also sometimes
called as the real Kashmir valley.

One can

only reach there by trekking or riding on a
pony. We opted for the latter and still it took
us around one & half hours one way. But
the path is treacherous and even pony ride
will

keep

you

on

your

edges.

We

went

through beautiful forests, but the path was
sometimes very narrow and on the very
edge of the mountain where one wrong

foot of the pony can plunge you into the abyss lying along side. There are very memorable sights on the way
but what lay end of the trip was simply the most breathtaking of our entire trip. A vast expanse of meadow
painted a lush, parroty green surrounded by mountains and alpine forests of dark green. The undulating meadow
of flawless light green was dotted with the tourists wandering on it wearing various hues. Since there was
intermittent light drizzle from the start of the pony trail, we had hired and worn a raincoat each. While ourselves
wandering on the meadows, a drizzle started and most of the tourists had to run for cover but we had to pull only
our cap on our heads. The photographs taken during the time looks as if three ETs (Extra Terrestrials) are
standing on a grassy meadow. The rains made the path muddy and slippery for the pony hooves but it further
enhanced the green glow of the meadow.

Although there are many other beautiful places near Pahalgam, but most of them take a few hours trek or pony
ride. So we decided to give places like Sheshnag Lake, Tulian Lake or the Betaab valley a miss. Interestingly
‘Betaab valley’ is named after the movie of the same name in which Sunny Deol & Amrita Singh made their
debut and shot here. Pahalgam is the starting point for Amarnath Yatra and the first base camp is at a place
called Chandanwari which is about 20 km away.
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There are roads upto Chandanwari, but from thereon journey to Amarnath must be necessarily by trek or on
pony. A lot of trekking routes start from Pahalgam, like the journey to the lakes which takes 2-3 days, but there
are also the ambitious ones for the real adventurers which go upto Leh and takes 10-15 days. You need to spend
at least 3 days to have a feel of Pahalgam and its wondrous scenes and places. So, we settled for the Kashmiri
wazwan at a nice restaurant rather than visit to any other places.

At about 4:00 pm we started on our return journey from Pahalgam with plans to halt for the night at Jammu. We
stopped at many places with breathtaking views as Mithun was not there with us during the onward journey and
was finding it too hard to resist to click a few snaps. We stopped at a place called Titanic point with broad
sweeping view of the plains that were visible at the end of the valley. It was almost 8:00 pm when we crossed
Uddhampur and the heavy lorries and army convoys had started their journeys, the road was coming alive with
traffic.

At a road junction near Uddhampur, we asked a policeman for direction towards Jammu and we took a

wrong turn as per his advice. We were almost 30 kms on this road and 9:30 pm by the time we realized our
mistake, when a policeman stopped us en-route and asked us where we were going. He told us that although we
will again touch the national highway near Samba, but the road is dangerous and roads were really bad. As the
road from Uddhampur was fairly good till then, we thought that he might not beknowing and decided to have a
little adventure in this unknown terrain.

Day 14 (New Delhi - Rest Day)

Shortly after that, we could sense that the policeman was correct as the worst roads of our journey lay before us.
There was no mobile connectivity and the odd milestone was our only source for seeking direction. By the time
it was the start of a new date at midnight we found to our horror that flow of vehicles on this desolate route had
stopped altogether. There was not a single soul to seek direction from and we had to completely rely on our
kismet to reach our destination. We continued throughout the night, by changing drivers a few times and finally
reached Pathankot by daybreak. After GPS connectivity was restored, we realized that we had travelled through
the Samba sector, which is very near to LOC, at the dead of night. It was providence only that saved us from
untoward incident during the past few hours. We reached New Delhi by about 12 noon and more adventure was
in store for us. We took the wrong direction on a one way road for about 100 metres, but a traffic policeman
noticed it and immediately followed us. We did not realize it, till he caught on us after a kilometer. We had to
cough up 7000 bucks to save our skin as we were too emotionally drained to get into any further hassle.

We decided to have some rest, before we proceeded on our final return leg to Bhubaneswar. In the evening,
Mithun announced that he will not be going with us as he had some urgent work on Sunday. But we sensed it
correctly that he had had enough of our reckless wandering spirit and preferred a cozy 2 hour flight to
Bhubaneswar. In the evening a couple of our friends dropped by at Kena’s house and we had some interesting
stories to narrate of our adventure of last couple of weeks over a round of drinks.
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(New Delhi - Raigarh)

Refreshed by the overnight sleep, we embarked on the final leg of our journey to Bhubaneswar. We started off at
around 9:00 am in the morning and were soon travelling on the best road in India, the Yamuna Expressway. We
had decided to proceed via Ranchi, have an overnight stay at Ranchi and then proceed towards Bhubaneswar in
the morning. I called up a colleague of mine to book an accommodation at Ranchi. But he advised us not to
travel through the forests of Jharkhand at night and asked us to stay put at Varanasi for the night. But Bana
wanted to take his family back to Raigarh from Bhubaneswar on Sunday itself. So we decided to go to
Bhubaneswar via Raigarh as it is more or less safe to travel throughout the night on that route. So, we left GT
road a few kilometers after Allahabad near Gopiganj and proceeded towards Raigarh. It was quite dark during
peak summer time when we left Gopiganj and travelled towards Mirzapur- Robertsganj- Renukoot- PratappurAmbikapur- Pathalgaon throughout the night.

Day 16

(Raigarh - Bhubaneswar)

It was almost 8 o’clock in the morning when we finally reached Raigarh. Our pilot Brahma who was with us for
a fortnight and was part of all our adventures, finally bid us adieu. We freshened up at Bana’s flat, had a bath
and restarted our journey towards Bhubaneswar after breakfast. After about an hour, we entered into Odisha at
Kanaktura. A few kilometers ahead the outer reaches of Hirakud reservoir lay by the wayside and we did not let
go of the opportunity to click a few snaps. Our holiday mood was not yet over and we called up an old college
friend of ours who was staying at Sambalpur and caught up with him.

When we started on the penultimate leg towards Angul from Sambalpur, little did we know that more adventure
was in store for us. As we were travelling through the Rairakhol forests, a strange thing happened which gives
me the goosebumps, whenever I think about it. The two of us were conversing, when suddenly our steering
wheel swerved towards the left, I screamed at Bana and immediately tried to straighten it, by turning the wheel
on the opposite direction. By the time, Bana applied the brakes, and our Safari came to a stop, it had grazed a
huge tree on the road side. I consoled Bana, that it most be the sleeplessness of the last few days. But he insisted
that he was completely awake, as he was talking to me, but something happened. The swerving to the left was
involuntary. He said, he felt like somebody else moved it and he was just witness to it. Was it paranormal? We
stopped at Badakera before Angul, where a dealer of mine has an automobile service station, to fix an unhinged
rail. He also corroborated Bana’s feeling and said that he had heard about these kind of stories a few times in the
past also.

It was evening when we finally reached Bhubaneswar, thus bringing an end to our epic journey of 16 days
from earth to sky and back.
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TWO PRIMARY WEBSITES
https://dms92.smugmug.com/
https://dms92blog.wordpress.com/
Sections within website related to 25 Years Get Together
Photos of Event
Videos of Event
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It is to be noted by all readers of this Souvenir (also referred to as 'ebook') that the creators of it hold no responsibility
regarding content throughout the ebook . The opinions and views expressed by each of the respective author/s (as attributed
in each write-up) are their own

The sole purpose of this ebook is informational, educational and/or entertainment. No author/s of any of the written pieces
has obtained any commercial/monetary benefits as a result of writing in this ebook. As such the author/s have liberally used
their own photographs or photos from the internet to enrich their write-ups, sourced from the following list of internet sites
(list is non-exhaustive). As such no claim of copyright violations will be entertained with respect to these images or text.
wikipedia.com,

mycitylinks.in,

odishaportal.in,

espn.com,

puriwaves.nirmalya.in,

jagannath.nic.in,

amazingbhubaneswar.com, odishasuntimes.com, odishatourismcenter.com, myodia.com, womanodisha.com, eodisha.org,
incredibleodisha.com, popcornin.in, thoughtco.com, heritageodisha.com, candidopinions.com

No part of write-ups or the images used as part of those write-ups may be copied or reproduced in any form or manner by
any reader/user without the permission of the respective author/s. Poems and literary pieces, wherever attributed
are

copyright

of

the

respective

attributed

author/s.

Permission

can

be

sought

via

a

common

email

viz.,

dmschool92@gmail.com

Readers are prohibited from extracting images out of this ebook in any form, to use them on the internet or otherwise, with
malafide intent. Such actions are unwarranted and will attract appropriate legal action on part of creators/authors of this
ebook in respective jurisdiction against violators
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